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A L3TRACT

1thin LO square milos of the southeastern a11owa
Mountains, Oregon, ougeosynclinal Pernian and Triasslo
formations comprising s section about 25,000 feet thick
have been exposed by uplift and erosion of overlying
Niocene Columbia River basalt. Deposition appears to have
been continuous from Perrnian into Upper Triassic, but an
apparent angular unconformity exists between Triasslo Creek
Trinity
formations. Neritic clastics of the Permien
elastics of
and
volcariios
by
nixed
are
overlain
formation
and
terrestrial
is
which
formation,
the Triassic Imnaha
Its
in
neritic
and
member
Russel
in
lower
its
littoral
upper Norway member. Sandstone and conglomerate of the
Upper Triassic Lower Sedimentary Series apperently rest
unconfornably on deformed pillow lavas and breccias of the
iorway member.

varied suite of small stocks Intrudes the area.
Gabbrolc units of the FIsh Lake complex are most widespread; other stocks are composed of metadiorite, keratophyre, bostonite, and trondjemlte. Varied dikes are extreriely abundant In older formations.
Marble and skarn of uncertain age, but believed
unrelated to the Imnaha or Trinity Creek formations, are
intimnately associated with gabbrolo stocks.
Deformnatiori increases froni east to west, and culminatas with an overturned anticlirie in the Upper Triassic
Lower sedimentary Serles at the western margin of the
area. Faulting is minor except for the 2Ine Creek reverse
A

fault
feet.

which

has a minimum

Alpine topography

vertIcal displacement of

resilted

2S00

from Pleistocene stream

erosion and glaciation; post-.leistocene erosion has not
been extensive.

GEOLOGY
OF

PART OF THE SOUTHEASTERN WALLOWA MOUNTAINS,
N ORTHEASTERN

OREGON

The purpose of this thesis is to set forth the nature
of a varied suite of rocks in a small area of the south-

eastern

allowa Mountains; to show the relation of this

suite of rocks to the regional development of the geologic

environment in which they are found; and to map accurately
the limits of the various units within the area so that

later workers may continue with more detailed study of

various problems.
The area consists
in northeastern

of approximately forty square miles

Oreon between

ll7°0L1)

and 117016!

longitude and between L°Ol' and t5O6' N, latitude.

Por-

tions of Baker and Wallowa counties are included.
(Figure

Entry into the eastern edge is provided by

1)

a

gravel surface road from the town of Halfway, ¼)regon; other
parts of the area may be reached only on foot or by

horseback.
A mountainous region of late youthful topography, the
area has

a

maximum relief of

tion of 955

developed.

feet.

Lt.2l5

feet,

and maximum eleva-

An integrated drainage system has not

Drainage is accomplished by numerous small

streams, many of which are raging torrents in early spring

Fi-.

i

Outline

rp

of Oregon showing thesis erea

o.

black iner+.
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Shor t summers and heavy win-

but completely dry by August.

ter snowfall limit the field season from mid-June to late

September.

Areas below timberline, particularly in the

canyons, are thickly covered with

a

heavy growth of ever-

groen timber and underbrush.

Field work was done during the summer of 1958, from
June 12 to September 15.

U.

S.

Geological Survey advanced

topographic sheets of the Cornucopia and Eagle Cap

uad-

rangles were used as base maps, and the geology was plotted
et a

scale of i/)48,000.

Finished maps were enlarged to

1/2L.,OOO to provide room for legible structural symbols.

Previous geologic work in the area is limited.
Ross

(22) made a reconnaissance map of

C.

P.

inì

the southern

1918;
(21)

a11owas,

large area

including the thesis area, in

his report was published in 1938.

Roland K. Reid

studied approximately eight square miles around k'ish

Lake in 1953.
of the thesis

Other work in the

al1owa iJountains outside

area is included in the bibliography.

During field work, the writer experienced difficulty
in differentiating between glacial moraine and other uncon-

solidated material.

Errors were called to his attention

after the field season was so far advanced that remapping
of such deposits was Impossible.

Areas covered by glacial

veneer had been Included as morainal deposits.

1vdhere

jus-

tified by known exposures of rock, such alluvial contacts

L.

Therefore, contacts

wore redrawn from aerial photographs.
of

.uaternary alluvium except in Cliff River, East Pine,

and Clear Creek canyons, can be only approximate.

Laboratory work was limited to the examination of 2S2
thin sections and to determinations of pyroxene composition

Composition

for the Fish Lake complex by oil immersions.

of plegioclase was determined by symmetrical extinction of

albite twins.

Nodal analyses of igneous rocks were made with
counter after the method of Chayes
were made over the entire slide,

,

p.

I'ossil

Traverses

i-ii).

Percentage com-

position of sedimentary rocks was computed from
a

point

and the total number of

points per slide varied from 1500 to 2200.

traverses with

a

a

series of

entworth integrating stage.

identifications were made by S. W. 4u1ler of

gtanford University.

s

TABLE

2.

SUMMARY OF STRATIGRPHIC UNITS

Formation
uaternary

Lithology

Thickness

alluvial valley
fill

variable
l-200' (?)

Unconformity
glacial moraine

uaternary
Unconfor-i ty
iliocene

Columbia
River

basalt flows

appx. 1500'

thin-bedded marine

3000-5000'

bas alt

Unconformity
lJpper

Triessic

Lower
Sedimentary
Series

siltstone with minor

conglomerate
Unconf or-i ity
(?)

Triassic

Imnaha
formation
Norway
member

blue
Creek
lentil

predominantly spilitic pillow lavas
and coarse jumbled
breccias with
bedded units near
base

6000-3000'

crystal tuffs, fine
conglomerate, sandstone, and slitstone

max.

Ago

Formation
Hussel
member

Lithology
lava flows, coarse
conglomerate, angu-

Thickness

lO-l000'

lar broc cias of

meta-andesito and
met abas alt
Sugarloaf
lentil

volcanic sandstones,
arid conglomerate
cemented by extensive nwtrix of cal-

600-800'

cite
i-ermian

Triiity
Creek
formation

feldspathic wacke
conglomerate, and
siltstone

6500-7000'

(?)

Iarble

small lenses around
intrusive borders

300'

(?)
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STRAT IGRAPI

The va11owa Mountains contain
Perrnian and Triassic rocks,

a

thick section of

but only the lower part of the

section is exposed in the area covered in this thesis.

In

contrast to the previously known Permian Clover Creek
greenstone,

Per'iian rocks in the thesis area comprise a

thick marine sedimentery sequence, herein called the

Trinity Creek formation.

The Trinity Creek formation is

succeeded by the Imnaha formation, including the Russel and

Norway members, and the Lower Sedimentary series.
No apparent break is recorded between the Permien

sedimentary sequence and the overlying Triassic Imnaha

for-

mation which is composed of mixed volcanics and coarse conglomerate,

and believed to be, in part,

The Permo-Triassic boundary,

a

terrestrial.

profound unconformity

throughout much of the world, here lies within several
thousand feet of apparently continuously deposited rocks,

separating fossil horizons for which Permian and Triassic
ages have been determined.
is

The environment of deposition

believed to have changed from neritic to littoral or

terrestrial after the onset of extensive vulcanism, but no
break in deposition is recognizable.

Interfingering of the

Imneha and Trinity Creek formations south of Fish Lake and
the presence of glomeroporphyritic endesite boulders in the

M
L]

upper Trinity Creek formation which are characteristic of
the overlying Hussel member of the Imnaha formation indi-

Sna11 lost intervals

cate that deposition was continuous.

may be overlooked in a terrestrial formation, such as the

Hussel member of the Imnaha formation, but certainly no major unconformity is present.

Triassic units, the Imnaha formation and Lower Sedi-

mentary Series, are separated by an angular unconformity
Jxtent of this unconformity is

within the thesis area.

known because of juxtaposition with

a

major fault.

riot

Fossi-

bly the unconformable relation exposed in the area is the

result of deformation in conjunction with faulting.
The following correlation chart is

a

compilation taken

from published correlation tables for the Triassic of the

United States and Canada,

(1,2O)

It

is presented to

show

the relation of the thesis area to the development of the

Permo-Triassic eugeosyncline in the Frazer belt, and is not
meant to imply absolute ejuivalency in either time or lithology.

However, lithologic similarities for certain

parts of the column throughout the eugeosyncline belt are

fairly consistent,

arid

the secjuence exposed in the thesis

area fits the regional pattern.
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STRATIGRAPHIC

iTh

ITS

The litholoy and stratigraphic relations of each

stratigraphic unit shown on the geologic map (P1-i) ere

described below,

Correlation of these units with the re-

gthnal stratigraphy and structure is discussed in separate
sections.

Marble
This section concerns only those isolated bodies

around the perimeter of Clear Creek stock; it does not include marble lenses, or calcareous sediments found in other

stratigraphie units.

Distribution and Expression
Six small irregular units of contact marble are present at intervals around the Clear Creek stock.

mapped similar marble units along the borders of
stock east of the thesis areL.

Reid (21)
a

gabbroic

The marble is exposed in

low, rounded outcrops with distinctive weathered surfaces.

Grjdation from marble to skarn exists in the only outcrop
where the two are in contact, In the
R.

)4.6

1

sec. 17, T. 6 S.,

E.

Pet rography

The marble is lIa'ht blue gray with Irregular dark

II

streaks and patches present in

a

few outcrops.

weathering

has roughened the surface, producing fluted grooves.

Jointing is well developed, generally parallel to foliation
of the dynamo-thermal aureole.

Reid (11, p.3L) described

isoclinal folding in the marble, but the writer failed to

recognize any bedding or other markers by which folding
could be traced.
The marble effervesces freely in dilute
Is granular,

Texture

11Cl.

but individual grains are generally too small

to recognize with a hand lens.

Rarely the marble is

coarsely crystalline with calcite crystals up to

3/L1.

inch

across.
C.

P.

(22, p.

29)

of the marble from T. £

.,

marble contains
L16.60

32.8L1

a

R.

6 E.

as

chemical analysis
"The

follows:

percent lime, 20.52 percent magnesia,

percent carbon dioxide, with traces of iron oxides

and water,

s

total of 99.96 percent."

The assemblage fosterite-periclese-calcite, typical of

magnesian marbles of the pyroxene horn.fels facies
(30,

p.

L29), is characteristic of these units.

calcite, in anhedral to subhedral grains,
90 to 95 percent of the rock.

Twinned

constitutes about

Only occasional remnants of

isotropic poriclase cre present in conspicuous rounded

patches of brucite.
and garnet,

Small drop-like crystals of fosterite

revealed by high relief,

are scattered

12

throughout the rock.

regular "veined"

Fosterite is lcrgely altered to Ir-

patches of

antL1orite;

commonly only

sev-

eral Isolated fragments of the original crystal remain

"floating" In the fibrous mass.
and isotropic,

Garnet,

Is rimmed by ohiorite.

clear, unzoned,

Chemical

composition

of the garnet was not determined.

Accessory minerals are clinohumite, pyrite, and

mag-

Clinohumite forms clear to very pale yellow crys-

netite.

tais with fine polysynthetic twinning.

Euhedral pyrite

cubes are partially altered to limonite.

Thicknes s

Maximum thickness of the marble is probably less than
300 feet.

As no bedding was recognized,

accurate measure-

ments were not possible.
Fossil Content
ithin the thesis area, marbles aro nonfossiliferous

because of complete recrystallization.

A limited fauna,

discovered by W. H. Taubeneck, was collected from similar

marble near Twin Lakes.

SENE*

sec. 2,

T.

6 S.,

new Twin Lakes roed.

The precise fossil location is
H.

1L

E.

about 50 feet east of the

The fossils were collected from a

single stratum near the southern edge of the exposure.
No age has as yet been determined for the fauna.

13

and Stratigraphie Relation

Distribution of the marble around stocks of the Fish
Lake complex,

and only around the two largest stocks,

leaves

little doubt that the present position of the marble re-

sulted from intrusion of the stocks.

Marble units may be

either (a) portions of an underlying stratum, broken and
carried up with magma, or (b) a calcareous lens or lenses
aside

by

the intrusive.

The second possibility is open to serious doubt.

If

the marble units represent lenses in the "greonstone,t' they

would not reasonably be restricted to intrusive borders;
similar lenses should be present away from the stocks.
lenses should be conformable with surrounding units.

Also,

Only one of the marble lenses suggests the possibility of

conformity with surrounding rock, the elongate mass in
NE- sec. 17, T. 6 3., R. L6 E.,

and as it is gradational

into skarn which is definitely included In the stock,

formity with the "greenstone" is doubtful.
size were not found in the Imnaha formation;

con-

Lenses of equal

calcareous

lenses mapped are much smaller than most of the marble
units,

and invariably contain scoriaceous cobbles.

Lo limestone older than Triassic is known in the

Lallowa Mountains, but some Permian limestone is known in
the Elkhorn Mountains near Surnpter.

exposure of limestone,

The nearest known

in the upper Triassic Martin Lridge

iL1.

formation, 11es about

7

If the

miles west of these lenses.

marble lenses are related to the

iartin bridge or other

Triassic limestone, they could only have originated from
A regional thrust is described by

lower thrust plte.

Livingston (1L,

p.

32-36) trending northeast from Burnt

River, Oregon to Cuddy
Idaho border.

a

ountain,

Idaho,a1oní

the Oregon-

Along this fault,Paleozoic (?) argillites

have been thrust from the northwest over Jurassic shales.
The fault can be traced for LO to 50 miles, and is postu-

lated to extend possibly 125 to 130 miles.

Thrusting of such scale could involve units within the
thesis area but no thrusting of such magnitude was recog-

nized during the field work.
If the marble lenses were derived from a thrust

the most likely parent would be the Triassic

limestone.

However, until

a

plate,

artin Lridge

definite age has been deter-

mined for the fauna collected from the limestone lens near
Twin Lakes, or until further mapping has indicated

a

thrust

fault, no conclusions can be reached as to the ultimate

origin of the marble.

The lenses are definitely considered

to have been carried into place by the intruding magma,

their age may be either pre-Permian, Permien (but pre-

Trinity Creek), or Triassic.

but

15

Trinity Creek Formation
For purposes of this thesis, the name Trinity Creek

formation is proposed informally to designate

a

thick group

of assorted sedimontary rocks, mostly sandstone and con-

glomerate, which have not heretofore been designated as a
This formatIon was previously in-

stratigraphic entity.

cluded In the Carboniferous (?) sediments by Ross.

(12)

The double name is retaIned because "Trinity formation" has
been used elsewhere.

No permanent formal name is suggested

here because total thickness and areal extent of the formation are not yet known.

The most typical and consistent

outcrops of the formation in the thesis area are found in
secs. 16, 21,
Crook.

and 27, T. 6 S,, R. ¿6 E.,

along Trinity

Attitudes are consistent within the area mapped,

but the formation continues for an unknown dIstance to the
south,

so that total thickness

cannot be computed from

known data.
Topoç4raphic Expression and Areal Distribution

Outcrops of the Trinity Creek formation are irregular
and discontinuous.

They occur generally as low rounded

protuberances on the tops of ridges and as precipitous
bluffs.
jointing,

Because of their extreme induration and extensive
the sedimentary rocks lsck any distinctive out-

crop pattern or character by which they can be recognized

16
at

a

distance.
This formation covers the southeastern portion of the

thesis area, and occupies

a

small window exposed through

Columbia River basalt near the head of Trail Creek.
side of the thesis area,

Out-

the formation exten cis for an un-

known distance to the east and south.

It is

also exposed

near the junction of Trail and Clear Creeks, where the best

outcrops along Trail Creek are at elevations between L80o
and 5000 feet.

Sandstone, thought to belong to the Trinity

Creek formation, is exposed south of Simmons Mountain in
the tE1 sec. 27, T. 6 s., R.

Lj.5

E.

Petrography
Lithology of the Trinity Creek formation is extremely
varied,

both vertically and laterally.

tion and discontinuous outcrops,

it was not possible to

trace any individual unit for more than

laterally.

ont.

a

few hundred yards

iedium to coarse feidapathic sandstone is the

most common rock type.
glomerate,

t3eceuse of varia-

in

a

Several different types of con-

wide range of size and sorting,

are pres-

Siltstones and mudstones are interbedded with coarser

clestics at infrequent intervals, and typical outcrops consist of interbedded sandstone and conglomerate,

usul1y

with indefinite gradation between individual beds.

Large

exposures consisting entirely of one rock type are rare.
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To avoid confusion, the major rock types are discussed

individually.
Sandstone,

Sandstones of this formation are Leid-

spathic and lithic graywackes according to the classification proposed by Gilbert (33, p. 293).

main constituents are shown in Figure
from this diagram,

Proportions of the
3;

as can be seen

two samples, C-377 and C-376,

marked increase in quartz content.

Ï'he

show a

quartz content of

these two samples becomes more significant when one realizes that they are stratigraphically the lowest saip1es

from the formation;

therefore,

these two sarples are de-

scrihed separately.
The sandstone is usually gray to dark green, depending
on the abundance of rock fragments and chioritic material,
but light tan to buff beds are common,

bluish to purple horizons are rare.

and distinctive

Coloration is little

different on the weathered surfaces than on freshly broken
surfaces.

Induration is extreme, and therefore true bed-

ding surfaces are difficult to find,
the beds is often clearly visible.

though the trace of
Joint surfaces are ex-

tremely smooth, without deflection around the particles;
intersecting joints commonly produce sharply mitered
corners.
Units of the feldspathic wacke vary from thin beds of
sandy material interbedded with coarser conglomerate to

18

PLAGIQCLASE
ROQIÇ

FRAGMENTS

Trianpular dia-rarn howin rvde1 ene 1yei n t:'-' I e"p1e'
ation. The percenta» of euartz t indic"ted by the 'ize f o"theth Tr ty 'r'-e: "'r'.rin'1e. ruribe' 'ira
for sap1ee. Note the 1nre difference
in rercentaTe of 'urrtz for 77
and

78.
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sorting

massive cross-laminated layers 30-50 feet thick.

within individual units or beds is generally moderate to

Graded bedding is com-

good, or else distinctly graded.

monly very well defined, but

is by no

means

a

universal or

characteristic feature of the wackes in this unit.

Out-

crops of sandstone which grade gradually upward into grit,

pebbly sandstone, and conglomerate are common In this area.
Sorting has been most effective in cross-bedded units.
In these units, the bedding is defined by thin,

ored streaks.

dark col-

Most cross lamination Is in small lenticular

to wedge-shaped units less than

L1

feet long, and

1

to 2

Outcrops of cross-laminated sandstone are

feet thick.

shown in Figures

L

and 5.

Microscopically the sandstones are seen to consist of
fragments of plagioclase, flne-grained volcanic rocks, and
quartz,

In

a

silicified matrix of finer grains and

a re-

crystallized equl-granular mosaic of quartz and albite with
abundant finely divided sericite,

chlorite, leucoxene,

occasional irregular crystals of calcite.
dance of the constituents varies,

lithic fragments predominate.

and

Relative abun-

but plagioclase and

The degree of rounding

varies from moderate to poor, but in general the scattered
quartz grains are somewhat better rounded than either pia-

gioclase or lithic fragments.
iithic fragments, generally subangular to subrounded

20

Figure

L1..

Cross-l8minEted sandstone in Trinity
Creek formation. Location: NW*SWsec. 22, T. 6 S., R. 16 E.

figure

5.

Cross-laminated sandstone of the Trinity
Creek formation, immediately overlying
coarse well-rounded conlomerate at 6550
feet elevation in S1W4 sec. 22, T. 6 S.,
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are predominantly fine-grained or porphy-

in these rocks,

ritic volcanics, but chert grains, moat abundant in C-3O,
are present in

Volcanic frag-

few of the slides studied.

a

monts are marked by pilotaxitic or felsitic plagioclse

microlites set in

a

denso accumulation of chlorite and iron

ore, or of iron ore alone.

Phenocrysts of plagioclase are

infrequent, marked by crystal fragments partially enclosed
in

a

much finer ground mass.

larger grains, is

a

Only rarely,

in some of the

whole phenocryst present.

Parent

canics are believed to have ranged from basaltic to

tra-

as indicated solely by abundance and texture

chytic,

plaioclase microlïtes.
removed

vol-

of

All mafics have apparently been

metamorphic or diagenetic

for none

wore recognized in thin section.

Plagioclaso fragments are generally angular to subangular,

tion.

and have occasionally been crushed after deposi-

Twinning and progressive zoning is common.

Altera-

tion has frequently obscured grain outlines, and not

uncommonly has formed selectively in zones of the plagioclase.

Incipient recrystallization of plagioclase to

albite was seen in all slides examined,

progressed to
*

a

and in some it has

stage where the outline of original plagio-

clase is revealed only by an indistinct border.

Early

stages of recrystallization are revealed

by,

patches with individual extinction and

general hazy

a

irregular

22

appearance of the crystal under crossed nicols.

Feathery

crystals of albite, without any visible relation to the
original plagioclase, occur frequently in the matrix.
Q.uartz is

a

minor constituent in most of the sandstone,

and is absent in many thin sections.

In general,

quartz is

somewhat better rounded than other grains, although rounding may have been caused by partial replacement by the si-

Partial replacement is shown by fritted

liceous matrix.

borders and infrequent embayments.
formed on quartz in

C-30L1.

prior to recrystallization of the

Irregular "dust-trails"

matrix.

Authigenic overgrowths

and general lack of

indu-

sions indicate that the quartz is of igneous origin.

extinction is characteristic

avy

these quartz grains, but

of'

may have resulted from forces acting either before or after
deposition.

Tuffaceous origin is suggested for two ssmples,
and

C-Ì4,

C-l5

by texture and mineral content, but metamorphic

processes have so obscured the relations that positive
Irregular and discon-

identification is not possible.

tinuous sinuous stringers and arcuate patterns of hematite
are present in

c-l5.

cent of the rock,
tion.

C-Li.

Hematite constitutes about 30 per-

thus causing

a

distinctive purple colora-

is similar to distinctive rocks of the blue

Creek lentil which are interpreted as crystal tuffs.
close relation of

C-Li.

to these rocks is

The

also indicated by
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its position on the triangular diagram (dee Figure 31).

Therefore, pyroclastic activity may have been a contributing, though minor, factor in the history of this formation.

A sharp change in rock type is represented by samples

C-377 and C-378.

As nòted in Figure

3,

the percentage of

quartz increases rapidly, and though less definitely indi-

cated in the diagram,

The matrix

sorting is much better.

is free of finely crushed rock and feldspar,

consisting of

recrystallized chlorite-hematite-calcite in C-377,

and

quartz-albite-sericite in C-378; in both samples the matrix
shows replacement of the larger grains, including quartz.

These samples cannot, therefore,
wackes,

be considered true gray-

but feldspathic arenites.

Sample C-377 contains chert and siltstone fragments in

addition to volcanic rock grains; one chert grain contains
angular inclusions of quartz.

Another feature not noted in

other samples is inclusions of zircon in the quartz and

platioclase grains of both C-377 and C-378.
Conglomerate.

Conglomerates in the Trinity Creek for-

metion are irregular and discontinuous, both laterally and
vertically.

No particular conglomeratic horizon. could be

traced laterally for more than 100-150 yards.
lar, non-bedded, pebble to cobble conglomerate,

varying from

3 to

25 feet thick,

line,

angu-

in zones

are most comon,

but len-

ticular areas of coarse, well-rounded, cobble to boulder

211.

conglomerate are scattered throughout the formation.
such outcrops,

sorting is generally good; boulder size

reaches a maximum diameter of
3

In

lL.

inches, but cobbles

inches in diameter are predominant,

11.

to

Commonly the len-

ticular conglomerates are immediately overlain by cross-

bedded sandstone.

However, most of the outcrops show ir-

regular gradations between coarse pebbly sandstone and
conglomeratic facies.
Cobbles and boulders in the conglomerates are pre-

dominantly fine-gramad or porphyritic volcanic detritus.
Vesicular volcanic cobbles and fragments of sedimentary
rocks occur locally as the dominant clast type in
outcrop,

a

given

boulders of strongly porphy-

ritic volcanic rock, typical of the overlying member of the
Imnaha formation, are present in the upper portion of the

Trinity Creek formation.

A single "granitic1'

cobble, C-198,

was found in the formation.

Several lenticular areas of coarse, well-rounded

boulders contain

a

high percentage of

in two counts of 200 pebbles each,

a

a

single rock type;

fine-grained porphy-

ritic rock of andesitic character was the only rock type
present.

However, not all conglomerates in the formation

are monolithic, nor is the same rock type present in all

outcrops which show

a

tendency toward monolithic content.

Variety is especially conspicuous in the finer, more
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angular conglomerates.

Lecause of extreme laterEl varia-

tion in conglomerate from outcrop to outcrop, pebble counts
are characteristic only for the particular outcrop con-

corned.
A distinctive intraformational conglomerate,

ing randomly oriented,

i

contain-

to 3 inch fragments of bedded

siltstone and niudatone crops out at 7060 feet elevation in
the NW*SE*SE* sec. 16, T. 6 3., R. L6 E.

solution cavities,

8

Large irregular

inches to 2 feet wide, mark the posi-

tion of calcareous lenses or boulders.

The matrix, about

60 to 80 percent of the rock, is composed of dark grayish

green sand to silt sized grains with crude bedding.
A few scattered outcrops of conglomerate suggest de-

position by mudflow,
sec.

16,

T.

6 S.,

R.

Such an outcrop occurs in the NE*SE*
L16

E.

where

a

narrow bench is composed

of angular vesicular boulders in a very coarse feldapathic

matrix.

A reddish,

baked appearance, and extreme surface

irregularity serve to distinguish the rock from the more
common conglomerate types.

In general appearance,

this

outcrop is similar to many of the mudflow breccias in the
Cierno basin of central Uregon.
fludatone and Siitstone.

ine-grained greenish to buff

mudstone and siltstone, with individual grains too small to
be distinguished in hand specimen, occur in scattered lo-

calities throughout the Trinity Creek formation, but are
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best

exposed

on the ridge imriediately south of Fish Lake,

where they are the dominant rock and can be traced for
about half a mile without interruption, except for minor

sandstone and conglomerate lenses.

Bedding is usually well

defined by color changes; individual beds vary from

width.

inches in

cast, is

The light

siliceous,

gray

-

to

L

rock has a slight greenish

and breaks with

a

subconchoidal to ir-

regular fracture without reference to the bedding.

Micro-

scopically the rock is seen to contain scattered, wellsorted, angular grains of quartz, plagioclase,

casional, recognIzable volcanic fragment in

a

and

an oc-

dense re-

crystallized matrix of sericite, leucoxene, cilorite, and

microcrystalline quartz.

Modes are shown in Figure

3.

Graded bedding and load casts are present in some outcrops of the siltstone.

Striking features of penecontempo-

raneous deformation, including load casts and slumpin, are
exposed in
thick,

a

series of irregular mudstone beds about 6 feet

overlying about 30 feet of well-bedded coarse sand-

stone, in

SWNW-

of 6000 feet.

sec. 28, T.

6 3.,

R. L6 E.

at an elevation

(Figures 6 and 7) Unsorted angular pebbles

and cobbles of vesicular volcanic rock, probably of pyro-

elastic origin, were dumped onto unsolidified muds, and

minor slumping further contorted the beds.

The structure

could have resulted either from a pyroclastic shower or

turbidity current.

f

Figure

6.

Penocontemporaneous

deformation

of fine
Creek forma-

grained beds in the Trinity
tion; cobbles in lower bed probably of

pyroclastic origin; noto angularity

Thickness
A section of the Trinity Creek formation between 6500

and 7000 feet thick is exposed in the thesis area.
total thickness is unknown,

The

but similar sedimentary rocks

are exposed southward along the road to an elevation of

about 5000 feet.

Therefore, the total thickness may ap-

proach 8000 to 10,000 feet.

Thickness was computed from

the map by using an average dip of

measured with

a

300

o sections were

chain.

Depositional Environment and Provenance
Coarse boulders in discontinuous lenticular bodies

frequently overlain by well sorted cross-laminated sandstone indicate rapid deposition by strong currents with

subsequent reworking by waves or currents.
of grain size through

a

The fluctuation

vertical sequence, so character-

istic of the Trinity Creek formation, and thin discontinu0us accumulation of fine-grained slltstone and mudstone

indicate variation in competency and capacity of transporting currents,

or variation in the amount of available de-

tritus in the source area.

Compositional immaturity indi-

cates little transportation or sorting prior to deposition.

All of the above conditions

be satisfied only by de-

caii

position in shallow water near

a

land mass or group of

islands with moderate to high relief, in which mechanical
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breakdown of parent rock was more active than chemical
decay.
The occasional occurrence of tuffaceous (?) textures,

mudflows, and coarse, angular, vesicular debris (Figures
and 7) suggests explosive eruptions in adjacent areas,

6

and

the dominance of volcanic grains proves that the source

area was predominantly composed of volcanic rocks.

Therefore,

the bulk of the Trinity Creek

foration,

is

considered to have been deposited in shallow seas adjacent
to

a

land mass or group of islands on which vulcanism was

active.

The attitude of cross-lamination in the sandstone

suggests that the source area was to the southeast.
Onset of extensive vulcanism may be recorded by the
sharp break in sedimentary types (C-377 and C-373).

The

increased percentage of quartz with inclusions typical of
acid plutonic rocks,

and the presence of chert and silt-

stone fragments in the two stratigraphically lowest samples

leave no doubt that sedimentary and probably crystalline
rocks were exposed in the early source areas.

However,

definite conclusions would require additional mapping and
sampling in the Trinity Creek formation south of the thesis
area to establish the extent of the arenites.

Fossil Content
Eight fossil localities are plotted on the accompanyIng map.

A varied and well preserved fauna was collected
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Other localities yielded 11m-

from Fi-i, Fi-3, and Fi-8.

Ited fauna usually consisting of poorly preserved casts.

The following forms were identified by
1uller:

i)r,

S.

¶.i.

(16)

ieosp1rifer sp.
Penn-Perm
Chaoieiia sp.
Punctospirifer puicher Permian (Phosphorla)
Fi-8
Miss-Perm
2. Dlctyoclostus sp.
Fi-3

1.
2.
1.

and Stratigraphic Relation
The Trinity Creek formation is the oldest unit recog-

nized in the area; it is dated as Perriian on the basis of
the previously listed fauna,

the Inmaha formation.

and is conformably overlain by

Upper portions of the Trinity Creek

formation and "greenstones" of the Imnaha formation interringer on the crest of the ridge imedi&tely south of Fish
Lake.

Other small bodies of "greenstone" within the

Trinity Creek formation crop out near the head of East Pine
Creek in the

ì'E

sec. 21,

T.

6

5.,

R. L6 L.

The exact na-

ture of these small bodies is not definitely known,

but

both intrusives and flows are probably present.
Definite intrusive contacts may be seen on the ridge
immediately south of

±'ish

Lcke and in the easteri edge of

East Pine Creek (Pi-1), where a narrow ribbonlike dike of

"greenstone" has been injected into the older rock.

Con-

tacts of the other bodies of metavolcanics are obscured,
but there is no indication of intrusion.
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I

-
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I

FIgure

7.

Minor faulting in same outcrop of Figure 6
with boulder of similarly deformed strata
in conçlomerate of downthrown block.
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Lmnaha

Formation

formation, is proposed for "green
stones" and associated sedimentary rocks exposed in a wide
belt trending northeast through the south central portion
The marie, Imnaha

of the Cornucopia quadrangle. (Pi-l)

Those rocks have pre-

viously been thought to be a part of the Prmian Clover
Creek greenstone. (21) However, lithoioy and fossil con-

tent indicate that these rocks form a separate stratigraphic unit.
The formation is named for exposures ri:i1ng the
Imnaha canyon for several miles east from the junction of
the Irnnaha and Cliff Rivers. A typical section is present
in nearly continuous exposures along the south rim of the
Imnaha canyon.
The Irnnaha

formation is divided into

two members on

the basis of lithology and inferred depositional environment. Each member contains a single lentil of restricted
areal extent but distinct character. The two members, with
their included lentils, are the Hussel member, including
the Sugarloaf lentil, and the Norway member, including the

ilue Creek lentil.
Hussel Member

consists of a series of thick lava
flows, intercalated breccia and conglomerate, and minor
The Hussel member
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pods of recrystallized limestone.

It is

named for typical

exposures in Rock Creek canyon, north of Russel Mountain.
(Figure

8)

This member occupies

a

linear belt about

3?

miles wide, comprising most of the northeast portion of the
thesis area.

Bold outcrops, rounded roches moutonnees,

steplike cliffs, long smooth benches, and strong persistent
joints are typical of this member.

Most outcrops are cut

by one or more dikes which cause extreme difficulty in de-

tecting structural continuity.
Petrography.

Both fragmental

arid

flow rocks are dark

green, or blue to blue-black, blotched with white pheno-

crysts and glomeroporphyritic rosettes of plagioclase.

The

strongly porphyritic nature of the volcanics in this sequenee is distinctive-non-porphyritic rock is almost to-

tally absent, even in the intercalated clastics.
The rocks

are nearly structureless and lineation of

any sort was rarely noted.
a

Pillow structure was noted at

single locality, the small lenses of "greenstone" inter-

bedded with the Trinity Creek formation south of Fish Lake.

Vesicular pillows are well formed, but obscured by erosion,
and are separated by thin septae of dense, devitrified

chioritic material without phenocrysts.

Content of vési-

cies increases toward the top of the exposure,

but within

individual pillows, the vesicles, now filled with calcite,
are concentrated in concentric zones near the

edge of the

31..

ligure

8.

"Greenstone" outcrops in Rock Creek
canyon, typo locality for Hussel member.

I

Figure 9.

Typical exposure of eastern portion
of the Norway member.
i'ote dikes.

3

pillows.

Pillow structure is best exposed on the north

face of the outcrops.

Flow

Porphyritic

and glomeroporphyritic meta-andesites

Rock

and rnetabasalts

with plagioclase phenocrysts set in

a

dense green to black groundmass, are composed of plagio-

clase,

augite, chlorite,

actinolite,

plus accessory magnetite, quartz,

sphene.

epidote,

and calcite

apatite, hematite,

and

Plagioclase and augite are relict; primary magne-

tite and apatite are also present.

Other minerals are the

result of low grade regional metamorphism.

Metamorphism has not reached equilibrium in the greenschist facies, for relict augite and plagioclase are recognizable.

An equilibrium assemblage should also include

albite instead of the calcio andesine and labradorite.
Thus low grade regional metamorphisrrt, sufficient to allow
the formation of epidote,

chlorite and actinolite, but not

sufficient to completely remove augite or to allow recrys-

tallization of plagioclase to albite, is indicated.
Plagioclase

composition varies from calcio andesine,

to sodic labradorita,

Anp_5

Complex carlsbad,

albite, and occasionally pericline twinning is visible in
all but the most altered crystals.

Zoning is not common,

being present only in the outer portions of some phenocrysts.

Unaltered patches of the phenocrysts are present

in most thin sections;

frequently the groundmass feldspar
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is less altered than the phenocrysts.

include sericite,
(?),

arid

a

Alteration products

epidote, chlorite, prehnite,

dark brown to black "scuxnlike",

aggregate of dustlike particles.

lawsonite

nearly opaque

I-rehnite and sericite

form minutely crystalline scaly overgrowths dotted with

granular epidote.

Chlorite is present within the plagio-

clase as small infrequent green flecks.

The dark formless

aggregate usually shows no optical properties, but sometimes anomalous berlin blue,
a

typical of clino-zoisite,

and

few brightly colored specks of epidoto (?) may be seen

under crossed nicols.
Borders of the phenocrysts are usually well defined,
and in several slides the pilotaxitic groundmass has flowed

around the larger crystals;

intruded by the groundmass.

a

few broken crystals have been
In the more

phenocryst borders are indistinct,

altered rocks

and groundmass plagio-

clase is detected only as rectangular patches of light.
The large feldspar crystals common in the Hussel
ber were described by Ross as porphyroblastic.

$taples (26, p.

7)

a

p.22)

found no evidence to indicate that they

were not pheìiocrysts.
failed to reveal

(22,

meni-

Careful examination in the field

single instance where the feldspars

could be seen to cross clast boundaries,

but hundreds of

instances were found where feldspars were truncated by the
clast boundary.

In addition similar porphyritic boulders
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and not all boulders are

occur in other sedimentary units,

porphyritic in

a

given outcrop,

as

feldspars were porphyroblastic.

seems unlikely if the

Microscopic evidence that

the groundmass has flowed around and oven intruded these

large crystals leaves no doubt that they are phenocrysts.
Augite was recognized in only one thin section,
sa

small remnants,

C-217,

the original crystal being almost en-

tirely replaced by clustered actinolite.

Many siilar

groups of actinolite likely mark completely altered pyroxene crystals.

No other primary mafic minerals were

recognized.
Chlorite, actinolite, and epidote cause the dark green
color of the rock.

The chlorite forms rìinute flaky crys-

tala intergrown between the actinolite fibers, or occurs in

distinct rounded patches, either alone or with epidote.
is

It

yellowish to emerald green under plain light, and under

crossed nicola it varies from bright blue to deep purple.

strongly pleochroic actinolite, changing on rotation from
pale yellow to bright blue-green,

is

usually present as a

mass of felted fibers intergrown with granoblastic quartz.
Epidote, pleochroic in shades of yellow, is present in ag-

gregates of granoblastic grains and subhedral crystals.
uartz and calcite are present in most slides as

rounded clusters and veinlets of granoblastic grains.
Prehnite veinlets occur, but are not common.

Calcite

occurs also as vesicular fillings.

i1agnetite is present as

an accessory in all samples examined; in some thin sections
it constitutes 10 to 12 percent of the rock,

minerals are biotite, apatite, hematite,

Other minor

and sphene.

Eoth

brown and green biotite are present in small amounts; but
the brown variety probably indicates thermal effects,

as

brown biotite is characteristic of thermal aureoles in

northeastern Oregon.

(28,

p. l6SO)

Relict pilotaxitic and felsitic textures are conimon in
the groundmass.

Hyalopilitic and intersertal textures are

suggested by the abundance of chlorite patches and the wide
spacing of feldspar laths in the groundmass, but similar

textures could also result from the replacement of original

mafic minerals.
Clastic
Rocks

Vesicular texture is rare.

Clostic rocks, ranging from fino angular breccia to very coarse well-rounded conglomerates com-

prise most of the hussel member.

The most striking feature

of these clastic rocks is the monolithic character of the

contained fragments.

These fragments are indistinguishable

in the field from the intercalated flow rocks described
above.

Induration is extreme,

so that

the clasts aro

usually visible only on weathered surfaces, and it is often
necessary to examine outcrops in detail to be certain of
clastic composition.
continuous;

Clastic units are variable and dis-

therefore, descriptions of several varied
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occurrences are given.
In the SW*NE

sec.

17,

T.

6

:;.,

R.

extremely angular breccia outcrops in

L16

E.,

a

coarse,

series of narrow

exposures trending northwest for about 500 feet.
is mottled white and dark greenish black;

The rock

irregular rust-

colored patches of iron stain cover most of the weathered
surface.

The fragments are dark green to black, fine-

grained porphyritic and glomeroporphyritic volcanics,

broken into angular pieces averaging
across.

inch to 2 inches

The phenocrysts are subhedral to euhedral plagio-

clase crystals occurring both singly and in groups; indi-

vidual crystals up to an

inch.

long are common.

Feldspar

fragments and feldapathic sand-sLzed rock fragments form
the matrix.

An exposure approximately 100 to 150 feet wide, ex-

posed in NW

sec.

8,

T.

6

5.,

R. L6 E.,

is

composed of fine

angular to subrounded basaltic fragments averaging
to 2 inches

across.

the fine fragments,
the member.

Sorne

inch

white phenocrysts are present in

but are less common than elsewhere in

Jccasional cobbles 6 to 10 inches across show

development of large phenocrysts up to an inch long.
arcuate,

An

coarsely porphyritic boulder resembling the outer

"rind" of apherulitic weathering is tightly packed in the

finer angular matrix. (Figure 10)

A boulder could not

tain this shape through much transportation.

re-

No trace of

bedding was found in approximately an eighth of
continuous outcrop.

a

mile of

Sample C-101, described under the

heading ttDyno thermal Aureole," was taken from the west
end of this outcrop.

Similar breccias occur frequently

throughout the formation; and another distinctive angular
boulder, broken during the compaction of the sediments, is
shown in Figure 11.
A more extensive, bedded breccia unit crops out in

several localities in the long tongue extending into the

Norway member (Pi-l) in secs.

i

and 2, T. 6 S., R.

L.6

E.

Thick, rudely defined beds of medium to coarse, blocky

breccia containing clasts up to

inches across aro inter-

8

bedded with coarse foldspathic sandstone and angular conglomerate.
1'.

1O

E,,

The breccia beds,
and dip 200

WNW

stone and conglomerate beds

6

to 30 feet thick,

strike

They are separated by sandi

to

L.

feet thick.

The sandy

calcareous matrix shows patchy differential weathering, but

usually the matrix is distinguishable only by texture from
the larger porphyritic

fragments.

and glomeroporphyritic volcanic

The clastic nature of the rock is not always

evident, for the rock breaks irregularly across fragments.

Smooth joint faces and steplike outcrop pattern cause con-

fusion with similar flow rocks under superficial examination.

The groundmass of the fragments is dense, dark green

Iii

Figure 10,

Arcuate boulder in matrix of angular
breccia, proof of lack of transportaNote injection of fine matrix
tion.
into fracture near top. Location:
NW*NWÌ sec. 8, T. 6 S., R. L6 E,

Figure 11.

Eroken irregular boulder in fine angular
breccia. Filling of fracture by finer
matrix indicates compaction before cornplate cementation. Location: about 7000
ft elevation, NW+ sec. 9, T. 6 S., R. L6 E.

L.2

Rusty iron stain is sparsely pres-

or black to blue-black.
ent,

but not generally conspicuous because of the sharply

contrasting white and dark colors; plagioclase phenocrysts
range from 1/8 to

thite radiating rosettes

inches long.

1

of plagioclase up to 3 inches across,
the entire clast,

&re abundant and give the rock a distinc-

(Figure 12)

tively spotted pattern.

rosettes is exposed at
sec.

constituting nearly

12, T.

6

ari

3.,

Stratification of the

elevation of 7300 feet in the
R.

L6 E.

(iigure 13)

In the saddle between Clear and Soldier Creeks,

the

distinctive "rosetta-breccia" is interbedded with very
coarse boulder conglomerate consisting of porphyritic boulders in

a

feldspathic, sandy or gravelly matrix.

Similar

boulder conglomerate is the most abundant rock type in the

Hussel member.

Conglomerate forms most outcrops from this

saddle northwest to Deadman canyon, and is exposed in

a

Fur-

wide belt across the upper part of Rock Creek canyon.

ther exposures are present northeast of Fish Lake and south
of Hussel Mountain between the road and the summit.

The clastic nature of these conglomerates can usually
be seen only on

weathered surfaces where the boulders gen-

erally show as dark blue, green,

or black zones thickly

spotted with white plagioclase phenocrysts in
trix, but may be vaguely defined,

spotted background.

a

rusty ma-

spotted zones on

a

less

L.3

Figure 12.

Unusual breccia west of Clear Creek
Individual fragments visible
Reservoir.
only on close examination, and do not
Note size
stand out in the photograph.
(Hammer
of glomeroporphyritic cluster.
handle 20 in.)

Figure 13. Bedding defined by accumulation of glomeroporphyritic cobbles in angular conLocation: 7320 feet elevation
glonierate.
E.
NW*NW* sec. 12, T.- 6 S., R. L

LL

These conglomerates vary In grain size, angularity,
and ratio of boulders to matrix.

noted were about

were about

2L.

3

The smallest cobbles

Inches in diameter;

the largest boulders

inches in diameter, but within an individual

outcrop the size range and degree of rounding remain fairly
Typical outcrops, chosen to show difierences in

uniform.

size and angularity,

are shown In Figures

Two unusual outcrops in
E,

and 1\w*Nwk sec.

12,

SiE

T. 6 3., R.

both are thick units (7

mention.

sec.
J-i-5

Ej.,

1L4.

1,

and
T.

l.

6 s.,

R.

L.5

deserve special

to 100 feet)

of

mediu

to coarse grsined, angular feldapathic sandstone containing

large well rounded blue-black, white spotted porphyritic
"greenstone" boulders which appear to float in the sandstone.

Only rarely are two boulders In contact; they occur

usually as singles, but may be in streaks and occasionally
A rough parallelism exists between boulder

in groups.

streaks and bedding in the sandstone, but no definite horlzons exist at which boulders are most frecjuent.

Joint sur-

faces cross boulder faces smoothly and without deflection.

(Figure 16)

In the northern exposure cobbles are small,

only about 6 to

8

inches in diameter; boulders in the

southern exposure average
Limestone

1 to

2 feet in diameter.

Recrystallized limestone occurs in the hussel
member as small lenticular pockets, most of which

were too small to show on the map.

.ìiuch

pods occur

frequently only in secs. 32 and 35, T.

6 3.,

R.

L6 E.

The limestone is light gray to dirty white streaked

with palo preen.

Fine sugary texture is predominant;

cite grains average

surfaces bear

a

i

to 3 mm

across,

cal-

and on weathered

strong resenblance to poorly formed

con-

Figure 18 shows

a

typical outcrop of such conglom-

orate, and Figure 19 is

a

close-up view of the same beds.

crete.

Such rock may be called calcareous conglomerate, but distance between beds varies widely and in many outcrops the

calcareous

ttmatrixtt

forms by far the major portion of the

rock.
A single,

poorly preserved ammonite

(?)

was taken from

mudstono beds within the northernmost limestone pod. (Pi-l)
The rnudstone occurs as
I

a

series of thin beds totaling about

feet in thickness near the middle of approximately 50

feet of limestone.

The fossil was taken about 50 feet from

the west end of the exposure near the top of the mudstone

Vesicular cobbles in

beds.

a

calcareous matrix form the

lower 8 to 10 feet of the limestone pod;
stone,

above the mud-

limestone shows very thin, shaly partings parallel

to bedding

In the mudatono.

ìo pillow structures aro pres-

ont in the overlying flow rock.

Thickness.

s

structure is inadequately known in the

Russel member, its thickness cannot be computed.

IstImated

thickness, based on available structural data, is 10,000 to
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Figure 1L,

Exposure of coarse angular breccia in
lower portion of Hussel member. Location:
SE*SE* sec. 9, T. 6 s., H. ¿46 E.

Figure 15.

Exposure of coarse conglomerate typical
of large portion of Russel member.

1.7

Figure 16.

Unusual conglomerate with huge boulders
"floating" in sandy matrix. Location:
i'W*NW-

Figure 17.

sec.

12,

T.

6 s.,

R.

L

E,

Close-up view of poorly sorted, hoterogenous conglomerate in the 5ugarloaf
lentil with orphyritic boulder similar
iJot
truncato lavas of Russel member.
tians at boundary of boulder.
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FIgure 18.

-.

Pyroclastic conglomerate in a calcsreous lens of the Russai member.

::'

¡

Figure 19.

j.
.

Close-up view of seme unit to show
texture of' con1omerate.

L9

15,000 feet, but the margin of error may be wide.

Proven8nce and Depositionì1 Environment.
ing conditions must be

The follow-

considered to determine the deposi-

tional environment of the Russel member:

1.

Extreme discontinuity of recognizable rock
units both vertically and laterally.

2.

Almost total lack of sorting or bedding in
clastic units, coupled with the extreme angularity of the finer breccias.

3.

Pillow lavas limited to a single occurrence
of undoubted submarine origin.

Lj.

Discontinuity and irregularity of limestone
lenses, without evidence of extreme deformation.

5.

Sharply defined change in lithologic aspect
and both sedimentary and igneous structure
from known marine units above and below.

6.

Lithosomal interfingering with overlying
marine member.

To explain these features,

a

terrestrial and littoral

strand line depositional environment is postulated for this
member.

¿ediments and intercalated flows probably origi-

natod from nearby volcanic areas of high relief and fluctuatin.

coastline.

The extremely angular and poorly sorted

breccias are thought to be mud flows and/or talus accumulations;

the coarse,

rounded conglomerate to be beach accumu-

lation; and the calcareous lenses to be lagoonal deposits.

Gilluly

(7)

attributed discontinuity of limestone in
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Such

the Clover Creek greenstone to extreme deformation.

deformation

see»ris

thesis area,

to be ruled out for limestone pods in the

because the interhedded rnudstones and conglom-

erates are not jreatly deformed, nor can the vesicular volcanic cobbles be traced laterally into the surrounding rock
as

would be expected if both had been deposited on the sea

floor.
l3oulder accumulation on beaches bordered by volcanic

highlands occurs today,

as

Oregon

at Yajuina Head on the

coast, where the boulders are also nearly all similar in

composition to the surrounding highlands.

If the clastic

units of the Hussel member had been deposited in

marine basin, they should

a

normal

a

of "foreign" framents.

Age and Stratigraphic Relation.

Triassic; and possibly

a

The Hussel member is

large portion of the lower Tr1a.c

is included in this great thickness of volcanic flows and

detritus.

A Triassic fauna, probably upper Triassic (16)

was collected from the ¿ugarloaf lentil, which is near the

center of the member.
The Hussel member conformably overlies the Trinity
Creek formation and interfingers lithosomally with the

iorway member.

In the area just east of Clear Creek

Reservoir, known locally as "the Pothole," bedded units of
the i.orway member are exposed under portions of the Russel
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member.

Gradetion between the two members

1ong the northern edge of the Potholes,
is

arbitrary.

is

best exposed

where the contact

The true relation of the two units is best

exposed on the divide between Soldier and Blue Creeks where
a

long tongue of porphyritic metavolcanics extends into the

Norway member.
An angular unconformity exists between all units

of'

the Imnaha formation and Tertiary basalt flows.

Sugarloaf Lentil
The Sugarloaf

lentil, a steeply dipping band of de-

formed fossiliferous siltstone, sandstone,
atic limestone,

liberally interspersed with irregular pods

and stringers of coarse boulders,
a

and conglomer-

is

exposed for about half

mile along the southern flank of Sugarloaf Mountain, and

is completely enclosed by the remainder of the Nussel mem-

ber.

Local contortion within the unit is suggestive of

a

very tightly folded synclino, but probably results from a

crumpling.
Petrography.

Varicolored thin-bedded siltstone

ex-

posed in discontinuous outcrops is characteristic of this
unit.

Most siltstone is groen, but blue to purple beds

occur frequently.

Bedding is emphasized by differential

weathering, as fine grained beds,

stand out

ix

relief',

inch to

separated by * to

1

L.

inches thick,

inch partings

of'

sandy material.

Irregular pods and streaks of cobbles,

and

scattered well-rounded boulders in ill-defined zones are
intercalated in most outcrops. (Figure 20)
The main constituents of the siltstone are angular to

subangular quartz and plagioclase grains with less abundant
lithic fragments sot in
tite,

a

dense matrix of biotite, magne-

and very minor chlorite.

Only volcanic textures were

recognized in the lithie fragments; many contain abundant
microvesicles.

Chioritic alteration and formation of sec-

ondary iron ore have obscured much of the original texture
in the lithic grains, but twinning is sharply defined on

many plagioclase grains.
bedding is well defined in this section as chioritic
partings.

Met&iorphism equivalent to greenschist facies is

indicated by the assemblage biotite-chiorite-epidote-actinolite.
amounts.

All minerals except biotite are present in minor
Calcite is also present, but was probably an

original component.
Conglomerates are extremely discontinuous and varied
(Figure 17); no single type can be called characteristic,
but rounded to subrounded cobble conglomerate with ir-

regular calcareous lenses, in which individual cobbles are
separated by gray carbonate matrix, Is distinctive.
Calcareous deposits range from conglomeratic
to "beds" 12 to 25 feet thick, of about

.50

percent

lenses
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FIgure 20.

Outcrops of near vertical fos3illferous
siltstones and scattered boulders with
minor lenticular groups of cobble conglomerate in the Sugarloaf lentil. Most
fossils were taken from the outcrop in
the foreground,

j_
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Figure 21.
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¡p..-S.

A-

Small anticlinal flexure in cicareous
siltatones of the i4orway member. Location: 7L30 feet elevation, SE*NW* sec.
2,

T.

6

5., R.

Li-S

E.

5L.

carbonate, containing both dense and vesicular, angular

volcanic fragments scattered throughout.

Outcrops of con-

glomeratic limestone are extremely rough, as though the
dark clasts had been sprinkled on the white surface of the

carbonate.
Sample C-157, taken from limestone containing fine
gravel,

Is

composed of slightly rounded rock fragments,

quartz, plagioclase and possibly detrital calcite in a

thick calcareous matrix.

Most rock framents are meta-

voleanics, either thickly dusted or almost completely re-

placed by iron ore.

Plagioclase microlitos are aligned in

some clasts, randomly oriented in others;

a

few fragments

are so fine-grained that plagioclase is not distinguishable.

Chlorite, biotite,

calcite,

and very minor epidote are ad-

ditional alteration products.
Â few grains appear to be fragments of sedimentary

rocks; vory fine-grained quartz and possibly albite form

a

mosaic which is irregularly dusted with hematite and magnetite.

Angular plagioclase grains showing strong oscillatory
zoning are common and are characterized by very little
alteration.

TJnzoned grains are more highly altered to

sericite and show incipient recrystallization to albite.

Recrystallized calcite in small xenoblastic crystals
constitute 50 percent or more of the rock, but several
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large cryst1s are completely surrounded by rims of much
finer

rained c1cite mixed with hematite and biotite.

Such crystals may heve been oriina1 clastic grains.

FormatIon of albite, chlorite, epidote, and secondary
Iron ore, accompanied by recrystallization of calcite, indicates low grade metaiorphism,
ict

However, presence of rel-

iiner1s shows that ejui1Ibritun was not reached.
ThIckness.

The Sugarloaf lentil Is about 6u0 to 800

feet thick and was Included in the estirete of thickness

for the entire Russel member.

Fossil Content.

A poorly preserved, but varied fauna

was collected from the Sugarlosf lentil (Fi-5).
(16)

states:

Is Triassic,

Muller

"I have pretty good Indication that lot Pi-5

probably Upper Triassic."

of pelecypods, gastropods,

The fauna consists

and a single coral.

Provenance and Environment of Deposition.

Large boul-

ders scattered throu,h fine-grained sands and slits which

show no evidence of scour could only have been emplaced by
gravity.

Any current sufficient to transport them would

erode the finer deposits.

Regularly bedded, fine-grained

sediments accwiiulate in quiet water below wave base
(18,

p.

593), yet the presence of carbonates and pro-

Cretaceous lime-secreting fossil forms indicate shallow
water deposition. (10, p' 596)

Therefore, the Sugarloaf

lentil is believed to have accumulated in

a

narrow coastal

embayment protected from wave action and closely bordered
by rugged highlands.

The bottom of the baj or arm may have

contained irregular potholes where fine muds accumulated
between intermittent deposition of sand.

Most sediment was derived from the surrouxìding land
Micro-vesicular to

through erosion and volcanic activity.

ptiiceous fragments prove explosive vulcanis

,

and it seems

unlikely that the larger boulders could have accumulated
except by rapid dumping into quiet water.

No indication of

turbidity currents was found.
and Stratigraphic Relation.
is

The 3ugarloaf lentil

tentatively dated as Triasslc on the basis of the above

r una.

The unit is cut off on the north by unconformably

overlying Columbia River basalt.

A narrow spur, extending

southwest from the west end of the lentil,

and another iso-

lated outcro. to the west suggest original continuity with
orway member.

the lower portion of the

further suggests such

a

inilar lithology

relationship.

Norway Member
The name Norway member is proposed to desi;nate a

thick marine sequence of heterogeneous clastic material and

intercalated pillow lavas.

The member constitutes the up-

per portIon of the Imnaha formation, and is best exposed on

the

rIdes enclosing Norway

asin in the west central part

Structure Is well defined only in the

of the thesis area.

lower portion of the member.

Distribution and Expression.

Total distribution of

the Norway member is unknown; the unit occupies a north-

south belt about

3

miles wide in the thesIs area (fl-i),

extends south to Simmons Iiountain,
Imnaha Hiver on Marble Mountain.

and appears north of the
rilypical

exposures are

rugged blocky outcrops and steep ridges. (Figures 22 and
23)

Dark colorations and bold cliff-forming outcrops per-

mit easy recognition.

Petrograph.

For ease of descriptIon the Norway mom-

ber is divided into three parts: bedded units, pillow

breccia,

end pillow lava.

It must be emphasIzed,

however,

that no stratigraphic division exists between the parts.

Ledding is found irregularly throuhout the member,
a

but is

common and consistent feature only in the lower portion.

Jumbled, massive breccia becomes moro abundant in the upper

portion.

Pillow lavas are

a

frequent and persistent Lea-

ture of the member at all levels.

Scattered irre,uiar

boulders of dark red chert occur as talus on the west side
of Lear Creek canyon,

but rione was found in place, so the

exact relation to the bedded units and pillow lavas is not
known.

Figure 22.

Typical outcrops of the Norway member,
highly epidotized at this locality.

Contact with overlying Lower Sedimentary
Series drawn in upper left corner.

Figure 23.

Typical somber ridges of iorway member
composed of breccia and pillow lavas.
Contact with overlying Lower Sedimentary
Series drawn in upper right corner.
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bedded
Units

Thin bedded light gray, green, and purple slitstones, sandstones,

gravels, and ca1creous

congioni-

erstes are characteristic of the lower borway member.

The

best exposures ere in the Potholes, east of Clear Creek

Reservoir.

(Figure 9)

The beds vary in thickness and se-

quence but serles of fine-grained green and purple silt-

stone beds

i

to

L.

inches thick are generally separated by

to 6 feet of calcareous conglomerate.

tent varies from

i

The calcareous con-

minor cementing material in the gravel to

more than 50 percent of the rock.

Fine conglomerates with

few clasts longer than

1

inch across occur at infrequent

Intervals in beds from

i

to 12 feet thick.

From Eear Creek

west, bedding decreases rapidly in frequency and continuity.

Local flexures are common. (Figure 21)
The siltstones are feldspathic and lithic graywackes

composed of fine, subarmgular to subrounded quartz, plagioclase,

and lithic grains embedded in a recrystallized ma-

trix clouded by leucoxene.

,uartz is a

minor constituent

which seldom comprises 10 percent of the rock.
is

Plagioclase

generally highly altered to calcite-albite-sericite

interrowths with only an outline of the original grain
preserved;

a

few grains with sharp twinning and progressive

zoning appear unaltered.

However,

such crystals generally

have an Index of refraction less than balsam so original

composition is doubtful.

Lithic grains are predominantly

highly altered volcanic fragments, recognized only by heavy
matted alteration products and microlitic plagloclase.
!iost

fragments contain micro-vesicles filled with calcite

and greenschist assemblages.

In C-220,

recrystallized cal-

cite constitutes more than 50 percent of the rock, but

whether the calcite represents original grains or cement is
not clear.

The sandstones are typical feldspathic and lithia

graywackes differing from siltatones only in size of constituent grains.

Lithic grains are prodominantly volcanic,

but infrequent sedimentary fragments occur.

A high per-

centage of magnetite is present in C-22L, causing strong

deflection of a Compass needle in the field.
The rock most characteristic of the lower portion of
the i.orway member is

a

recurring conglomerate composed of

angular, scoriaceous cobbles which are generally separated
by calcareous cement.

These conglomerates generally occur

in strata less than 10 feet thIck with strong blue to pur-

pie coloration on the weathered surface.

Freshly broken

reddish-white matrix and dull gray to black

rock has

a

clasts.

More rapid weathering of the calcite matrix caused

extremely rough, pitted surfaces.
Thin sections from finer portions of such conglomerates are largely calcite and altered micro-vesicular volcanic fragments.

Hematite produces the red coloration.
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Nearly all clasts contain microlites or crystallites of

altered pisgioclase but no other original minerals are
recognizable.

Iron ore is usually concentrated around

outer rims of the clasts and around the vesicles.
chlorite,

arid

k3iotite,

calcite occur as alteration products of the

clasts, but are best formed as vesicle fillings.

In C-187,

fine biotita flakes are extremely abundant and thickly

matted throughout the slide.
Hematite and calcite were original cements, but it is
not certain whether calcite grains also existed.

Other

minerals typical of the greenschist facies have formed durIng low-grade metamorphism.

The abundance of secondary

magnetite and the microlitic texture sug ests that the
cleats may have been glassy.

Minor amounts of pyrite, apatite, and zircon are
Pyrite occurs infrequently as euhedral cubes up

present.
to 0.5 mm.

Apatite is a common accessory.

A single

de-

trital grain of euhedral zircon is present in section
C-205F.
Textures,

although greatly obscured by alteration

products are sufficiently recognizable to be placed in two
classes:

clastic and pyroclastic.

Typical sandstones and

conglomerates fall into the first group and are discussed
no further.

Many dark-colored, fine-gramad beds contain

shardy patterns, pumiceous fragments, and dark-rimmed,
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scoriaceous clasts indicative

LFiure

21f)

oÍ'

pyroc1stic or1in.

Rounded blebs and sinuous rIbbons of magnetite

form outlines c1ose1j resembling vitroclastic texture as

pictured in Williams, Turner, and Gilbert. (33, p. 151)
Lacy pumice shards are shot through with tIny vesicles, and

contaIn hairlike plagioclase microlites, but are otherwise
completely altered to chlorite and magnetite. (Figure 2fl
Larger clasts frequently rimmed by heavy accumulations of

magnetite are suggestive of original palagonitic material
in llthic tuffs. (C-231)
As these rocks are usually bedded and show all field

indications of water deposition, thoy should properly be

called volcanic siltstones after Hay. (10)
rocks,

Two particular

apparently actual tuffs, deserve special description

because of lithologic peculiarity and structural signififine lithic tuff, and (2) welded or crystal

carica:

(1)

tuff.

They are exposed together in two localities, and in

each occurrence the fIrst is stratigraphically approxi-

mately 50 feet beneath the second.
(i)

A highly sheared,

fine-grained purple rock with

sinuous gray patterns on the weathered surface crops out in

ledges 15 to 20 feet thick below icst Lakes Feservoir and
along the Ice Creek Trail.

On fresh

surfaces the sinuous

gray ribbons are not visible, and the purple coloration is
less pronounced.
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Figure

2LJ..

________ ____

I

-

Photoicrograph showing typical nicrovesicular clast and tuffaceous (?)
texttt'e of fine-greined beds in the
iorway member, (X 130) plain light.

Figure 25.

Photoriicrograph of microvesicular

lower

pumice
clast in siltstone of Norway member.
Note altered plagioclase .rnicrolites and
heavy accumulation of magnetIte. (X 130)
plain light.

6L

i1croscop1ca11y this rock conslst8 of albite,

hematite,

chlorite, and quartz, none of which

i

calcite,

primary.

Outlines or original p1a:Locla3o, now filled with a fine
albite mosaic or albite-calcite interrowth$, show definite

preferred orientation roughly parallel to shearing.
Hematite is conceitrsted in thick bands and streaks of
finely divided, dustlike particles, and accompanies magnetite as heavy borders around pris atic areas which are

filled by fine intergrowths of quartz, calcite, chlorite,
arid

rare albite.

The outline and alteration products are

sugestive of original pyroxene.
a

Relations are obscured by

finely divided, scaly mat of c1orite and sericite (?).

Granoblastic quartz forms small lenses and irregular bands
through the rock.
Elongate volcanic grains are revealed by vague outlines and microlitie texture.

Grain borders are very ir-

regular, but may have been partly replaced.

Circular areas

of quartz-chlorite-calcite within the grains show sugges-

tion of flow around clasts, but matted accumulation of

chlorite prevents certain identification.
The texture is cataclastic to schistose, marked by

twisted calcite cleavage and twinning and by hematite
streaks.

Sinuous bands of hematite form bulbous and

arcuate patterns (vitroclastic texture) which interrupt

alignment of plagioclase microlites.

3uch disruption
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would not be likely if the microlitic a1ignn2ent,w

the re-

sult of shearing stress.

The rock is therefore thought to be

metanorphosed to greenschist.

a

lithic tuff now

lIetamorphic recrystalliza-

tion and shearing have so altered the relations that a
definite origin cannot be stated.

Shearing IS believed to

have resulted from movement along the sear Creek Fault.
(2)

A light gray band of crystal or welded tuff 10 to

15 feet thick

cari

be traced continuously

for half

a

mile

southwest along the east side of the ridge from the point
where Ice Creek Trail crosses the 7520-foot contour, but
ends abruptly near the edge of

East Lakes 2eservoir.

(Pi-l)

a

shallow ravine west of

A siriilar but slightly thick-

er unit crops out at an elevation of 7250 feet immediately

northeast of the reservoir, but can be traced laterally for
only about 200 feet.

Microscopically the two rocks are indistinguishable
except for degree of alteration.

Loth thin sections, C-218

and C-226, are composed of large (0.25-2.5 mm) quartz and

sodio oligoclase grains set in a fine granoblastic quartz-

albite-sericite matrix. (;odes in Figure 26)

Two kerato-

phyre grains are present in C-218, none in C-226.

Most of

the grains "float" freely in the matrix, but occasionally
two or more grains are in contact.

uartz grains have been corroded and embayed by the
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recrystallized matrix. irrow, rounded embayments extend
to the centers of many grains, and irregular, rounded cores
of the matrix are common in quartz. .errate cusped borders
quartz grains Indicate replacement by the matrix, but
replaceriient has generally been most active along fractures
in the quartz, and frequently several tongues join to isolate fragrients of the original quartz crystal.
Crystals of albite-oligoclase, An8_12, appear only
slightly altered with sharply defined complex twinning
under crossed nicols. However, under plain light they appear clouded and patchy. Because of the complex twinning,
unlikely In metamorphic crystals, albite-oligoclase is considered to be original.
The matrix is predominantly quartz and albite, but
on

finely divided sericite is also an important constituent.
Very fine, scattered iron ore and irregular clusters of
chlorite and epidote are rinor. Chlorite tends to be conceritrated as narrow borders on plagioclase, showing preference for alternate twin lamellae.
The southern outcrop contains irregular nodules Which
appear to be pale bluish chert In hand specimen.
icroscopically they are similar to the matrix just described.
Fine grains of quartz and plagioclase are visible, but
feathery albito is the dominant mineral. C. 3. Ross (2L)
lists corroded quartz grains as characteristic of acid
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tuffs.

Corroded quartz grains and euhedral p1aioc1ase are

known also from welded tuffs near £ishop, California.
(33,

p.

).55)

A quartz-albite-soricite matrix is

slightly metamorphosed tuffs. (33, p.

15L1J

cmmn

in

Therefore, this

rock is consIdered to be crystal tuff.
The relation of the two exposures is not certain,

but

they are thought to be faulted sections of the same bed,

because of the similar occurrence of the highly sheared
purple beds beneath both exposures.
Two additional bedded units deserve special consideration because of their isolated occurrence and structural

significance.
Silicified mudstone crops out in

a

series of laminated

beds 20 to 25 feet thick at an elevation of 8750 feet on
the ridge southeast of Red Mountain.

(Pi-l)

These beds

provide the best clue to structure in the upper portion of
this member.

(Figure 27) The rock breaks into sharp irregu-

lar fragments without reference to bedding.

Angular frag-

ments of quartz and plaglociase wIth minor elongate sedi-

mentary grains are enclosed in

a

silicified matrix.

The

relations and textures are greatly obscured by the formation of chlorite and leucoxene, but definite laminae averaging 5 mm thick are still visible.

Grading was not re-

cognized.
Exact origin of the beds is not certain, but they
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Figure 27.

Silicif led mudstone dipping away from
Pine Creek Fault. Location: 8750
feet elevation, half a mile east of
red Mountain

.1

Figure 28.

Pillow lavas characteristic of the
Norway member. Note concentric strucLocation: 7300 feet elevation
turo.
-'
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probb1y represent action of turbidity currents

es there Is

no other Indication of deep water deposition.
A sNail lens of thin-bedded brown siltstones about 25

feet thick, which appears unconformable with the breccias,

occupies a shallow swab

on the crest of the ridge east of

Norway basin (7850 feet elevation, NWNW* sec. 10, T.
R.

E.)

145

6 s.,

The lens is so small (only about 350 feet long

by 200 feet wide)

that its true significance is unknown,

but the dip is nearly at right angles to reliable dips

northeast of East Lakes Reservoir.

Pillow

Pillow breccia Is

breccia

(11,

p. 29)

a

name coined by Henderson

to designate angular,

unsorted bree-

intimately associated with pillow laves in the

Yellowknlfe district, and considered by him (11, p. 31)
to have formed by the ejection of hot lava into water.

The upper portion of the Norway member is composed

predominantly of angular to subrounded, unsorted vesicular
breccia.

Vesicular to scorlaceous boulders and frapments

of dark colored aphanitic lava are virtually the only rock
type present in the breccia.

They are set In

a

sandy,

usually somewhat calcareous matrix.

bedding is uncommon,

but occurs at scattered localities.

boulders reach

18 Inches in diameter,

nant.

but cobbles

L

to 8 Inches

lL1

to

are domi-

Many of the larger boulders are Indistinguishable

from associated pillows; others containing arcuate bands
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of vesicles are clearly fragments of pillow structure,

vesicles form no recognizable pattern in

sorne

but

bomblike

clasts.

Thin sections of finer portions contain sand to gritsized, microvesicular, volcanic fragments.

Rounded to

el-

liptical vesicles filled with greenschist mineral are very
abundant.

Tost clasts contain

thin needlelike rjroltteg

of plagioclase, but many are altered to

a

dense mass of

iron ore thickly sprinkled with rounded vesicles.
are generally

rired

Vesicles

by concentrations of iron ore which

thin out gradually into the rock.

Typical assemblages of both greenachist subfacies are

comon.

The biotite-chiorite subfacies is represented by

assemblages:
(1)
(2)

epidote-albite-chlorito-(quartz-Liotite)
actlnolite epidote-albite-chlorite-(quartzbiotite)

The muscovite-chlorite subfacies is represented by:
(1)
(2)

muscovite-epidote-chlorlte-(quartz-albite)
epidote-chlorite-cslcite-(quartz-albite)

Both biotïte and muscovite are present in

sorne

samples and

indicato a transition between the two sutfacies.
ineral characteristics are typical of the greenschist
facies.

Chlorite is very abundant in bright green to yel-

low-green patches and rounded aggregates which show no

reference to clast borders.

Interference colors vary from
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dull olive-brown to bright purple.
as

Chlorite

i

blades intergrown with biotite in vesicles.

light groer

best formed

biotite is

to dark brownish green; it occurs as vesicle

fillings, fine borders on clasts,

extensive aggregates.

and in finely divided,

Epidote forms irregular grains, eu-

hedral laths, and distinctive spherulites; amounts vary,
but partial

vescle fillings

of epidote are oorion.

Blue-

green actinolite is usually minor in amount, occurring most
frequently on the clasts in irregular needles and tufts.

Feathery aggregates of albite and cibite-sericite-calcite
pseudomorphs after plagioclase are generally present,

ke-

lict,

highly altered plagioclase is present in C-275; epi-

dote,

sericite,

and

a

dark brown amorphous mat cover most

grains.

Hematite is the only other original mineral recognized.
It

is considered to have formed a partial cement in local

areas of the original rock.

.uartz is

a

conr'on but minor

constituent, usually occurring as lenticular groups of

granoblastic grains.

Accessory apatite and aphene also

occur frequently.
Pillow
Lavas

Dark, fine-grained, vesicular,

spilitic pillow

lavas occur frequently in the Norway member;

without pillow structure is rare.

rounded ellipsoids

3 to

lava

Individual pillows are

60 inches long,

and typically de-

fined by concentric vestcular bands and spongy cores.

No
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connection was observed between pillows; irregular moulding
around adjacent pillows is common.

Continuous, dense

"cell-walls" frequently separate individual pillows
(Figure 28), and interstices filled with breccia or calcite
are common.

Calcite fillings of interpillow spaces, broken

pillows, end spongy pillow cores are common in the vicinity
of East Lakes Reservoir.

Well defined pillows are generally localized in len-

ticular or irregular areas.
as

Where exposures are continuous,

along the ridge east of Red Mountain, pillow structure

grades imperceptibly into coarse angular breccia.
of extreme jointing in the area,

to

Because

distinguish between

pillow lava and associated breccia is difficult.
A series of unusual outcrops, believed to be profile

sections across individual flows, occurs in Wj sec.
6

S.,

R.

14.5

E.

"wedges," 75 to

6,

T.

Well-formed pillow lavas in rounded

lO

feet thick by 200 to 300 feet wide, are

separated and enclosed by cross-bedded sediments.

Parallel

groups of foreset beds dip into the "valleys" between flows
at

nearly right angles to the regional dip. (Figure 29)

The sides of the flows are steep,

evidence of intrusion.

LO

to 60°,

but show no

It seems certain that parallel

tongues of viscous lava flowed from the east,

leaving nar-

row ridges to be covered by sediment.
The pillow lavas were originally of andesitic

fi.

composition; albite has partially or entirely replaced

original plagioclase to form spilite.

Composition of

cognizable relict plagloclase varies from

An300

re-

to

No relict mafic minerals were recognized.

.Albite-calcite-sericite pseudomorphs are best devel-

oped after plagioclase phenocrysts, but also replace microlites of plagioclase.

Generally calcite and

sandte

form

borders around centers of clear, infrequently twinned albite.

Senicite is less abundant than either calcite or

albita, but well-formed tabular crystals up to 0.3 mm long,

more properly called muscovite, are present in several
sections.
.L3iotito-chlorite intergrowths in rounded aggregates

end scattered irregular patches are common
rock,

but are best developed in vesicles.

throughout

the

Chlorite Is

often concentrated as narrow bands around Inside edges of
vesicles.

Biotite varies from pale green to brown,

dark green biotite with brown tints is typical.

but

Small

tabular crjstals of both minerals form radiating sheaves
either alone or as intergrowths.

one of the sheaves show

deformation.
blue green actinolite occurs freuently, either as

individual needles, fibrous laths, or tufted clusters.
often extends into vesicles from the surrounding rock.

Epidote is present in

nearly every slide in widely

It

7S

-'

UW

(j

Figure 29.

Crossbedding near pillow lavas of Figure
28.
Hammer rests on bedding plane; handle bisects foreset beds (fine gravel
streaks).
Location: 100 yds SW of
Figure 22.

Figure 30.

Outcrop of strongly sheared crystal tuft
in the Blue Creek lentil.
Note stretched
rains. Location: 7500 feet elevation,
mile W. of Blue Creek.
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varying amounts.

Euhedral laths, anhedral grains, clus-

and spherulites are all common forms of epidote in

ters,

the spilitic lavas.

Iron ore is very abundant; magnetite, pyrite, and leucoxene are all present.

Magnetite grains occur throughout

the rock, but are conspicuous as heavy rims around vesicles.

Spongy leucoxene forms an obscuring mat, often over large
Pyrite occurs in conspicuous, but never abundant,

areas.
scrìall

euhedral cubes.
Other minerals occur frequently, but are not present

in all rocks.

uartz generally forms clear lenticular

patches of granoblastic grains, either alone or intergrown
with albite and calcite.

It is

definitely secondary in all

slides but C-274, where two large (2 to 6 mm) grains are

rimmed by chlorite.

The relatIon is not certain; those

crystals could be either phonocrysts or vosicle fillings.
However,
rare,

vesicle fillings composed of single grains are

and these grains are thought to be phenocrysts.

Clinozosite occurs in

a

single slide, C-27L.

Other minor

minerals are sphene and apatite.
Vesicles are filled with intergrowths of two or riore

greenachist minerals; biotite-chiorite-epidote
occur most frequently.

aggregates

The bladed minerals occur in

rounded undeformed sheaves.

Mall-formed, radiating apheru-

lites of epidote fill smaller vesicles and in many sections
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are the major vesicle fillinr.

Vesicles In C-3L9 are

al-

most entirely filled with albita; epidote Is uniformly concentrated along the

sa'rie

side of nearly all vesicles in the

Indication that vesicles were filled after solidifi-

rock.

cation of the rock is seen in C-3L

where concentric herd-

spherical bands of hematite marked the outlines of progressive filling of vesicles with calcite.

Llastoporphyritic vesicular textures with plagioclase
phenocrysts less than 2 mm long are characteristic of these

pillow lavas.

Glomeroporphyritic clusters of plagloclase

are rare (C-3L7),

and no coarse clusters, so characteristic

of the Hussel member, were seen In the Norway member.
Groundxnass microlites are small laths to needles set in

thickly matted chlorite-biotlte-actinoilte-Iron ore aggregates.

Stroardng of the microlitos is not usually well

developed,

The original rock may have contained glass, but

alteration products are too extensive to be certain.
ever,

How-

concentration of magnetite as vesicle rims is sug-

gestive of glassy textures.

Metamorphism Is more advanced, though spotty, In the
Norway member than In the Hussel member; this condition Is

particularly noticeable in the spilitic lavas where equilibriurn In the greenschist facies has generally been

achieved,

Albita is much morè abundant in this member.

No

certain explanation can be formulated without more detailed

work, but reaction of the lava with Îa available in the

sea water at the

tirria

of extrusion is suggested.

Turner

and Verhoogon (30, p. 209) suggest that albita can form as
the result of sea water streaming up through hot lavas.

Thickness.

Computations from the map indicato a

thickness of about 8500 feet for the iorway member.
ever,

some repetition has been produced by faulting,

scanty structural information

huts

accuracy.

How-

and

Therefore,

the ìorway member is estimated to be between 6000 and 8000

feet thick.

Depositional Environment

Provenance.

The Norway

member is considered to have been deposited in moderately
deep to shallow coastal seas with adjacent volcanoes.

As

the great thickness could Only accumulate in a sinking

trough, volcanic islands are more likely than a continental

mass.
ell stratified sedimentary units with intercalated

caleareous beds indicate marine conditions and deposition
in quiet water below wave base.

Lecreasing regularity and

frequency of recognizable beds may indicate decreasing
depth and greater turbulence.

However, an increase of

l're-

quency and size of lava flows forming both breccia and

pillow lava seems more likely.

Henderson (11, p. 29)

gested that coarse breccia associated with pillow lava

merely represents granulation and shattering of lava

sug-
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ejected Into water, and that pillow lave and pillow breccia

differ only in degree of shattering.
1

Lecause of the gerer-

lack of stratification in the breccia

and the indiatinct

contact between lava and breccia, this seems

hypothesis for the
undoubtedly

Norway member.

a

satisfactory

Part of the breccia was

formed from the breakup of pillow lava as par-

tial pillows can be recognized in the breccia.

The immense

volume of the breccias relative to lava rules out complete

derivation from the breakup of associated pillow lava after
solidification.
Henderson (11) considers pillow lavas as merely
tinctive type of breccia.

for the

a

dis-

This conclusion seems warranted

¡orway levas because concentric bands of vesiclos

could have formed only if each ellipsoid was
Similar,

concentrically

from various parts

au

entity.

banded pillows have been described

of the world (13), and have generally

been attributed to individual globular masses formed upon

ejection of hot lava into water.

Z!

Stratigraphic Eelation.

The lower Norway mom-

ber is considered equivalent to the Sugarloaf lentil,

probably Upper

Triassic (16).

The entire member is

than the Lower ¿edimentary Series which is imown to be

Upper Triassic (26, p. 8).
The Norway member is in faulted contact with the Upper

Triassic Lower $edimentary series except for

a

small area

east of Red 11ountain.
t:Lon

occupies

ably on

a

In this locality the younger forma-

small shallow syncline resting unconform-

breccas of the Norway member; crumpled slicified

mudstone of the Norway member exposed within 150 feet of
the contact dips steeply northeast. (Figure 27)

However,

such angular unconformity may not be consistent for the

en-

tire formation.

Shear planes In the overlying unit tend to

obscure bedding,

arid

full effects

01'

the adjacent Pine

Creek fault are not known.
The blue Creek lentil is enclosed and intorbedded with

breccias and lavas of the Norway member.
Blue Creek Lentil
The name Blue Creek lentil Is used to designate a
small area of highly indurated clast-ic rocks which are

Lithologically distinct from interfingered and surrounding
breccias and lavas.

The lentil is well exposed in rounded

outcrops between Blue and Fly Creeks on the south side of
the Imnaha Canyon.

Light colors and "clean" appearance set

this unit apart from the dark-colored,

Petrography.

"dirty" breccias.

The lentil is composed predominantly of

fino light-colored conglomerate and coarse sandstone.

Angular to subrounded volcanic and sedimentary rock fragments are tightly compressed In
a

a

siliceous matrix to forni

dense hard rock Which breaks across grains.

eathered

al

outcrops are smoothly rounded; surface irregularities are

pronounced only where lenticular calcareous areas have been
partially removed by weathering.

Matrix forms

a

very low

percentage of the rock in most conglomerate outcrops; extreme compaction is characteristic.
As seen microscopically, sandstones are composed of

slightly rounded, porphyritic, and pilotaxitic volcanic
grains.

(Modes in Figure 31)

Several textural varieties

can be recognized, but actual composition cannot be deter-

mined.

Much of the plagioclase has been altered to albite,

sericite,

and calcite; no relict riafics are present.

Ve-

Green biotite, chlorite, and epi-

sicular clasts are rare.

dote ere thickly scattered through all clasts.

Quartz and

calcite are well developed in the cementing matrix, but

granular epidote and aggregates of biotite and chlorite are
also common in the matrix,

sions of the clasts.
is

especially as rias and exten-

Fragmental detritus of larger grains

notably lacking in most conglomerate, thus causing the

"clean" appearance.

Sedimentary rock fragmenta were not

recognized in thin section, but are occasionally present in
outcrop in the western portion of the lentil.
Thin,

1 to Lb-inch,

gray-green and dark, reddish purple

beds of fine tuffaceous (?) siltstone alternate at irregular 6 to 18-inch intervals with crystal tuffs and lenticu-

lar conglomerate through about 150 feet of section on the

ROCK

PLAGIOCLASE
i

anelysti nf typical aople5 froo the 1ue Creek lentil by vol.ee percent.
lMicated by the trian-le.. Sn-pl. 218 fron the Norwa" !ne'cber je plotted
to chow the reation to the cryctal tdf5 -rouped In the upper i "t side o the
ode1

Quart? i

di arra.

FRAaWNTS

west side of k1ue Creen

(7200 feet elevation),

Lateral

rradation is well developed; sequences cannot be traced
froi outcrop to outcrop,
all outcrops in

a

it

local area.

persistent purple bands mark
This purple rock contains

fine needlelike plagioclase which was reconizod by pseu-

domorphous aggregates of alhite-sericite-calcite and ¿rain
outline.

Formation of matted chlorite has so obscured

original textures that no other clasts are recognizable.
secondary calcite, epidote, and quartz have developed in

minor

nounts.

eedlelike plagioclase grains seem incompatible with

reduction of grain size produced by abrasion during water
such forvis could easily result

transportation.

Iowever,

from eruption

transportation by air.

arid

The thin purple

bands are interbedded with crystal tuffs; therefore, they
are called tuffaceous (?)

siltstones.

Rounded concretionary masses of calcite 1/16 to

inch

in diameter are liberally sprinkled through an exposure of

similar rock at
Creek.

7OO

feet elevation half a mile east of Fly

Chlorite has grown between calcite grains in the

concretions, but ro definito cause for the concretions can
be reco:ntzed.

The rock is an altered £eldspathic silt-

stone without definite tuffaceous features.
(23,

p.

182)

iïowevor,

(oss

described somewhat larger calcareous concre-

tions in tuff.

Crystal tuff beds, microscopically identical to those

8L

in the iorway member proper,

Creek lentil.

The tuff is

are very connon in the

1ue

;enera11y exposed in unstrati-

fled outcrops 10 to 50 feet thick.

bedding is never pros-

ont within the tuff, and only the surrounding beds reveal

structure.

In hand specimen the rock appe8rs to be a

quartz-bearing, feldspathic sandstone, colored light bluish

gray on fresh surfaces.
or more,

uartz grains are large, 1/8 inch

and sufficiently abundant to be striking.

grains, microscopically revealed to be corroded, are

tinctive feature of all thin sections.

These
a dis-

Crystal tuff is

found throughout the lentil, but no single bed or horizon

could be traced for correlation.
The strong resemblance between these tuffs and similar
tuffs in the Norway member proper is graphically shown in

Figure 31.
chart.

All samples form

Sample

C-tv

a

closely compact group on the

from the Trinity Creek formtion also

falls in this group.

Sample C-26L,

strongly deformed by shearing, was taken

from about 7S00 feet elevation immediately west of blue
Creek.

(Figure 30)

Clasts are stretched and dragged out,

but lenticular groups of alteration products contain unde-

formed biotite.
Thickness.

The Blue Creek lentil has

ness of about 1L0O feet.

a

maximum thick-

Io repetition is indicated by

structure so the computations should be accurate.

Depoition1

Environnient and Provenance. The exact
environment in which this lentil forrìed is not certain,

breccia pillow 1vas were for some unknown reason Ebsent from the area of accumulation, because
of the general lack of extensive c1careous units, and an
abundance of slightly rounded, generally well sorted conglornerates, a shallow coastal lake or lagoon fed by siall
streams is postulated as the depositional environment.
Another possibility is a small bay at a river mouth. However, no crosabedding typical of deltaic deposits was found
in the field. It seems certain that the area was fed by
strears because of the much larger accumulation of crystal
tuff than in the surrounding portions of the member, and
the better sorting definitely Indicates greater reworking
by water.
The provenance area was nearby, and vulcanism was
Flows which formed

active.

Such

conditions are clearly indicated

by abundance

cleats, and compositional immaturity of the rock. iechanical breakdown more eiTective
than chemical decay is indicated by the feldspathic
detritus.
of tuffs,

slight rounding of

Lower Sedimentary

3eries

stratigraphically underlying the
Martin Bridge limestone were called the Lower sedimentary
Upper

Triassic

UflitS
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Serles by Smith and Allen.

retained in this thesis for

(26,
a

p.

8)

The designation is

tightly folded, sedimentary

sequence which is well exposed on both sides of Cliff
River, and which underlies ¿artin tridge limestone.

Out-

crops are easily recognized by the characteristic rusty

brown weathered surfaces; Red Mountain takes its name from
this coloration.

Petrography.

The Lower Sedimentary Series in the

thesis area is predominantly composed of thin repetitious

beds of í'ine-gralned pyritiferous sandstone.
of coarse,

Large areas

jumbled conglomerate are also present; most of

the area south of Red Mountain sunnit is devoid of recog-

nizable bedding.

Fine, bedded conglomerate occurs in the

formation, but is far less abundant than the finer thin-

bedded sandstone.
Sandstone.

Fine-grained pyritiferous sandstone is

typically exposed in thin, well defined beds.
beds,

characteristically

in thickness.

to 2 inches thick,

Individual

reach

1

foot

lach bed i8 sharply defined, usually by

dark line or sharp change in grain size.

contain hundreds of beds.

a

Typical outcrops

Generally the grains are too

fine and too well sorted to permit fIeld recognition of

graded bedding, but most of the thicker beds are distinctly
graded.

Freshly broken surfaces are dark gray to black with

a
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fine,

grainy texture.

The characteristic rusty brown color

is present only on weathered surfaces.

Discoloration is

caused by the breakdown of pyrite to limonite, but the dark
browns or grays rest1t from

a

content of volcanic rock

hi

fragments.
The sandstones are lithic andfeldspathic graywackes,

firmly cemented by recrystallization of the chioritic matrix.

A high degree of compaction suggests that the ori-

ginal matrix was relatively minor.

samples studied

ì4ost

were inadvertently collected from within thermal aureoles
and show thermal

of the Cornucopia or Coral Creek stocks,

conditions superimposed on regional greenschist metarnorphlam.

These specimens are so altered that accurate modes

for the original sandstone can not be determined.

Recognizable constituents include rock fragments, and
grains of plagloclase and quartz.

Plagioclase and rock

fragments are about equally divided, but quartz is minor.

Volcanic rock fragments contain no relict minerals except
rrìicrolitic plagioclase,

and albitic replacement is far

advanced in the nicrolites.

Detrital grains of plagioclase

are also in an advanced stage of albitization.

All tex-

matrix consisting

turai relations are greatly obscured by

a

of chlorite, green biotite, actinolite,

and quartz, but in

the least metamorphosed s&iples,
are recognizable.

individual grain outlines

In more altered samples, blastopsammitic

'e'.]

to hornfelsic textures,

nized, are

in which only bedd1n

can be recog-

ore common.

Assemblage of the hornblende hornfels facies, marked
by dark red-brown biotita and

p1aioc1ase more calcic than

albite, are present in all samples taken south of the sum-

mit of Red Mountain.

Bedding is marked by color, texture,

and mineral content.

In these samples,

biotite is re-

stricted to certain leminee, indicating that the assenblages have developed in response to bulk composition of

Individual beds.

However,

a

narrow gradational zone in

which biotite gradually disappears, not
the division between assemblages.

sharp break, mark

a

Amphibole is much less
Definite iden-

abundant In beds where biotite has formed.

tification of actinolite or alumirious hornblende could not
be made,

but alirilnous hornblende is more

corn

atlble with

the hornblende hornfels facies.

Characteristics of the individual minerals are typical
of the hornblende hornfels facies.

biotite forms tiny

brown to red-brown disoriented laths, usually alone, but in
C-237, biotite is formed from chlorite.

Amphibole Is typi-

cally developed as palo to dark green tufts
laths, but small fibers are also present.

rarely twinned, has

"ri"

arid

fibrous

Plagioclase is

greater than balsam,

and commonly

occurs as granoblastic groups within recognizable outlines
of oriirAal crystals.

Granoblastic quartz occupies rounded

areas,

and may have Carried from original grains.

Irregular

grains of potash feldspar and apatite are minor accessories
which do not occur in all samples.

Abundance of pyrite is

distinctive and characteris-

a

tic feature of the fine clastics.

Euhedral pyrite cubes

are present in both greenschist and hornfelsic samples,

have been largely altered to limonite.

but

They are generally

also visible in hand specimen as cubes averaging about 1/8

inch across.

Mudflow Conglomerate.

Much of the jumbled conglom-

erate exposed on the south flanks of Red Mountain contains
extremely coarse boulders, coriïonly
ter,

scattered through

a

i

to 3 feet in diame-

sandy, or gravelly matrix which

constitutes by far the largest portion of the rock.
most persistent rock type is

The

a

fine-grained dioritic rock

with faintly mottled surfaces.

Although the conglomerate

has an estimated thickness of several hundred feet,

no bed-

ding was found, and the rock is similar In outcrop to mo-

rainai deposits.

Extremely rugged exposures and loose

talus prevent accurate delineation of the breccia unit or
Units.

This area closely fits a description of rrìudflow

breccia by Keunen and Carrozzi:

"iide conglomerates

(12,

p.

367)

or breccias occur interbedded
among normal rocks.
These conglomerates can be
entirely Isolated, or they may be present ifl
groups with or without graded beds and 'pelagic'
beds between them. Although usually emplaced

without marked erosion of the underlying beds,
local stripping of sorne thin beds for lanlnae
of underlying deposits may occasionally be
noted,

Conglomerates,

Finer conglomerates intercalated with

thin-bedded sandstones are well exposed on the west side of

Red Mountain between elevations of 5000 and 8500 feet.
Randomly oriented angular cleats of bedded shale scattered
through

a

sandy matrix are exposed at an elevation of 8200

feet about helf a mile

MountaIn.

i

100

from the

surrimit

of Red

Similar framents are common in the general

area, but are more frequently associated with assorted vol-

canic cobbles in conglomerate.

Scour is common in the

finer conglomerate beds and associated sandstone, but was

recognized nowhere else in the formation.

In general, con-

glomerate beds are much thicker than sandstone beds; they
average

i

to 6 feet.

Thin sections of grit-sized fragments show volcanic
textures denoted now only by abundance and relation of

plagioclase microiltes and phenocrysts,

The cementing

matrix is composed of granoblastc quartz and albita, abundant chlorite,

actinolite,

biotite, and fine fragments of

plagloclase srd lithic grains.
fibrous ovorgrowths

Thickness.

ori

Detritsi hornblende shows

deformed crystals in C-356.

About 3000 feet of the Lower Sedimentary

Series is ex7osed in the canyon of Cliff River.

As the
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eastern contact Is faulted, true thickness cannot be measured in the thesis area.

However, es the contact with the

MartIn Bridge limestone 11es just west of the

thesis area,

the Lower Sedimentary Series is estimated to comprise !000
to 6000 feet.

Fossil Content

Fossls were discovered

at

a

single locality in

formation west of the thesis £rea.
lected from

a

series of paper-thin,

this

A small fauna was col-

brown calcareous shale

lsminae at the contact against the Xartin Bridge limestone
in the canyon of

This

locality,

writer during
1957,

East

Eagle Creek.

first discovered by D. E. Ogren and the

reliminary reconnaissance in the swìimer of

a

is between

6800

and

6850 feet elevation, 3800 feet

west of the summit of Krag Peak.

Depositional Environment and Provenance.

The Lower

Sedimentary Series is regarded as an offshore facies which

accumulated in
i1any

a

moderate to deep basin beyond the shelf.

features of this formation are indicative of deposi-

tion from turbd1ty currents:
1.
2.
3.
L4..

5.
6.

(12,

p.

36I..-367)

Regular bedding
Each bed maintains features through exposure
Sharply defined beds
Absence of scour in most beds
Coarse-grained beds thicker
Absence of crossbedding and other shallow water
f e at UT e s
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Graded beds
Cementing matrix
Associated mudflow conglomerate

7.
8.
9,

Therefore, there is little doubt that turbidity currents
were the depositing agent for at least part of the formation.

The coarse jumble of unsorted conglomerate south of

Red Mountain probably represents

a

submarine landslide.

Though moro commonly associated with finer sediments the
abundance of pyrIte is
in

a

deep,

a

further indication of deposition

poorly ventilated basin.

(31,

and Stratigraphic Relation,
the Lower Sedimentary

p.333)

The small exposure of

¿enes east of Rod Mountain overlies

the Norway member with angular unconformity.

the Lower

Sandstone of

edirnentsry series lies topographically over,

but

stratigraphically under overturned Martin Bridge limestone
In the east wall of East Eagle canyon.

As this area was

not mapped, relations cannot be definitely stated, but a

superficial reconnaissance revealed no indication of unconformity.

Smith and Allen (26, p.

8)

reported an

"ap-

parent strong unconformity" between the two units in the

northern Wallowas.

Columbia River Basalt
The youngest rocks in the area are a series of basalt
flows Which cap the ridges in the eastern part of the thesis
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L'hey }-ìve

by

oa

(22)

iind

boon included in the Coluibt
by

ith

wa11,

and prectpltous canyon

Pra11o1 f10w8 end derk reddteh coloratton make th

(1ure

basalt3 er11y rccognizQble tor long dt3tences.

Petrorap1y.

32)

ColtwlbiB Pivor basalt is typically ex

posed 2n a sanee of slightly d1pptn
to

b*1t

The bcsait ti'ie

d i1ieri (26).

relnttvo» rooth, zounded rLdge

1've'

t10w3 which weather

shsdu of red or brown; dense flows with poorly formed

plats structure or columnar jointe aro nost typical, but
abundant vostolo

partially fillod wIth zeolites

actez'tstic of soio flous.
st a single

ioc1ity,

Pillow structure was discovered

(r'igure 33)

»ost Liow surfioes tre

rather s?aD3017 timbered, a;d are ruirked by
oX'

l000, angular

bsalt

re chor-'

Lsre

to subrounded boulders.

us wide as 50 foot are veri

westerr. part of the area whore all flo

coumulations

comon

dikes of
in the

hove been reioved

1y erosIon.

The rooke aro corposed of labredorito, p7roene, and
oltvthe,

w1thacoesory magnetIte, apatito, end glass.

4od,a of three

tIcal

Labridarite,

nina

saiples aro shown In Pigurs 3L.
to

nd only alight zonIng.

in length, but average 0.5

Labradorits

Ân6B?0, shows complex

twin-'

Phonooryts rarely reach
r

to i

r'

in length.

fozs small disorIented laths whIch

tLres partIally surrounded by auCIte.

B

ere some

9L1.

Figure 32.

Exposure of Columbia River basalt flows
on the west side of Deadrian Canyon which
show minor faulting.

Figure 33.

Crudely formed pillow structure in
Location: 1W
Columbia River basalt.
IE* sec. 3, T. 6 3., R. L5 E.
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No.

Ssrnple

Labradorite
Pyroxene
)1ivine
Apatite

C-114J4

C-2lL.

C-216

61.0
17.5

¿4.3

149.2

214.7

2.1

99

Li-.3

0.t

0.5

3.6
1.1
11.3

Fe ore

5.2
10.9
10.1

5.2
6.0

Alteration products
Glass

Figure 3L.

100.0

1X).O

IQO.0

Total

9.7

iodes of three typical sa'iples of Colwnbia
River basalt. Alteration products include
serpentine after olivine and devitrifica1ass.
tioii products after

Titaniferous augite and pigeonite are present and irregular

rains of both prroxenes are conionly associated
Pale 3urplo augite occurs

with olivine in the groundxnass.

twinned phonocrysts and as tiny grains in the groundNo augite phenocrysts larger than 0.3

mass.
found.

rii

long were

Pigeonite was recognized only by ita low 2V.

Olivine occurs as scattered irregular grains in the
groundrnass.

Although generally somewhat altered to serpen-

tine and iron ore, unaltered grains are preseKiL.
Dark brown, isotropic glass occurs in nearly every

slide as irregular patches and fillings between 1bradorite
laths

and surrounding augite.

Glas.

to a fibrous red palagonitic mass

,

in C-2114,

is altered

which produces .megascopic

red spots, and in C-193 a devitrification product sii1ar
to

chiorophasite is extensive.

Small rounded areas are

composed of spherulltic fibers that superficially resemble

chlorite,

but their birefringence is too high for chlorite.

Relations to surrounding minorais are identical to those of
glass, and glass is occasionally seen in the process of

alteration to these spherulites.
Thickness.

contains about

The ridge yost of Clear

1OO

Creei-

Reservoir

feet of nearly horizontal lava flows.

Elsewhere in the thesis area, hasalts are thinner or absent.

Age and Stratigraphic Relation

ìo definite age can be givenì from the thesis area.
If these lavas are indeed Columbia River basalts,

Niddle Miocene age is well established (2, p. 83).
for Quaternary deposits,
area.

then

a

Except

they are the youngest rock in the

ï3asalts cover an irregular erosion surface on tilted

and folded strata of the Iincha and Trinity Creak formations.

uaternar

Alluvium

uaternary alluvium is widespread; nearly every canyon
floor is choked with coarse debrIs, probably derived in
part from glacial action and in part from rapid erosion of
the high ramparts.

Subdivision into deposits of purely

glacial origin and deposite transported by water was attempted during field mapping,.

Landslide deposits are also
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shown on the map.

GlacIal Moraines
Voralnal deposits are divided into lateral
and ground moraines.
the aroa, and caused

sown

on the map,

rioraines

Glacial veneer is very widespread in

difficulty in

as to do

Veneer is not

mapping.

so would obscure relations of

the principal map units.

Lateral Moraines,

The best formed lateral moraines

are on East Pine Cre&c, where blocky boulders, prodomi-

nantly from

the gsbbroic stock,

row ridge.

Toographlc expression, lack of sorting, angu-

are piled Into a long nar-

larity of frag'nents, and frequent striations on fragments
definitely mark this deposit as morainal.

Position

with

reference to the canyon indicates lateral relation to the
former glacier.
Less obvious
by

oraines in Clear Creek have been altered

post1acial erosion.

Ross (22) referred to the deposits

on the east wall as "high gravels."
ders,

as

much as

8

blocky gabbroic boul-

feet in diameter, are scattered

brink to the floor of the

canyon

from the

for about l- miles.

Such

large boulders could not have been transported the two or

more miles from their source by water because

they

posited at nearly the sane levai as the source.

cro de-

bater or

gravity transport would have carried boulders into the

canyon, not laterally along the rim.

Post glacial erosion

out notches into the moraine and removed much of the fines,

leaving areas composed entirely of huge boulders.

rilhis

ma-

terial was redeposited as small fans at the end of shallow
gullies.
A sharp "headland" composed of loose boulders juts

into Clear Creek Canyon at the extreme south edge of the
map,

The form and position at the end of a long :1orainal

wall suggest a breached terminal moraine.
Morainal material on the west side of

the canyon

spilled out over Columbia River basalt, and stands now as
a

small ridge of loose,

jumbled material.

Clear Creek are covered with

a

The slopes into

dense growth of willow un-

derbrush, but no outcrops of solid rock were found.

Other lateral moraines were recognized by characteristic tongue shape,

but are so similar to those described

that no special discussion is warranted.

small to have topographic expression

or.

'1any
a

are too

map with an 80

foot contour interval.

Ground

Moraine.

The floor of the shallow bowl imme-

diately northwest of Fish Lake is covered by hunimocky aceumulations of detritus.

Large erratics are freLuent; the

largest recognized was over 20 feet in diameter.

jost of

the deposit has no form, but two narrow ridges extend
the bowl.

These ridges are

accumulation

into

of unconsolidated

material behind abutments of resistant rock.

Downstream

terminations aro steep faces, and consolidated rock is

usually exposed for only

a

polished upper surfaces.
to the ridges.

Therefore,

short distance, wtth rounded end

Striae indicate movement parallel
the ridfes clearly were formed

by accumulation of englactal detritus on the upstream side

of the abutments contemporaneously with downstream plucking.

Water-laid

Deposits

ater-laid alluvial deposits aro

divided into

three

categories: valley fill, alluvial fans, and alpine meadows.
Valley Fill.

Narrow valley fil1ins have accumulated

at the base of steep canyon walls,

indicating

supply of sediment eroded from the highlands

a

greater

than

the small

strea:s have been able to carry down relatively flat

dal

canyons.

gla-

Only Cliff River and Trail Creek have ex-

posed bedrock.

Alluvium along Cliff River rests on the

flat glacial floor out of reach of the main stream, which
is

entrenched in a narrow gorge.
A narrow "flood plain," covered bj

fine silty soil,

has formed along Clear Creek, but ends at the upstream sido
of the morainal "headland" described above.

such

a

small

catcbnient basin is not

likely to produce this

"flood plain" from runoff water alone.

jutting "headland"

A stream with

Coupled with the

of morainal boulders, this "flood plain"

loo

gives strong evidence of a small postglacial lake

f3red

behind a terminal moraine.
fl.luvial Fans.

Near the head of Cliff Hiver, on the

west side of the canyon, a large alluvial fan has formed,
part of which extends into the extreme western edge of the

thesis area.

The fan consists mostly of rounded to sub-

angular, poorly sorted, unstratified cobbles and boulders

with large amounts of finer material as interstitial fillThis deposit resulted from rapid erosion of adjacent

ing.

hig'lands and deposition from torrential runoff.

Loose

material left by glacial ice may have contributed detritus.
Alpine
to

the area.

basins.

eadows.

Alpine meadows lend beauty and charm

Ali sizes and shapes aro nestled into little

Each is level or nearly so,

ing of small postglacial
Landslide

and represents fill-

lakes with fine sediment.

Deposits

n1y one landslide was recognized;

it

forms an olon-

gate scar on the south wall of the Imnaha Canyon,

just east

of ily Crook.
.

Two other deposits, probably derived from repeated

snow slides, are shown high on the ridge east of Cliff
River.

These deposits are slightly arcuate in form, and

are composed of semi-circular "bands" or angular boulders.

Each "band" is pushed tightly against the preceding one;
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crests aro separatod only by a narrow
ever,

to one standing on the surface,

indentation.

How-

the composite nature

of the deposit is clearlr visible.

Each deposit

is situated below

facing cup in which heavy

snow

steep-walled, westaccuriulatos. This position

and the composite nature lead to the

piles of loose detritus are
slides.

derLvod

a

belief

that these

from frec1uent snow
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ThTRUSIVE UNITS

Varied intrusive units occurring in the thesis area

are described in related groups as follows: etadiorite
Group, uartz Keratophyre, Fish Lake complex, bostonite
Group, Corral Creek stock, Cornucopia stock, and Dikes.
The

order of description corresponds approxi:iatoly to age.

etadiorite

Group

series of small mnetadiorite stocks crops out along
Trail Creek, Yast Pine Creek, and on Trinity ourìtain.
None is moro than a few hundred yards across, and outcrops
in isoiLted,
are not conspicuous.
A

soewhat rounded blocks.

Petroraphy
The metadiorite is dull green, blotched with white
areas of andesine. Only in the exposures on Trinity
4ountain are individual mineral grains recognizable. In
this rock, slender andesine laths are loosely interwoven
owever, saiplos from
through a dark green backgrouno.
each unit contain two distinct microscopic characteristics:
pale lavender, titanirerous cugite end well-developed
skeletal crystals of titaniferous iron ore.
Essential minerals aro axdesine, An30_3j, pyroxene,
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and hornblende.

tite,

and

Accessory minerals include iron ore, apa-

rarely zircon.

Sanp1e :o

are shown in Figure

Modes

C-199-B

Andesine
Augite

59.L.

7.6

Hornblende

C-15

C-365

L9.7
5.7

L17.9

3.,

100.0
iodal

35.

13.1
0.14.

100.0

ana1sis of typical

metadiorite by

3.7
2.1
10.9

2.1
7.0

12.8
2.3

±igure

12.LL

13.L

13.9
2.3

Total

9es

18.6

1.7

Ipidote
Aotinolite
Chlorite
Fe ore
uartz

35.

voluirie

100.0

sples

of

percent.

Lndesine forms lon, slender laths up

to

6 mm long

arid

in C-368. Ini other slides the slender lathiike
form is absent; andesine is more blocky, and euhedral crys1 nrri wide

tals

are rLre.

Complex

the overgrowth of

twinning is

sandte,

often visible through

epidote, and

chlorite, but

zoning is not well developed.

enicite ïs the

most abundant alteration

andeslne; chlorite and rare calcite accorroany
mat,

Though chlorite

formed from

cloud the

andesine,

occurs in

the andesine,

it has

not

In C-368, small opaque inclusions

andeslne, suggesting slight

Two generations of

product of
the seritic

andesino

thermal

are recognizable

alteration.
ifl

this slide,

but no change in composition is noted in the finer grains.

lOL'.

Augite forïs pale lavender laths and twinned pistes.
Hourglass

and po1syn-

zoning is visible in some sections,

thetic twinning of augite is present in 0-.197.
formed after endesine,

The augite

and frecjuently pirtia1ly surrounds

or includes andesine crystals.

Augite is usually ri-uned by

deuteric hornblende, but alteration to fIbrous actinolite

is

commonly developed

within

the rims.

Hornblende forms either partial or co'p1ete rims

around

augite.

The rims are dark green to very light

brown, and strongly pleochroic from nearly colorless to

dark green.

iJralitic hornblende has largely

replcod

au-

gite in C-15; and only irregular augite cores remain.

Chlorite and epidote are the nost common alteration

products.

Generally chlorite shows no definite relation to

any other mineral, but forms irregular patches which

usually contain epidoto and actinolito.

Rounded granular

aggregates and euhedral laths of epidote are nearly always

present in chloritic patches.

ctino1ite is usually Inter-

woven with chioritic aggregates, but also forms fibrous
mats after pyroxene,

and ragged fringes on hornblende.

koletai crystals of titaniferous iron ore up to 0.5

mm across are characteristIc of these rocks.
are formed of several narrow,

surrounded by

leucaxene.

The crystals

eta1lic bars separated and

In the modes,

leucoxene is

cluded as ore; it averaes 39 percent of the iron ore

in-

los

listed for the three samples.
fccessory apatito appears in all sections but did not
fall under the cross-hairs in the three slides counted.

Zircon, marked by a pleochroic halo, occurs only in C-371.

Contact Relatton
Clearly intrusive contacts were observed only along
the north sido of the stock on East Pine Creek, where the

metadiorite cuts the Trinity Creek fornation,
tions are obscured elseihere.

o

Exact rela-

metamorphic effects were

recognized.

Low-grade regional metanorphism is indicated by the
extensive development of chlorite, epidote, and actiniolite
ir)

the samples.

As metamorphism is more advanced in theae

stocks than other intrusive rocks, they are considered to
be the oldest intrusive group.

Slight tb ermal effects in

C-368 further indicate that the metadiorite stocks are
older than the Fish Lake complex.

Only rocks of the

Trinity Creek formation are in contact with the netadiorite.

uartz Keratophyre
L very small but distinctive

quartz keratophyre stock

protrudes through the Trinity Creek formation in the

extrene southeast corner of the thesis area.

eathered

surfaces aro light gray with indistinct spots,

superfici-

ally resembling a coarse sandstone.

Frese surfaces cre

dark gray to brown with distinct white plaioclase and

phenocrsts set In

quartz

aphanitic

an

gray-brown

ground-

mass.
.uartz

phenocrysts

are corroded with deep

embayments,

fritted edges, and generally rounded outlines.
relatively constant, 2 to

3 min across.

The size is

"Dust trails" and

undulatory extinction are characteristic, and scattered
inclusions of zircon are present.

Portions of the ground-

mass occupying embayments into quartz are
in

surrounding

dense than

areas.

An12

Albite-oligoclase,

crystals

i'iore

as long as

is euhedral;

mm are common.

).

stringers and patches of

sandte,

mini

Although altered to

albita and carlsbad

¿ericite also generally

twins are dIstinctly visible.

forms very narrow (0.01

individual

rims around plagioclase pheno-

Possible albitization during low-grade metaniorph-

crysts.

ism may have changed the composition of the plagioclase.
The groundrnass contains

to 0.1

mm

long and small

Ing quartz grains.

o

a

few plagioclaso crystals up

patches and veinlets of interlock-

other primary minerals,

except a

single zircon, were recognized in the groundmass.

ary

chlorite arid

fine sandte

aro also present.

ocond-
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No mafic minerals,

present.

except accessory iron ore, are

However, clusters of c}ilorite

vioüs existence of amphibole or biotite.

sip;p:est

the pre-

Such clusters are

rectangular to hexagonal in outline, generally rimmed by
nearly solid chlorite, and contain intergrowths of chlorite
and sericite.

iccessory iron ore, apatite, and zircon accompany the
principal minerals.
coxene.

Iron ore is slightly altered to leu-

secondary calcite is associated with veinlets of

quartz.

Contact Relation
As only two outcrops of quartz keratophyre were lo-

ceted exact relations are not definitely known.
tact

is not visible,

The

cori-

but the rock is considered intrusive.

The age cannot be definitely stated from such isolated

exposures.

However, this stock is assumed to be early In

the se.juenee of intrusion, probably before the Fish LaKe

complex.

Fish Lake Complex
The Fish Lake complex comprises

a

stocks In the eastern part of the arot.

group of small basic
Several Individual
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8t,ocks are cornpos1e, con3isting of two or "iore ìnagniatic

units,

which wore

e'piaced in

rnafic to

felsic sequence.

The complex was first reported by Ross. (22)

differentiated four

1are

stocks of the

Held (21)

complex,

this thesis ere&.

one of

four largest
stocks In the thesis area are dosïgmited by topographic
features as follows: Clear Creek stock, Fish Lake stock,
Russel Mountain stock, and Meifiorr stock. Smaller bodies
are unnanied; where specific references are made to them,
their locations are given. An attempt to map individual
magmatic units was deemed inadvisable at the map scale, and
for the scope of the thesis.
Petrography and relations of the units are discussed
which 11es just east of

The

individually, but metamorphic effects are described for the
complex as a whole.

Hyperi te

hyperite is composed of quartz-bearing hornblende
norite and gabbro, gradational in all proportions; slight
changes in pyroxene ratio is megascopically imperceptible.
ketrography. The rock is mottled gray to black in
varjing shades; texture and grain size also vary. In adThe

dition to essential labradorite, pyroxene, hornblende,
their alteratIon products, the rock contaIns accessory
apatite, iron ore, quartz and olivine, Deuteric

and
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hornblende, cummingtonite, and biotite are characteristic
as shown by

nodes.

(Figure 36)

P1agioc1se Varies in composition from 1bradorite,

An62,

to bytownite,

An63_72

The more calcic varieties

occur in samples containing less amphibole.

The crystals

are subhedral to anhedral, complexly twinned, and frequently zoned.

Combinations of carlsbad and albite twinning are

most common, but perioline twinning occurs infrequently.

Zoning Is generally not well defined; however, some samples
show well defined progressive zoning with

S to 10

banda.

No correlation between plagioclase zoning and bulk composi-

tion of the rock was recognized.
In

many samples, the plagioclase is so altered

the composition could not be determined.

A nearly opaque,

fibrous to scaly mat of chlorite, "white mica,t' epidote,

prehnite (), and leucoxene obscures the crystals.

such

alteration is probably the cobined result of deuterio
"saussuritization"
(25, p.

and low grade metamorphism.

¿hand

172) describes saussuritizatlon as follows:

'...the anorthite fraction of a calcic plagioclase i
converted by the addition of water into
an aggregate of zoisite and sandte, with which
calcite and chlorite are often assoclated.......
Plagiociase crystals, which have suffered this
alteration become semi-opaque by the development
of minute scales of sericite and granules of
epidote or zoisite."
Prehnite may replace plagioclase during the early stage of

Phase

Hyperite

Tonalite

Trondjemlte

Sample No.

C-33

C-158

C-78

C-292

C-202

C-29L1

C-166

C-201

Quartz
Plaglocl8se
?ota3h fe1dspr
Hyperathone
Augite
Hornblende
Biotito
Actinolite

0.7
13.2

0,6
61.3

!f3.1

67.9

22.7
50.7

1t.2

37.7

33,3
55.6

25.3
19.9
)40

10.9

10.0
)42.7
2)4.7
)4.7

Cuningtonite

1.1

Iron ore
Talc
Olivine
Serpentine
Apatite
Chlorite
Epidote

1.5
0.6
0.1
0.6
0.1

7.
.2

3.7

)48.)4

18.8
0.2

0.5
1.2
0.7
0.1
0.3
0,1

5.

5.5
2.9
0.5

1.1
0.6
1.0

0.1
0.1

3,7

01

6.2
0.3
1.9

13.2

22.2

3.1
0.1

0.1

0.7

0.2

0.1

6.9
2.3
0.3

7.0
0.7
_____

2.2
0.7
_____

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

.7

0.].

Muscovite
Total

100.0

Figure 36,

100.0

100.0

S.1

100,0

Modal analysis of typical samples of the Fish Lake complex.

-J

o
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reriona1 nieta orphism (6, p. 170, but is not a deuteric
'inera1. Therefore, both saussuritization and low gracie
regional metamorphism seei to have affected the plagioclase. Iarge blade$ of "whIte iiica" as long as 1.3 rnrri
occur in C-X-3 as alteration of plgioclase; they are
r'

thought to be paraonite instead of sericito.
Pink, strongly ploochroic hypersthene, Fs2523,

is

characteristic of the hyperite phase, but varies wtdely in
abundance. Both euhedral crystals with well developed
lamellar exsolution and irregular grains are comrion.
Deuteric rims of cunmiingtonite enclose most hypersthene;
rarely, only isolsted remnants of hypersthene remain in
pseudomorphs of cumrningtonite. Alteration to talc and

bastite is occasionally well developed.

Cores of hyper-

sthene occur in augite without sharp demarkation, but are
easily distinguished by the strong pleochroism of hypersthene. 3uch inclusions are sometimes separated from surrounding augite by a rim of iron ore.
Augite is distinguished from hypersthene by its lack
of pleochroisrn, tabular for'n, and characteristic partial
alteration to hornblende. Twinning Is well developed,
hourglass structure is occasionally present, and zoning is

rarely observed. Crystal size varies largely in relation
to the degree of replacement by hornblende; large augite
grains with narrow hornblende rims, and small irregular
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cores of augita in hornblende are both coîîrion. Outer borders of augite are generally granular with spongy, optically continuous graIns of

wide zone.

However, few

tacts against hornblende.

hornblende embedded through a

augite

crystals show sharp

Augite

con-

composition ranges from

to I.o percent CaFeSi2O6 molecule in four typical samplea. Alteration of augita to actinolite is occasionally
26

far advanced.
Strongly pleochroic, dark brown hornblende was formed
in response to increasingly hydrous conditions during lato
rnagnietic stages. Its color grades outward from dark brown
to pale bluish green in large crystals. Lack of any semblance of crystal form, and thickly scattered, rounded inclusions of all principal minerals are characteristic of
hornblende.

ierrow rings of cwîrningtonite separate
hypersthene inclusions from hornblende. Augite inclusions
are seldom rounded; the zone of contact is irregular.
Some small cores of augita remain even in the most hornblende-rich saiples. Alteration of hornblende is usually
not far advanced, but small amounts of chlorite are typithe

cally present.
similar role in relation to uyperathene as hornblende has to augite; narrow rims of
CunxningtorAite has a

cuiiviingtonite around hyperathene are characteristic even
In the most basic saiDles. Where aniphibolitic alteration
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of hypersthene has taken place, the secondary rniner1 is

cummingtonite.

No hornblende has formed from hypersthene.

Dark red-brown biotite is usually minor, forrned after
hornblende,

and around iron ore, but is occasionally a

ior constituent.

Where biotite is abundant,

(C-X-1)

rock is generally

finer

rna-

the

grained, and contaIns only minor

yroxene and more sodio p1aLioc1ase.

Pale green, bladed to

fibrous hornblende is also usually present.

However, only

the finer texture Is megascopically recognizable.

Accessory minerals, except for the siínultcneous occurrence of

quartz and

gabbroic rocks.

niagneslan olivine,

are typical of

Apatite is consistently present, often In

large crystals up to 1.3

m'a

long.

Magnetite is abundant;

and skeletal crystals of titaniferous iron ore are infre-

quently present.

Interstitial quartz Is slightly more

abundant and widespread than olivine.

Olivine occurs only as rounded blobs and corroded
crystals, usually in an advanced state of alteration, in-

eluded either

in

single crystals, or tightly packed aggre-

gates of augito or hypersthene.

Dark red-brown sorpen-

tinous pseudormorpha are more common than the p&rent olivine.

Talc and serpentine have formed along fractures,

all fragments are rinnied by

vine composition

(Fa1_2)

heavy bands of

iron ore.

Oli-

Is based on a negative optic

axis figure with an estimated 2V of 85_900.

and

11i

Shand (2S, P. 120-121),

ir

hIs discussion of lncom-

patiblo phases states:
"If the magma is cooled rapidly after olivine
has begun to crystallize, then the reaction
between olivine an silica is prevexited and we
have a rock composed of a few crystals of olivbne with or without other minerals embedded
in a siliceous glass.... A similar effect may
be produced by the olivine reacting with the
siliceous residual magma; the latter, if it
crystallizes completely, must then yield sorne
quartz."

The second efiect is well illustrated
complex.

ifl

the Fish Lake

livine crystallized early, and was incompletely

resorbed before becoming isolated from the magma by formation of the surrounding pyroxene.

No evidence exists that

either quartz or olivine originated by contamination in the
rocks of the Fish Lake complex.

Erratically shaped, glossy-black schiloren, characterizad by coarsely crystalline texture and brownish weathered
surfaces, occur in hyperite throughout the complex.

(Figure 37)

Schileren composition is usually rnelagabbro,

but hornblendites also occur.

Extensive replacement of

augite by poikilitic hornblende is characteristic of these
inclusions" and hornblende is much more abundant in the

schlieren than in the surrounding rock.

Individual crys-

tais of both pyroxene and hornblende one-quarter to one-

half inch across are typical of the schlieren.
If these "inclusions" wore remnants of an earlier

lis

Figure 37,

Erratically shaped sohlieren typical of
hyperite in the Fish Lake complex.
Location: center i'W sec. 7, T, 6 S.,
R. L6 E.

Figure

Planar flow banding In hyperite of the
Fish Lake complex. LocatIon: SE*N'W*
sec. 7, T. 6
., n. ¿6 E,
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phase which was dragged

out into such weird patterns,

large

tabular minerals should record the deformation, but no such

deformation is present, even hiotito does not have bent
cleavage.

The schlieren, therefore, are

not

belIeved to be

inclusions in the ordinary sense; either they were a part
of the parent magma or chemical assimilation has reached

complete equilibri

with the magma.

Local concentrations of water could cause replacement

of augite

by hornblende without change in temperature.

Co-!plex patterns devoloped in the schileren are more sug-

gostive of the diffusion of one fluid through another than

of deformation produced by shearing or
it Is therefore

pressure. (Figuro

37)

sugosted that the sohileren represent lo-

cal concentrations of water vapor and volatile constituents
in the crystallizing magma.

Flow iandIng.

Planar flow banding is well developed

in several parts of the complex. (Figure 38)

The most

striking exposures aro In the northern part of Clear Creek

wide can

stock where a zone 100 to 150 feet

tinuously for about

half

a

mile.

developed flow banding are in the
sw* sec. 17; and

ENW-

sec. 9,

T,

be traced con-

Other areas with well

conter
6

SW

sec. 16;

S., R. t6 E.

and also

in the small gabbroic bodies east of I)eadnian Point.
Ing is caused by segregations
Ito.

01'

sand-

hornblende and labrador-

Individual bands are well defined in outcrop,

but
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8carce1f visible in th1i

section,

Relative concentrations

of hornblende grade into feldapathic areas on both sides,

Dark bands generally 1/16 to
maxirnux

width of 2 inches;

inches wide.

a

inch wide are separated by a
few dark bands

ae

No preferred orientation of the

several

ìinera1s was

observed in the bands.
In all occurrences,

the banding rou;h1y parallels the

borders of the stock, though in the Clear Creek stock the

banded zone is in places 100 to 150 yard.s from the contact.
Swirls and eddies on horizontal surfaces suggest

oving stream (Figures 39 and

Lj0),

surfaces the lineation Is regular.

a

slow

but on exposed vertical

(Figure 38)

Wagner

arid

Doer (32, p. 27) interpret greater vertical regularity in
flow banding along the border of the ¿kaergaard Intrusive
to flowage either upward or downward, not horizontally.

They believe that greater irregularity would result on

vertical surfaces from horizontal movement.

banding of disoriented mineral

Piety flow

grains is a cornion feature

of basic plutons. (3, p. 16)
Inclusions.

Hyperite contains ultrabasic and skarn

inclusions which are largo enough to show on the map.

Other sia11 rounded xenoliths of uncertain parentage are
scattered through the complex at random intervals, gerierally near the borders.

Dach type is described individually.
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-
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T

r1igure 39.

Irregular swirls suggestive of sluggish
stream in zone of planar flow. Location:
66)O feet, NE*S* sec. 7, T. 6 : R. Lf.6L.

:*
4-.

P

Figure

LiD.

Darker rock pulled into pointed "cusps by
flowage of light-colored rock. both are
part of the hyperito phase. Location:
6800 feet, NW*NW* sec. 7, T. 6 s., R. L.6 L.
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Ultrabaslc
Inclusions

re mcrked by distino-

Ultrabasic inclusions
tive,

weathered surfaces; deep reddish brown

coloration contrasts sharply with grays of the surrounding
rock.

iany of the ultrabasics are streaked on weathered

su.rfaces with closely spaced parallel bands superficially

resembling bedding.

The bands are composed of chalky whIte
The rock on

fibers, marking a high serpentine content.

fresh surfaces Is jet black, and generally fine-grained;
blocky, prismatic cleavage faces typical of freshly broken

schileren are absent.

These inclusions are usually rounded to elliptical In
form,

Contacts are gener-

hut Irregular shapes also occur.

ally sharp, although some asstIlatIon has undoubtedly

taken place.

The largest ultrabasic inclusions are 250 to

300 feet long by 100 to 150 feet wide.

(i-1)

Thin sections of typical Inclusions are classifIed as
aiphibo1e olivinites, peridotites, and serpentinites.

Oli-

vinites and peridotites are gradational as only the ratio
of olivino to pyroxene changes.

Deuteric hornblende and

cummingtonite rim the pyroxenes in both rock types.
plagioclase is acessory, but is so much altered that

position could not be determined.
contact of.olivine and plagloclase.

foxy-red biotite,

apatite,

basic
corn-

Coronas formed at the

Other accessories are

and iron ore.

Alteration prod-

ucts aro simIlar to those described in the hyperite phase.
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Serpentinites are composed of myriad veinlets of
antigorite and magnetite.

Fibrolamellar banding is dis-

tinct in some thin sections.

In

others subcircular patches

of antigorite are sometimes interfingored, sometimes sepa-

rated by thin partitions of magnetite.

Deep foxy-red hto-

tite partially replaced by chlorite Infrequently encircles

magnetite; rims of biotito probably indicate primary rather
than seco'dary magnetite.

roundod
Xonoliths

Small, rounded xonollths,

usually less than

a

foot in diameter occur In scattered zones around

Though xenoliths aro not cornron, where

the stock borders.
one is noted,

several can usually be found in the vicinity.

The most distinctive type (Figure
laths of hornblende

1 to

3

highly altered plagloclase.

.Ll)

contains large

inches long in a matrix of
A dense white border

to 2

inches wide encircles inclusions of this type, which are

generally associated with banded portions of the hyperlte
phase.
Dark,

fine-grained xenollths, apparently fragments of

the country rock,

are generally within a few feet of con-

tacts with 9greenstone.'t

karn
Inclusions

karns cre present as inclusions in both the
hyperite and tonalite phase.

They are

dis-

cussed in detail under metaorphic units because some
localities aro not inclusions.

sicarri
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Figure

Iii.

Xenolith in hyperite of the Fish Lake
complex. Note formation of heavy rim,
and long crystals of hornblende.

Figure ¿2.

Peginatitic dike cutting gabbroic rock of
the Fish Lake stock. iote heavy margins
LocatLon: 6700
of coarse hornblende.
feet elevation at west end of Fish Lake.
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Sai1, irregular, peiiatitic dikes

Pegrnatitic hikes.

are infrequently developed in the hyperite.

(Figure

14.2)

The best exposures are at the west end of Fish Lake at an

elevation of 6850 feet, and in the small elliptical stock
in

SiS

sec. 16, T. 6 3., R.

14.6

E.

These dikes are coarse-grained, mottled black
and

white,

generally very

irregular tn patter.r.

arid

Ribbonlike

patterns cut planar flow bands in the small stock.

Laths

of randomly oriented hornblende up to 2 inches long are

present in many such dikes.
rims of

coarsely

Others are bordered by heavy

crystalline hornblende.

the principal light-colored mineral.

these dikos

Plagioclase is

No thin sections of

were prepared.
The contact between

Contact Relations.
phase and ttgreenstone

the

hyperite

is exposed at a single locality

along the north side of Fish Lake stock (Figure 43),

and

around the small dikelike body near the center of sec.
T.

6 3.,

hi.

E.

14k

9,

Slight chilling effects produced a

"groundnass"

of rounded granular augite, hypersthene and

labradorita.

Large phenocryst.a of darkbrown hornblende

formed later, and poikilitically includegrains of the
early timarais.

Chilling is not readily apparent in hand

soecimen because of the large prismatic hornblende crystals
which frequently reach

a

half inch in length.

Stopirig or brecciation of enclosing

"reenston&'

j
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Figure

13.

Contact with

taorpho

me
sed "greens tone"
on the north side of Fish Lake stock.

The pocket

Imife lies on the contact, with

chilled border Sacies of the stock on the
right.
Location: 6850 feet NE*3
sec. 9,
T.

Figure

¿f4.

6 S.,

Large

R.

6 E.

boulder composed of intrusive brec-

cta typical of the mrgina1 tonalite in
the Fish Lake complex. Location: 7000
feet NW*SW* sec. 17, T. 6 3., R. L.6 E.

l2L

suggested only at the southeastern corner of the small
stock south of Hussel »:ountain.

About 200 feet north of

the road, angular xenoliths of "groenstone't occur in a gab-

broic matrix, and loo to 125 feet inward, dark, rounded

xenoliths are scattered through outcrops of hyperite.
ear the contact with later tonalite, then.ìial meta-

iorphism of hyperite is denoted by the appèarance of antho-

phyllite.

Tonalite
Tona]Jte was {:enerally recognized in the field only
by its characteristic intrusIve breccia.

The rock is

lighter than the hyperite when the two are viewed together,
but the difference in color was not sufficient to allow the

writer to map with confidence.

Intrusive breccias with

dark inclusions in the lighter tonalite are distinctive

(Figure

244),

and occur with sufficient frequency to indi-

cate that the tonalite is extensive.

However, breccia

could not be traced continuously, so the tonalite units may
be discöntinuous within the Clear Creek stock.

Although

best exposures are in the eastern part of Clear Creek

stock, most of the small stocks also contain breccias where

tonalite has intruded the older hyperite.

.Flowever,

tonalite was recognized in the Meihorn, Fish Lake,
Russel Mountain stocks.

no
or
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Petrography.

Andesine, quartz,

and hornblende are ma-

jor components of the torialite (Figure 36).

Chioritic

pseudomorphs have replaced nearly all of the original biotherefore biotite does not appear in the mode though

tite,

it was an original component.

Zircon, sphene,

and allanite

also failed to fall under the cross-hairs during counts,
but are accessory minerals in addition to the apatite

shown.

Andesine Is generally so altered as to make determination of composition difficult; An;
'+'-f-

the range of determined composition.

albite twins are common;

'+1

,

and An 3¼J-3

mark
,

Complex carlsbad and

pericline twinning rarely occuis.

Strong progressive zoning Is still visible in many
tais.
is

orys-

Alteration has progressed by zones, and frequently

restricted to the more calcic cores.

The most consis-

tent alteration products are TTwhitemicafl and opidote, but

minor calcite has formed on

a

few grains.

Prehnite

(?)

and the opaque spongy mass so characteristic of plagloclase

alteration in the thesis area are also present.

Green hornblende is eutiedral to subhedral; long prisms
and euhedral cross-sections are common.

Color changes on

rotation from bright green to pale yellow-green.

Small

cores of augite are rarely present, and hornblende is

corn-

monly rimmed by chioritic pseudomorphs of biotite; less
commonly partially altered to chlorite.
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uartz is anhedral, occurring only as interstitial
E:rairIs.

Coarse grains up to 1.5

rnm

across show well de-

velopod 'dust traUs" and undulatory extinction.

Small

inclusions of euhedral zircon and apatite are characteristic of the quartz grains.

biotite is seldom unaltered; it is generally recog-

nized only as dark brown remnants in pseudomorphous aggrecates of chlorite,

epidote and rutile.

Alteration has

proceeded inward along cleavage planes from the outer borders,

and distinct stages of alteration are recognizable.

ho biotita first bleaches, then alters to strongly

pleochroic chlorite with granular aggregates of epidote

concentrated along cleavage traces, often completely separating the shreds of chlorite.

inuto scaly aggregates of

leucoxene and rutile form dark patches in the chlorite.
The final product, under plain light, is

a

rectangular

patch either of banded, green and black, shreddy fibers
separated by broader bands of yellowish epidote, or irregular grains of epidote completely surrounded by fibrous
masses of chlorite.

Irregular calcite grains are infre-

quently associated with alteration products of biotite.
The pseudomorphs occur alone or less frequently as partial

rims and replacement of hornblende.
Two types of chlorite are present:

(1)

formed after

biotite, strongly pleochroic, tan to bright green, in
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shreddy si-gregates with deep purple interference colors,
snd (2) formed after hornblende, slightly pleochrole,

green to nearly colorless,

light

in rounded aggregates which show

polarization crosses.
Contact Relations.

Therever the contact is exposed,

the tonalite brecciated the surrounding rock.

Intrusive

breccia Is best exposed along the west side of East Fine
Creec, where the inclusions are well rounded (Figure )4).
Lt

several other localities an;u1ar fra:ments of the gab-

broic phase show little displacement.

Ïnterlocking pieces

are separated only by narrow injectIons of tonalito.

degree of rounding Increases away from the contact.

The
Simi-

lar relations are exposed whore the tonalite cuts deformed
'1greenstone" of the thermo-dynamic aureole (Figure 14g).

»el1 developed breccias indicate rapid,

forceful injection

with subsequent stoping and partial assiìilation to round
the innermost inclusions.

Inclusions.

Xerioliths of other than hyperite and

skarn were noted only at the head of East Pine Creek where

angular fragments of country rock are included (Figure

¿f5).

Reid (21, p. 73) reported inclusions of pyroxenite, gabbro,
skarn,

and greenstono,

but does not cite localities.

Petrographic studies of the breccia were considered beyond
the scope of this thesis.
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Figure L$.

Angular blocks of "greenstone8 included in
the tonalite phase of the Fish Lake complex.
Location:
7120 feet, center of
sec. 17, T. 6

Figure L6.

.,

R.

L6 E.

fragments of the hyperite phase
brecciated by the intrusion of the

Angular

toralite.
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Trond jemite

Trondjemlte is conspicuous by Its very light color;
white weathered surfaces stand out sharply against the
darker surrounding rocks.

Only

a

small area, 600 to 800

feet long by about 200 feet wide, was found.

The exposures

re near the bottom of Clear Creek canyon at an elevation

of 6000 feet in the

Petrography.

SWNW*

soc.

18, T.

6 5.,

h. L6 E.

Large anhedral crystals and interstitial

grains of quartz aro very abundant.

Inclusions of zircon

and apatite aro generally present in the quartz grains,

and

irregular grains of potash feldspar are associated with
quartz.

Andosine, An3O_3Li,

complexly twinned and strongly

zoned; outer zones show parallel extinction.

Alteration to

'white-mica" and epidote is concentrated In cores and along

preferred zones,
Dark brown bLotite is the only mafic present.

Altera-

tion to chlorite, epidote, and rutile is far less advanced
than in the tonalite.

Some crystals show slightly bent

cleavage.
-ccessory minerals are apatite, zircon,

Zircons are well formed, large,

and iron ore.

and relatively abundant;

individual crystals attain a length of 0.15 mm.
analysis is shown in Figure 36.

Modal
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Contact Relation.

Intrusive breccias are present in

the southeast end of the exposure, but are less well de-

veloped than in the tonalite phase.
slightly rounded.

are

Knife-edge contacts between trondjemite

and tonalite are not exposed,

but the contact can be

placed within three to five feet.
arid

The inclusions

Abrupt change in color

in megascopic quartz content allows easy recognition.

Metamorphic Aureole
No attempt was made to

saple sufficiently

to make a

detailed study of metamorphic aureoles around units of the
Fish Lake complex, but sariples were taken immediately adjacent to the contact of the Fish Lake stock and the narrow

dikelike unit near the center of sec.

9,

T.

6

s,,

R.

L.6

E.

The preciso contacts are not visible around other units.
The dynamo-thermal aureole around the western two units is

discussed In detall under metaiiorphic units (Page l9).
yroxene Hornfels.
within

a

Pyroxene hornfelses were formed

few inches of the contact, but probably do not ex-

tend more than 3 to 5 feet from it.
limit is certainly less than 50 feet,
at

The extremo outer
because sa-ples taken

that distance were hornblende hornfelses with relict

plagioclaso.

Rounded hyperstheno Inclusions, largely al-

tered to cummingtonite and iron ore are present in one
slide,

arid

cummlngtonite-hornblende Intergrowths In
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another, each taken within 5 to 8 feet of the contact.

The

hornfolses are dark, rnediurn-grai&ed, irregularly spotted
rocks with indistinct streaking parallel to the stock, and
are difficult to distinguish by eye from the similarly

spotted chilled border of the intrusive (Figure
The

4i.).

assb1cge diopside-hypersthene-plagioclase

is

characteristic of the pyroxene hornfels facies (30, p.
In the thin sections

142).

excined, hypersthene and diopsido

occur as xenomorphic grains and partially formed iths,
and as rounded inclusions in hornblende.

The hypersthene

is strongly pleochroic from pale green to pink.

Colorless

or pale green diopside is closely associated with hyper-

sthene and hornblecde, but is distinguished by its total

lack of pleochrois.

Some larger crystals of diopside

display sieve structure.

both pyroxenes are somewhat al-

tered, hypersthone to cunimingtonite and biotite, and diop-

side to acttholite

arid

hornblende.

The plagioclase varios in composition from calcio

andesine,

Lb-5O, to labradorito,

Hecryatal-

lized xenoblastic plagioclase is clouded with tiny rodlike
inclusions,
to identify,

in part apatite, but

ost commonly too small

aligned parallel to crystal axes.

Usually the

crystal borders are free of inclusions but the core may be
quite dark.

Orientations of the inclusions commonly vary

in adjacent twin lamellae.

Dense rounded intergrowths of
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ericito, epidote, prehnite,
the plagioclase, usua11r

and lawsonite are common in

accopgniod by minor flaky chlor-

ite.

Curnningtonite

biotite are comonly

arid

replacements of hypersthene.

iron ore, usually rims
morphs are

1os

irtergrown as
dusty with

Cummirigtonite,

hyporsthone, but complete pseudo-

common.

Small blades of dark

red-brown

biotite have formed with cummingtonite and occasIonally

directly replace

the

hypersthene.

biotita also occurs

as

rims on Iron ore.

present

Minerals

In minor

amounts include chlorite

formed on hornblende; fibrous blue-green actinolite formed
from diopside;

and granular

matted alteration
present in

a

epidote

associated with densely

products of plagloclase.

Calcite is

single section, but apatite and iron ore

are

constant accessory 'iInerals; skeletal crystals of titanIferous iron ore are present in C-75.
.Amphiboles are not characteristic of the pyroxone

hornfels Lacios, but are indicativo of lower facies
(30,

p. 1j43).

Therefore,

the assemblage described above

does not

indicate equilibrium in the pyroxene hornfels

facies.

The dark

hornblende

may indicate transition be-

tween hornblende hornfels and pyroxene hornfels.
tions of pyroxene to amphIbole, and amphibole

Altera-

to chlorite

are indicative of retrograde adjustments to waning
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temperature or continuing low-grade regional metnorphism.
The presence of sericite, epidote and other a1eration

products on the plagioclase of both the stock and thermally
reconstituted rock is probably indicative of deuteric al-

teration and slight regional metaorphism after eriplacement
of the stocks.

Hornblende

1-Iornfels.

Hornblende hornfelses, marked by

the abundant formation of green hornblende, recrystallized

plagioclase, and granoblastic quartz, are found outside the

pyroxene hornfels zone.

Most sections contain altered

relict plegioclase, and varying amounts of actinolite,

chlorite and other greenschist minerals.
A

detailed discussion of samples of the hornblende

hornfels facies is given in the description of the dynamothermal aureole around the Clear Creek and Meihorn stocks.

Limits of Aureolo.
aureole aro not known.

mile fro
t.Lon of

The outer limits of the thermal
Samples taken up to

a

quarter of

a

intrusive contacts show incipient recrystallize-

clouded plagioclase to albite, and contaIn brown

biotita in addition to greensohist minerals: actinolite,
chlorite and epidote.

Clouded p].agioclase alone cannot be

used as a criterion for thermal metanorphism (19, p. 76).

Taubenock (28, p. 1650) indicates that brown biotite is
characteristic of thermal aureoles in northeastern Oregon.
Albjte is not found in other samples of the Russel member

13L1.

which were taken at greater distances from the contact.
Therefore, thermal aureoles around. the Fish Lake complex
are believed to extend at least one quarter mile from the

outer contact of the stocks.

The Fish Lake complex cuts through all units older

than the Lower sedimentary

orîes.

Thermal effects from

the stocks have boon imposed on regional metamorphism in
the surrounding; rocks,

and regional metamorphism of the

stocks is not well developed.

Therefore, the complex was

intruded after metamorphism had begun in the Imnaha formation, but before all regional metamorphism had ceased.

However, no definite

ae

can be given.

This complex may

be related to early units of the Wallowa batholith to the

west, generally considered to be Cretaceous.

Bostonito Stocks
A small stock of bostonite about one-hair square mile

in extent protrudes through breccias of the

Jorway member

just west of 1Jorway Basin and occupies most of an area

known locally as Clipper basin.

Two smaller bostonite in-

trusives are located about i mile west and

1fr

miles north,
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respectively.

The main stock is exposed. Ln a series of

roches moutonnes and is recognized

white weathered surfaces.

frotn.

a

distance by

The small exposure west of

Clipper Gap (i1-1) is marked by rustj-red discoloration on

weathered surfaces.
Petrography
The hostonite is

a

finely porphyritic,

dense siliceous

rock with tiny white albite phenocrysts as long as 1.5 mm

scattered through
mass.

a

blue-black to faintly purple ground-

Components are albito and quartz with secondary

green biotite, epidoto, calcite, and pyrite as minor constituents, but the rock is too fine-gramad for accurate

roda1 analysis.
i\lbite phenocrysts,

Pn6_,

groundrnass of cryptocrystalline

bite.

are set in a very fine

uartz and

icro1itic al-

Flowage IS indicated by poorly developed streaming

of microlites around phenocrysts,

all slides.

but is not developed in

All albita is clouded with soricite and

'tduty" alteration products.

The composition was deter-

mined from symmetrical extinction of albita twins, which
aro well developed and show no indication of replacement.

quartz, where large enough to be recognized as indi-

vidual crystals,

occurs as rounded to elliptical aggregates

of sutured grains.
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Fine flakes

oi

green biotite are scattered through

most slides, but biotite

s

a

is not regarded as primary.

very minor constituent, and

Pyrite in the main stock oc-

curs as sparsely scatterod euhedral cubes less

across,

trusion.

than 0.5

nt

but is very abundant in portions of the west in-

ide1y scattered irregular grains of calcite

oc-

cur in some slides, but are not consistently presont.

Erecciatod portions of the stock contain angular to

slightly corroded fragments separated by thin bands of

microcrystalline quartz, alblte, green

biotite, and pyrite.

Some fine magnetite may also be present.

Albite microlites

are frequently in clusters which are thought to be fine

fragments of the original rock.

biotite, most abundant

along fragment borders, decreases rapidly in size and

quency toward the center of the fragments.

l're-

Epidote is

also more abundant in the inter-fragment bands.
In cortrast to the main stock,

more brecciated,

the west intrusive is

contains more and larger pyrite, and has

dark red-brown biotite.

However, the abundance of twinned

albite laths in a siliceous matrix leaves no doubt that
this rock is related to the main

bostonite,

The oxact

cause of the rod-brown blotite and pyrite cubes u

across is not known.

Red-brown hotite, not

a

to

¿

mm

primary

constituent in thIs rock, indicates either thermal or intenalve dynamic metamorphism.
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Contact Relation
The contact of the bostonite, well exposed in several
places, cuts steeply through the older rock on the south.

The upDer

surface is exposed in

a

vertical

stock,

a

nerrow belt parallel to the

Deforniation and stretched cobbles within three feet

of the contact aro

shown

in

Figure

Closely spaced,

)47.

nearly vertical shear planes aro revealed
feet frown the
is

the

Shearing and defor-

north, and dips slightly to the east.

mation are well developed in

Laco on

southwest contact.

about

1

to 20

Maximum width of shearing

50 to 75 feet around the main body and 10 to 15 feet

around the smaller bodies.

formation on

Attitude of shearing and de-

the north side of the main stock suggests that

the present exposures are

near the top of the

intrusive.

A wide zone of intrusive breccia is present in the

marginal bostonite of the main stock.
varjing from 8 to 100 feet in width,

The breccia zone,

consists of white

angular clasts separated by dense dark blue to black bands.
The elasts are thlc

and weil defined at the contact but

gradually thin out and become less distinct toward the
center of the intrusive (Figures ¿8-5O).

Where the stock

iS in contact with well defined older breccia,

iont contact Is suggested,

a

replace-

but clasts in the stock are non-

vesicular and those in the older formation cre vesicular to
scoriaceous.

Microscopic examination proves that clasts
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Figure L7.

Stretched cobbles in deformed zone bordering the main bostonite stock. i'ote
long pebble above pipe bOWle

Figure L8.

Large exposure of intrusL
Lreccia near
south contact of main bostonite stock.

].39

i?igure

L19.

Close-up view of coarse angular intrusive
breccia in main bostonite stock showing
well defined clasts.
Within 5 feet of
the contact.

Figure

O,

3imilar intrusive breccia in the small
northern bostonite unit,
Note indIstinct
character of clasts.

1L'.O

and enclosing sIliceous matrix

are related.

IntrusIve breccia Indicates thet the stock was force-

fully

emplaced In two or more pulsos which were

far enough

apart to allow solIdification of the first phase.
Ing is evident;

that

older

magma.

Jo stop-

the deformed zone around the stocks shows

rocks were shouldered asIde by the intruding

Thermal efects on country rocks

but a darker

tiro

negligible,

colored biotita and more advanced albitization

occurs in samples taken within 100 yards of the contact.

is the bostonite group is in contact

of

only with rocks

ho Jorway member, it cannot be closely dated.

Low

grade metamorphism Is considered responsible for the presence of green biotite in the hostorilte,

so it seems likely

that the stocks were emplaced durinp early

staes of the

orogonic cycle.
Corral Creek stock
The Corral Creek stock Is

a

small, Irregularly shaped,

smple trondjemite stock exposed south of Corral Creek
the west side of Cliff River.

tent of about half a square

on

The stock has an areal ex-

mile,

with about 1650 feet of

relief between the upper and lower contacts.

Hearly all of

the stock lies within the thesis area; only irregular

1L1J.

dikelike salients extend beyond the map borders.
Pe trography

The milky-white rock,

lirhtly flecked with black, is

exposed In moderately jointed, rounded, blocky outcrops and

sooth

flat faces.

Extreme abundance of coarsely crystal-

line quartz is a striking feature of the stock;

5/8 Inch In diameter were ieasured.

crystals

Concentration of

quartz varies, and crystals are larger in localities of

higher concentration.
tarrow hair-like quartz veins, bordered by pink bands,
to

2-

wide, of potash

inches

lines of healed joint planes.

feldspar, mark irregular
hor

broken, these cuartz

stringers show a thin central layer of faintly bronze muscovite.

hoar the borders of the trondjemite, stockwork

quartz stringers

to 8 inches wide locally

tratad so as to make up nearly 50
(Figure sl).

are concen-

percent of the

rock

The veins cut both trondjemite and the sur-

rounding country rock.

An Increase in potash feldspar and

muscovite occurs in the trondjernite near these stockworks.

At an

elevation of

flakes of muscovite

7200

feet along the north

contact,

were noted in a quartz vein.

uartz

veins are common throughout the stock, but such intense

concentrations are formed only near the periphery on the

north

and east,

1L2

Figure 51.

Stockwork maze of postnagmetic quartz
veinlets in country rock near the conLocation:
tact of Corral Creek stock,
7220 feet elevation in bed of Corral
Creek.

Figure 53.

ÇUi1JaUb OLI 'V.Lf&l Creek
iote dofored beds to loft of
stock.
Location: 7200 feet elevation
pick.
or west side of Cliff River.
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The principal minerals are quartz, potash feldspar,

zoned oligoclaso, biotite and muscovite.
als

are zircon,

apatite, monazite, epidote and iron ore.

Nodes are shown in Figure

52.

Srip1e io.

C-316-B

C-321

uartz
Plagiocisse
Potash feldspar
Biotito
1uscovite
Fe ore
Apatito
Chlorite
ipidote
Spheno
Zircon
Total

Figure

52.

ccessory miner-

30.5

C-320-A

C-351f

C-327-A

30.9
58.3
6.1
3.3

LO.5
L9.2

L7.8

30.3
58.6

31.5

1.6
3.2

13.1
1.1

3.L
¿4.5

3.

L.6

7.0

1.7

58.14.

3.i

2.0

0.2
0.1

0.1

0.14.

0.2

O.L
0.2

0.14.

0.2

0.7

0.6

0.8

0.1
0.1

100.0

0.2

0.1
0.1
100,0

02
100.0

0.1

100.0

100,0

Nodal analysis of trondjemite in Corral Creek
stock.
Porcoìtae is by volume.

uartz is the most abundant mineral, occurrinr in sub-

hedral to anhedral grains, irregularly iñterlocked with

potash feldspar.
tinction,

Minor "dust trails," irregular wavy

and inclusions of apatite and zircon aro charac-

teristic of quartz.

contacts

ex-

Grains join along irregularly sutured

as in vein quartz.

Anhedral, extrere1y irregular,

interstitial grains of

potash feldspar show faint traces of ricroperthitic exsolution larnellae.

Immediately adjacent to the contact,

the

potash feldspar increases in size and frequency, exsolution

becomes stronger,

stringers

arid

and the lamellae appear as irregular

patches.

Potash feldspar has partialij re-

placed oligoclase, and optically continuous, irregular inclusions of oligoclase are common in potash feldspar.

potash feldspar shows slight alteration to kaolin,

The

Along

the contact and in the pink bands, replacement of oligo-

clase is advanced, and sufficient potash feldspar is prosont to give the rock a local composition of granodiorite.
C)ligoclase

An2830, siow

oscillatory zoning; the in-

side of a given zone has a more calcic composition than the

outer edge of the preceding zone, but the average composition of each zone shows a

Albite twinning is

most

common, but periclino and carlsbad

twinning are also present.
oligoclase

to

radual decrease in An content.

Differential alteration of

micaeous aggregates is generally confined to

certain zones, or to the cores.
Light brown,

common mica,

strongly pleochrole biotite is the most

except along joint planes where late crystal-

lization of muscovite has taken place.

i$iotite alters to

dark green, strongly pleochroic chlorite;

random crystals

show formation of secondary epidote along cleavage traces.
In

a

sIngle thin section from near the contact, chlorite,

formed

after

biotita, contaIns

needles of rutilo.
muscovite.

sagonitic

and radiating

riotite commonly interfingers with

34,5

isnor1y

uscovite

oleochroism, changing to

colorless, but shows slight
very pale bronze on rotation.

Abundance varies widely, but small aounts
present.

íre

generally

Concentrations are characteristic along heeled

joints and as large clots in pegmetites.

Zircon,

apatite, and iron ores are the most common

accessory minerals.

Doubly terminated euhedral crystals of

zircon are abundant, occurring most frequently as indusions in quartz and biotito.

Apatite is presont in smell

euhedral crystals and large irregular masses.

Irregular

massive apatite crystallized as late interstitial fillin;,
but the smell crystals were formed early and occur as

clusions in all

in-

Small irregular grains

of magnetite are common and cubes of pyrite with reddish

alteration rims occur occasionally.
Monazite, as anhedral messes from 0.5 mm to

o.5

mm

across is present in two slides tsken near the outer border of the stock,

The number of slides examined is maul'-

ficient to reach any conclusions as to the distribution of
monazite.
In addition to previously

mentioned alteration prod-

ucts, calcite has replaced plagioclase in

a

saple taken

loss than two feet from the north contact at an elevation
of 7100 feet, and

quartz veins.

i;.

an area of extensive poatmagmatic

This thin section (C-317)

also shows a more

1L6

extensive formation of kaolin and micaceous alteration of

oligoclase than in other thin sections.

The unusual amount

of alteration is probably of hydrothermal origin, caused by
the formation of stockwork quartz veins.

Aphte Dikes
Aphtes and pegmatites occur in
in narrow,

the Corral Creek stock

subparallel dikes less than 100 feet long and 12

inches wide.

¡plitic dikes grade rapidly into pegmatitic

pockets containing clustered tablets of pale bronze
covite,

coarsely crystalline potash feldspar,

and quartz,

but pegmatites were not found independent of the
dikes.

rius-

aphte

Crude pzrahlohism of adjacent dikes is com-'on, but

widely separated dikes are not consistent in direction.
The aphtes form. fine to medium-grained, white to pink

sacoharoidal dikes; principal constituents are quartz,

microperthitic potash feldspar, slightly zoned oligoclase,
and bladed muscovite.

Accessory minerals include

apatite, pink garnet and sparse granular iron ore.

analysIs (Figure

5t.)

shows the rock to be quartz monsonite,

C-36-B

Sample No.
uartz
ílagioclase
i-otash feldspar
Muscovite

Figure

4odal

5L1.

3.2
29.0
30.1
6.7
100.0

Modal analysis of
typical aphte from
Corral Creek stock.

1t7

(hrnet occurs In
side of the stock.

a

sin:1e aplitic dike on the e&st

Pink crystals show poor crystal form,

cnd are slightly altored to chlorite.

Contact Relation

The contact between

the Corral Creek stock and the en-

closing sedimentary formation is extremely Irregular, wIth
numerous dikelike salients extending varying distances into
the older rock (fl-I).

Visible bedding in the sedimentary

rock has been disrupted where the salients intersected it
at high angles,

but where intersected at

a

lower angle,

bedding is bent asido to parallel the stock (Figure 55).
Excellent exposures of deformed bedding are located along
the eastern edge of the stock, where an arm of the older

rock is partially enclosed.

Near this location, visibly

continuous bedding curves through approximately 1600

f

arc.

Irregular inclusions of country rock as much as 6
Inches in diameter are exposed in the bed of Corral Creek

within 12 feet of the contact.

ChIlled margins were not

observed, althoçh a "knife-edge contact" Is visible in

several places.

In thin sectLo n,

a

slight increase In

icroperthitic exsolutlon is shown for
least

1 cm,

a

distance of at

but the igneous border is sharply defined

against the granoblastic texture of the hornfelsic country
rock.

lLi.8

'1etarn.orph1c Aureole

Hornblende

hornfelses wero formed adjacent to the

Corr&l Creek stock; but the width of the aureole is not
nown.

definitely

Sampling revealed two distinct types of

hornfels iiimediately adjacent to the contact, one an equi-

librium assemblage and the other a disequilibrium assernblage.
Equilibrium Assemblages. Most country rock at the
contact is dark gray to black, and

very

fine-grained.

though bedding is still visible, other sedimentary
have

been

lost.

freshly broken

surfaces.
of the sediments produced

the following assemblages indicative of

(i)
(2)
(3)

textures

Small flakes of biotite reflect light from

Complete recrystallization

hornblende

Al-

equilibrium in the

hornfels facies:

biotite-plagloclase-garnet-quartz
hornblende-plagioclase-biotite- quartz
hornblende-diopside-plagiocïase-quartz

Amounts of the constituents var, but in general individual

characteristics are similar.

Plagioclase is the only

critical mineral of the facies which appears in all samples
studied; its

grains

are anhedral,

rarely

twinned, and char-

scteristically slightly clouded or altered.
sists of aligned opaque inclusions.

sericite and epidote is

could be

deterined

corrunon.

Clouding con-

Slight alterations to

The composition, An26.30

by twinning only in C-317-A.
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Dark brown hiotite
and clusters.

ttons.

i

well

foxed

in elongate blades

Green tints are revealed in some orienta-

Amounts vary; in C-317-A,

biotite is the only mafic

elsewhere it occurs with hornblende.

'a1nera1,

Lepido-

blastic alignment is characteristic of both biotite and
hornblende.
Elongate, anhedral grains of green hornblende are

characteristic, but crystal form is well developed in some
In C-327-B hornblende is restricted to certain

samples.

bands, which probably mark original beddIng.

Other bands

in the same thIn section contain anhedral droplike grains

of diopside associated with sphone and minor actlnolite.

Garnet,
clear rounded grains
tropic,

a

is present as

in small
ini

C-317-A.

Though generally iso-

few grains show slight birofringence around the

outer edges.

Its

composition was not determined.

ChlorIte has persisted in many samples.

Lenticular

masses, fibers, and apherulitic aggregates are common.

limer amounts of opidote also persist.

emall euhedral

eristals of apatite aro characteristic.

Díseqi11briurn Assemblages.

Denso, dark green rocks

contaIning megascopic garnet aro exposed in contact with

several dikelike salients of the stock In the bed of Cliff
River.

A maze of thin quartz veins

is almost always pres-

ent in areas where these distinctive green rocks occur.
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Tinder the

microscope saiples of the denso rock

contain hornblende hornfels B8se!!]blagos and
assemblage.

a

re seen to

1tor zeolite

The hornfels assembla:es are:

(i) hornblende-diopside--plagioclase
(2) hornblonde-diopside.-plagioclase-garriet
(3) diopside plaioclase-garnet-potash feldspar

The later assemhlae is zeolits-calcite-opidote.

Diopside

tnd

hornblende are generally matted in eggre-

gates so thick that individual minerals ere difficult to

distinguish.

Small hornblende crystals are also present.

The larger crystals show faint pleochroism, green to yeli ow- groen.

Plagioclase is iiinor, usual1 untwinned,
to sericite,
is thought

calcite, and epidote.

to he recrystallized, but

but

enor1ly

The plagioclaso

the relations are not

d of i n i te.

Garnet forms stout, reddish-brown, anhedral grains
with conspicuous sieve structure.

¡lteration to rounded

spherulitic chlorite is far advanced in C-326.

¿ections

C-326 and C-323 are prediiinantly garnet.

¿eolitos have formed in the rounded "cavitìest' of the
garnet,

between ¿&rnet crystals, and in large

0p6fl

thonpsoruite were both recognized;
chabasite in blocky, pseudocubic crystals and thpsonite
patches.

Chab&site and

in groupa of radiating fibers. The relatIons between
net and zeolitos aro sugrestive of replacement by the

gar-
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zeoll tes.

Calcite and quartz are frequently intergrown with zeolites,

and occasionally include diopside,

any large crys-

tais of opidoto are also surrounded by zoolitos;

the assemblage quartz-calcite-zeolite

therefore

is later than epidote

and diopside.
Obviously the later assemblage formed under different

conditions than the first.

¿eolitos could not persist at

conditions sufficient to form diopslde and garnet.

Zoolitos are known to

low

temperatures (27, p.

forni

662).

from alkaline solutions at
As the saiples were

in close conjunction with poatmagmatic

quartz

taken

veins, the

zoolito assemblages can be explained as hydrothermal al-

teration of the hornfelses which took place after metamorphic recrystallization.

The lowering of temperature sut-

ficient to allow formation of zeolites would also be conducive to deposition of quartz from solutions percolating

along the fractures.

The Corral Creek stock is similar to one of the ltost
units of the Wallowa hatholith (29),

early Cretaceous.

and therefore probably
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Cornucopia Stock
A small salient of the Cornucopia stock extends into

te

extreme southwest corner of the thesl3 area and

al-

though no detailed work was atte'pted, the outer contacts
were mapped.

On the geologic map (Fl-i) the rock of this

salient is called the Cornucopia trondjernite.

Joodapeed (9, p. 55-78) postulated granitization as
the origin of the Cornucopia stock.

sal1 part

As only an extremely

of the stock is within the thesis area, no con-

elusion concerning Its origin 15 justified here and the
stock is not considered any further

In

this thesis.

Dikes
The thesis area Is replete with such an assortment of
dikes that only
be depicted.

nying map.

b,

detallad, largo scale mapping could they

Therefore, none were plotted on the accompa-

Local areas contain such

a

bewildering maze of

dikes that only with difficulty can country rock be posi-

tivoly identIfied.

Outcrops which do not contain one or

more dikes are rare in formations older than the Lower
Sedimentary Series.

Systematic
this thesis; but

study of the dikes
a

was beyond the scope of

few samples of lanprophyres and unusual

dikes were taken for microscopic

examination.

The

largest

13
dikes are Tertiarr bsa1t, and occur only in the western

dioritic

diko

in

pert of the area.

Largo

trendinE: ì.

can be traced for iore than

35° W.

across the head of Clear Creek canyon.

a narrow belt
i

Others

nile

re too var-

led to permit diseus3lon.
L amp rophyr e

Lamprophyrlc dikes are generally narrow and
widths change abruptly,

irregular;

and Irregular projections into the

country rock are coìion (Figure 55-56).

Angular blocks of

country rock are occasionally Included in the dikes.

Chilled margins are not alwajs visible in irregular lampro-

phyric dikes, but

generally

size is visible toward the

a

definite decrease

contact.

In grain

Preferred orientation

of phenocrysts parallel to the dike walls is much more apparent in the center of the dikes, as would b expected if
the borders crystallized more rapidly.

dikes occur

less frequently,

form and width

(Figuro 57),

Larger lempropbjre

but are much more regular in

and

characteristically reveal

flow structure and chilled margins.
All lamprophyres studied are spessartites,

character-

Ized by large .3honocrysts of zoned hornblende and highly

altered plaioclase.

The groundmass is composed about

equally of hornblende and plagiocleso.
Dark, greenish-brown hornblende phenocrysts have well

developed crystal outlines, and are strongly ploochroic.

1514.

Figure 55.

Figure 56.

Irregular apessartite dike cutting small
stock of metadiorite in bed of ast Pine
Creek,

pessartit dIke showing typical irregular borders in contact with "greenstone,"
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'I

Figure

-

-

Larger limiprophyric dike with smooth regular borders typical of the larger dikes.
The pocket knife lies on the contact with
gabbroic rock of the Fish Lake complex.

57

2Ì

'.

,

l'igure 58.

-

-..---

..,

'.

'

Xenolithic dike. 1ote rounded inclusions.
Location: SE+NW- sec. 9, T. 6 S., h. L6 E.
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distinctly

Concentric zones ero

birefringence and p1eochroisi.
unaltered.

merked by variations

Hornblende

In the groundmass, hornblende

in

phenocrysts are
occurs as slender

laths as long es 0.5 rn.

Plagioclase phenocrysts are recognized only by dense

matted aLteration.

epidote,

Sericito, chlorite,

leucoxene,

and minor lawsonite C?) make up the alteration agregates.

trong1y zoned, clear plagioclase crystals in tho groundmass have
Ito,

a

composition of andesine,

An2.6,

to labredor-

15256.
Accessory quartz and apatite are present In most spes-

sartite saïples.

Dark brown biotite,

chlorite, and

slightly clouded plagioclase are characteristic of samples
taken within thtaniorphic aureoles of the Fish Lake complex.

Lamprophyres

are of several ages.

the Fish Lake complex,

Some are older than

others are younger.

i

better dat-

Ing can be given without more detailed study of the dikes.

4plito In Gabbro
An aplitic dike of tonalite about
en outcrop of the Fish Lake complex,

nor of Fish Lake.

Inches wide cuts

8
t

the northwest cor-

The firie-grainod saccharoidal dike con-

tains abundant quartz and plagioclase, little blotite,

accessory apatite, zIrcon, and muscovite.

Interstitial

quartz contains small inclusions of zircon and apatite.

and
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Plagioclase is so altered to epidote,

sandte,

and lawson-

ite (?) that its composition could not be determined.

tite is foxy-red, strongly pleochroic,

Bio-

and generally

al-

tered to epidote and chlorite along the cleavage planes.
fluscovite occurs in small clusters of subradiate blades.

veinlets of prohnite cross the thin section.

iia11

other dikes of similar composition were recognized,

o

so the

relation to the Fish iake complex is not known.
Fegniatite
In the northern part of Clipper tasin,

half a mile

north of Red Nountain summit, several coarse-grained peg-

matite dikes, 2 to

6

inches wide,

the Lower Sedimentary Series.

cut bedded sandstone of

The narrow dikes form two or

more intersecting sets, but individual dikes ere extremely
regular in width and direction.
crystals as long as l

inches are conrton, usually concen-

trated along the dike margin.
centers.

e1l formed orthoclase

Crystalline quartz forms the

iO parent intrusive body is visible.

Xenolithic Dikes
¡

spectacular xenolithic dike cuts through gabbroic

rock in the northwest edge of the Fish Lake stock at an

elevation of 6800 feet (Figure 58).

hundreds of dark,

rounded xenoliths, comprising about 60 percent of the dike
are enclosed in a

donitic matrix.

The 3-foot wide dike
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can be traced

i4.

disappears under

700 L. far about 100 to

150

feet before it

cover.

A similar dike, about 30 inches wide,

containing

clusters of dark xenoliths, crops out about 2000
feet north, at an elevation of 72L0 feet.
About 200 feet
of the dike is exposed, striking N. 85° E. As the two
dikes are approximately parallel and of similar lithology
separated

they may be related.

1S9
Ti

DRPHIC UNITS

Metsorphic procosses within the srea have produced
two rneppable nonstratiraphic units,

a

dynarno-thermal eure-

oie around Clear Creek and Meihorn stocks,

tizod zone along

the

Pine Creek

fault.

and an epido-

3karn deposits are

included in this section, but uct all outcrops are of auf-

ficient size to

map.

All skarn deposits shown

on the map

(d-l) are inclusions in the Clear Creek stock.

Dynamo-Thermal Aureole
A strongly deformed,

sohistose border of varying width

and intensity is aLmost continuous around the Clear Creek
and Meihorn stocks.
a

On the east side of Clear Creek stock

narrow salient of the stock severs

the

Foliation is indistinct and local along
borders of ielhorn stock.

cover portions of the

deformed band.

the

south and

east

Alluvium and Tertiary lavas

aureole.

Schistosity in the deformed

zone maintains a position subparcllel to the outer border
of the stocks.

vertical, but in

In
a

iost of the unit,

foliation is nearly

small area at the southern corner of the

zone, the foliation dips 12° toward the stock (Figure 59).

Petrograph.
The outcrop appearance varies

with the

intensitj of

deformation from "gneissoid," with distinct subparallel

160

Figure

9.

ioli&ìtion of "greenstone"

in the

dynano-thermal aureole.

Ppr

.

Figure 60.

stretched cobbles in deforied conglonierate at east of dynamo-thermal aureole.

163.

banding and 1ont1cu1ìr augen, to indistinct she&rthg with
larninae revealed by preferred cleavage,
erinp,

differential we8th-

of certain bands, and particle e1onation.

are largo phenocrysts

arid

The

ugn

glomoroporphyritic clusters of

plag;iochuie, and also dark ereis which seem to be ground-

mass of the

original

Augen

1av

frequently tapers out

into diacontinuous "trails" caused by crushing and dragging,

but

plastic dofonatïon

has siso been active.

augen, remnants of euhedral

In some

crystals may be seen, and sur-

rounding elongate minerals swing around the periphery of the
augen so as

to indIcate probably movoent.

Hotation of

elongate masses of relict plagioclase has left 3-shaped
trails of fragments and swIrls in the schistoalty (C-37).
Deformation is most intense in the portion caught between
the

iish
To

Lake and Clear Creek

stocks.

determine the grade of mot amorphis

in the dynamo-

thermal aureole, thin sections of 1 saïples were examined.
The hornblende hornfels facies has been reached in 10 sections, a lower intermediate stage in i section and greenschist facies in

L.

sections.

Hornblende llornfels.

hornfelsos aro
intensely deformed, dark green to black rocks, frequently
containing streaks and augen of crushed feldspar. They are
lepidoblastic to schistose with slight to definite banding
The hornblende
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3ch1stoity

of matie minerals.

is more pronounced

toward

the outer perimeter of the deformed zone.

Typical assemb1aes are:
(i)
(2)
(3)

hornblende-plagioclase-biotite-quartz
hornhlende-plagioolese-diopside-quartz
hornblencle-plagioclese-quartz

Relict p1aioc1ase is common.
the

In addition, one or more of

miner1s chlorite, calcite and epidote,

is present in

Secondary iron ore ïs present in each

all thin sections.

sample studied.
trong1y ploochroic hornblende occurs in elongate
grains, prisms, and tabular poikiloblastic laths.

Color

changes on rotation from pale yellowish tan to dark blue-

green or dark brownish-green.

Preferred orientation of

elongate crystals and segregation into rudo bands or closely packed lenticular masses is common.

However,

irregular

poikiloblastic hornblende containing rounded inclusions of

plagioclase and iron oro shows no evidence of lineation or
segregat ion.

Recrystallized p1arioclaso ma

be distinguished from

relict plap;ioclase by several features.

Generally,

the

metamorphic plarioc1ase has irregular crystal outlines, is
clear of alteration, and interlocks with surrounding minerals.

Relict fragments and clusters of plagioclase are e1thr

highly altered to
dote,

a

dense, finely crystalline mat of opi-

chlorite, prehnite,

serlcito end lawsonite (?), or

/
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are clouded.

k1agioclase composition ranges from

Az3jo

to

An82

where the composition of both relict and recrystallized

plagioclase could be determined In the same slide, relict
crystals are moro calcic.
ithIn SO feet of the stock, crushed g1oneroporphyritic rosettes of p1aioclase have been partly replaced
alonç

fractures and borders by clear zones of more sodio

plagioclase

arid

Replaced zones stand out sharply

quartz.

against clouding and local alteration of the original

plagioclase.
Dark brown biotite occurs most commonly as small
elongate blades, or irregular tabuler aggregates, but near
the contact it forms well developed plates which are some-

times poikiloblastic.

?leochroism is from nearly colorless

to a very intense brown.

biotite is usually in close asso-

dation with hornblende, but
iron ore,

glociase.

is

also present as rims around

and In irregular segregations of

juartz and pia-

Alteration of biotite is uncommon, but in C-37

chlorite, epidote, and sphone have grown along cleavage
traces.

Diopside is prosent as bright green or colorless
xenor:lastIc grains with a raximum size of about 0.2 mm.
In Some sections diopslde

is included In hornblende.

It

occurs at Irregular distances from the stock, and Is not
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alone indictîve of higher rnetamorpbic effects, though lt
l3 often present in slides of the hi,host grade.

Actinolite oecur$ in abundance in only two slides,
C-372 and C-373,
ly,
is

taken about 150 to 100 yards, respective-

the south side of Clear Creek stock.

from

Hornblende

also present in both slides, but less conron than ec-

tinolite.

trernoly

The two minerais were distinguished by the ex-

fibrous

the hornblende.

nature of the aettholite, and lower

2V

of

The color and pleochrolarri of hornblende

and actinolite in these sections are so nearly identical es
to make thei alìost indistinguishable.

Granoblastic quartz in mosaic aggregates, irregular

crystals, or velniets Is present in all slides studied.
It occurs

both as segregations, and in association with all

other minerals; intergrowthe with plagioclase are common.
iron ore is generally most prevalent in slides con-

tathing relatively largo amounts of calcite, eçidote, and
chlorite.

Lark brown to reddish spherulitic masses of

li'ionite are present in two slides,

elation with

other iron ore.

Potash feldspar was
It occurs

usually In close asso-

as arall

recognized in only

two

slides.

irregular grains in the recrystallized

matrix, usually associated with granoblastic quartz.
Calcite and aphone comionly occur together.
forms anhedral,

Calcite

coarsely twInned grains with weil defined
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cleavage, and varies in amount.

crystals

tered

to about lO percent of the rock.

curs as euhedral crystals,

like grains,

vary from scat-

Ai'iounts

Sphene oc-

irregular aggregates, and drop-

and occasionally forms narrow

rims around

Euhedral sphere is abundant, generally forming

ore.

3

iron
to

percent of the slides in which it occurs.
Epidote and chlorite are present in most sections, but

usually minor in amount.
dant than chlorite.

epidote or

a

Epidote is generally moro abun-

Veinlets filled wlth quartz, calcite,

combination of these minerais are corìron in
A significant veinlet, filled

the hornblende hornfeises.

with prehnite, epidote, calcite, chabasite, and pistacite,
in C-373.

This assemblage as a vein filling indi-

cates either low grade metamorphic conditions

after

the

formation of the hornblende hornfelaes, or retrogrado
metamorphism.
Transitional Facies.

In C-90,

epidote is the most

abundant mineral; no recrystallized plagioclase was reconized,

and greenachist minerals are as prevalent

of higher metamorphic grade.

as those

Plagioclase is aLnost

pletely cbscured by matted alteration products.

corn-

L)iopside

occurs as inclusions in poikiloblastic hornblende and as

scattered rounded to irregular grains.
but minor;

sphene is abundant.

Chlorite is present

The assemblage diopside-

hornblende-epidote-chlorite is not in equilibrium with any
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metamorphic feces, and thererore the rock Is probably

amphibolite facies

transitional between the albite-epidote
and the hornblende hornfels facies.

Three savnples which show meta-

Greenscbist Facies.

facies re discussed individu-

rriorphisn of only greonsehist
.

ally.
oie,

One, C-101,

was taken just outside the mapped aure-

but shearing efi'oots are visible in thin section;

second, C-190, was taken near
is internediate

the center of the aureole and

distance from the stock; the third,

inì

..

feet

C-115, caiie from withIn 100
Creek stock.

a

Foliation in this

of the north edge of Clear

portion of the aureole Is

less well defined than in other parts,

but can be ditin-

guished in outcrops approxImately 125 yards

fro'.'n

the con-

tact of the stock.

$emple C-101, taken east of Moihorn stock in the 3Ej
sec.

8,

T.

6

S.,

t.

L5

E,.,Is an angular sedimentary

breccia consIstiìg of altored lithic fragments in a sand
to

slit-sized fe1dspatIc matrix.

dominant rock

Meta-andesito is the

type in the fragments, but

"granitic" pebtie about 5 mm

one subrounded

in diameter is present in the

thin section.

The
feldspar, and

"granItica

granule consiats of quartz, potash

altered p1arioclase

with irregular patches of

minutely crystalline intergrowths of aetinolite, epidote
and white rica.
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Lt

re represented in the lithic

least two lava tjpes

grains: coarsely prophyritLc meta-andesito and

grained

pilotaxitic

metavolcanic of uncertain

a

fine-

composition.

Flagioclaso crystals in the clasts are severely altered,
but twinning can be seen In many crystals.

products include wbite mica,

epidoto,

Alteration

chlorite,

and

scat-

tered clusters of prehnite.

Alignment Is conspicuous in the matrix; large grains
of plagioclase are crushed

arid

the smaller fragments

Finer grains, mostly quartz

dragged out in trails.

arid

Iron ore, have been forced into streaks similar to flow

structure.

hock framents have siooth elliptical outlines

drawn out parallel to the streaming.

Large areas In the

m,trix are filled with coarsely crystalline epidote, calcIte,

actinolite,

and granoblasttc quartz, which do not

show any relation to the streaming, and therefore, are
thought to have formed after the principal defor'ation.

npidote is the

most common mineral, and large crystals

are molded aruund meta-volcanic

Ing

nearly complete borders.

clasts,

occasionally form-

Much of the matrix is nearly

opaque because of thick accumulations of finely divided
iron ore.

Rocogntzable p1aioc1ase in the matrix is

twinned and highly altered.
In sample C-190,

a

coarse sandstone,

foliation is

not

well defined in thin section, hut was evident in outcrop.
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owever, fo1ition is visible only in the more competent

outcrops of associated calcvreous sediments fail to

beds;

show distinct foliation in the field.

L deformed cobble

conglomerate, exposed about 300 feet from the spot where
C-190 was taken (6800 feet, SE*NE* sec. 12, T.

E.), conta!ns
only

1

6 S.,

R.

L1.5

stretched cobbles up to )4 inches 1on, but

inches wide (Figure 60).

This thin section contains subrounded to angular

lithic grains, quartz and plagioclaso fragments, in a fine

matrix of minute green blotite,

microcrystalline

and twisted aggregates of sericite.

Lithic

fine-grained metavolcanios containing
microlites in

a

fraents

are

relict plaglocisse

dense chiorltic groundmass.

franents are usually highly altered, but
fresh with distinct normal zoning.

quartz,

a

Plagioclase
few are nearly

Incipient recrystal-

lization to albite Ls visible along the borders and in

pctchy areas of the plaßioclase.

Epidote, calcite, and

chlorite also occupy irregular patches.

of the

The £ox

micaceous minerals is the only evidence of foliation.

Tiny

sericite crystals fori narrow, highly birefringerit stringers

wch

separate the larger clasts, often entirely en-

closing individual grains, and spreading to form

nearly solid mat over local arosa.
hiotite is closely

intergrown with

tions in orientation

of the -icas

a

derise

Finely tabular green
the sericito.

Varia-

cause the stringex to
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appear twisted, but definite preferred orientation i$ shown
by nearly siìiu1tneous extinction over largo areas.

micaceous

inera1s probablj formed frori

rial In the matrix,

and grew with

The

rgi11aceous mate-

elongation normal to

the

pressure gradient.
Sample C-11, is

volcanic

coarse sandstone made up of meta-

a

fragments and plagioclase grains in

recrystallized matrix of

c1se.

very fine,

quartz and possibly plagio-

Alteration is extensivo, but individual grains ere

still visible.
ore,

'iosaic

a

The clasts are dark with secondary iron

and contain large amounts of chlorite and blue green

actinolite.

Chlorite is practically restricted to the

but actinolite is well developed

matrix.

both

sand

Green biotite occurs as tiny randomly oriented

crystt1s and

shredded

aggregates in both clasts and matrix,

but iS most extensive in the matrix.

Lineation or shearing IS lacking in this thin section,
but its absence may have rosì'lted from the random orientation of the thin section.

i.o

satisfactory explanation of

the lack of thermal alteration so close to the contE&ct is

known.

3amples taken

a

greater d3.stance from the stock

have been thermally metamorphosed to hornblende hornfels.
O ri g i ri

The relation of the deformed zone to the Clear Creek
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and Meihorn stocks is shown by chante in strike of the

foliation pariliel to perimeter of the stocks except on the
east side of Clear Creek stock where a salient of the stock

crosses the foliation (P1-i).

From a study of the map

alone the disruptlon of the deformed zone would seem to
indicate th

.

t

the stock was

1ter

than the deforation.

This is true only of the narrow tonalite arm which actually

crosses the aureole, not for the entire stock.

Intrusive

breccias are well developed near this point where the

tonalite phase has intruded the older hyperite phase.
small outcrop of the deformed tIgroenstoriet

A

south of the

narrow salient conttns foliation prs11el to that on the

Therefore, the deformation can be safely as
sied to the forceful intrusion of early unit of the
stock, and disruption of the foliation to later intrusion
north side.

of the

tonalite.

Augen of relict plagioclase and bands of crushed
feldspathic fragments within

a

few feet of the stock in-

dicate that thermal effects lagged behind dynamic granulation and compression.

Further,

the presence of well de-

fIned shearing, crushing and stretching of desta

in sam-

ples showing no thermal effects leave no doubt that forces

resulting from intrusion were the major contributors to the
formation of the dynamo-thermal aureole.
The presence of minerals of low metamorphic grado in
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moderate to high temperature assemb1aea might indicate

either thermal

regional meteorphism, or retrograde adjustment. As there is rio indication
that the chlorite and opidote have formed from minerals of
higher metanorphic grado, arid the gabbroic bodies do not
show evidence of regional metamorphism equal to that of the
surrounding units, the low-grade minerals are believed to
be the result of previous regional metamorphis.
Calcite and sphene could be produced either from the
bulk composition of the original rock or metasomatic introduction of Ca and Ti, As both occur t irregular distances
from the stock, they are thought to be the result of original composition, if they wore the rosult of metasomatic
enrichment they should be most conton near the contact.
In view of the above evidence it seems clear that the
rnetmnorphism imposed on

dynamo-thermal aureole around Clear Creek and Melhorn

stocks is the result of

intorpla, of dynamic and thermal
metamorphism caused by the forceful intrusion of basic
magma into a terrsne of slight regional metamorphism.
Thermal metamorphism has been imposed over regional, and
the forces exerted by the expanding intrusive on the
sheared

au

and somewhat plastIc

age and shearing

surrounding rock induced flow-

resulting in d1stinctve "gneissoid"

band-

presence of a zone of intense deformation around
two stocks in the complex acid its absence around others

ing.

The
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are

difficult to exp11n s&tisfctori1y. ¡s the G1er

is the l8rgost stock In the complex, likely the
deformatIon is related to bulk of intruding magma, but 83
Creek stock

small, size cannot be the sole ccuse.
Fo11t1on is ilore pronounced on the riortheest side of C1er
Creek stock, &nd Is well developed only on the northwest
the ï'.e1horn stock is

FolIation is not present in all of
the "groenstone" caught between the two stocks, and thereside of Meihorn stock.

fore may not have resulted from

compression

between

thorn.

All probles concerning the dynamo-thermal aureole cannot
be answered, but the positions of the most intense deformation 3ugests

that

drection of emplacement; northeast for

Clear Creek stock and zlorthwe3t for

size

of

C1er Creek

caused mechanical adjustients in

stock

the

the country rock which took

two stocks

are

considered as

a

fori of foliation.

single unit, the

amount of intruded magma compared

complex becomes even more
chief cause of the

Meihorn stock; and

with other

s:gnificant,

arid

If the

greater

members of the

is

probably

the

dynaio_thermal aureole.
Eoidotized Zone

A

wide zone of

epidotization occurs along the

side of the Pine Creek

fault. Ea3torn borders

upthron

of the zone

are arbitrary, drawn to include areas of intense green

coloration recorded in

the

field.

Precise limits

cannot
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be defined as the Intensity of alteration Is grbdational.

This zone corresponds to the epidote-garnet rock of Rose
(22).

Pe t rogr aphy

Outcrops within the zone are generally dull green, but

original textures are recognizeble.

member

re

BreccIa

of the ìorway

particu1rly distinctive; dull green lava frac-

ents are embedded in a gray to wite, recrystallized

trIx of calcIte.

ma-

Vesicles are clearly defined In pillow

lavas and breccias as dark green spot3 of crystalline epidote,

Epidotizatlon is spotty, as dark areas of variable

size are scattered through the area.

iIcroscopic texturez of parent rocks are less well
preserved.

Llastoporphyritic and blastopsammitic sections

are nearly indistinguishable.

In other sections, no trace

of the original mineral or clastic grains was detected,
even though macroscopic texture was well preserved.

mR

IS not extensive except in loc&l areaz.

Greensch.ist assemblages are well developed;
!:ost

hear-

comon1y developed

the two

are:

(1)

albito-epidote-actinolite-calcite-chlorlteblotito (sphene-quartz)
(2) albite-epidote-actinolite-calcite-chlorite(zphene-quartz)
The two asseib1ages are distinguished only by the formatIon
of biotite.

pheno and quartz are usually present, but one

17L1.

or both nty be absent.

&iounts,

it sometiies fornis 10 percent or

Spheno, uua11y in

constituent.
b1aFe

utrtz is especially variable in

ie11 forned cryst&1s,

Otber minera1

ioro of the rock.
is never a

major

which appear with these assorn-

are relict plap:ioclase, pyrite, apatite,

arid

potash

f e i d spar.

Lpidoto 18 the most persistent
zone;
trie

in some saïp1es

rock.

it comprises

rciineral

O

formed in the

percent or more of

Crystal form varies, but usually epidote crys-

tais are larger and better formed where associated with

larger amounts of calcite and quartz.
to be clear,

strongly pleochroc, ouhedral prisms which are

frequently twinned.

isUc

Large crjstals tend

Spherulitic aggregates are character-

of epidote vosiclo fillings.

Granular epidote is

most corniionly formed as alteration of volcanic clasts.

In-

clusions of iron ore aro common, and et times causes
grains to be nearly opaque.

Tiny beads of epidote are

usually congregated around large epidote euhedra included
in

quartz-rich sap1es.
Green biotito is present in about half of the thin

sections studied.

A strong brown tint is present in some

biotite, but green is the dominant color.

Sheaves and

sub-.

radiato clusters are characteristic of biotita; the clusters occur as vesicle fillings,

patchy replacements of

desta, and isolated groups in the matrix.

Intergrowths

l7

with epidote and chlorite are common.
Chlorite is very abundant, generally as irregular

rounded patches, partial vescle fillings, and radial agChloritic agregctes are usually intergrown with

gregates.

other rainerais, and are best developed on volcanic cleats,
and in sections of pillow lavas.
Pale green actinolite is generally abundant.

In

several sections it is more abundant than epidote; however,
the samples carne from widely scattered
be used to determine

liits

1octions and cannot

of the zone.

and calcite a:pear in the same slide,

where actinolite

thej are usually

intergrown, with long needles of actinolite thickly woven

through calcite crjztals.
Calcite is conspicuous only in samples of breccia
where it was

a

constituent of the original rock.

In

these

slides, calcite forms large crystals with inclusions of

epidote, pyrite, and anali aggregates of biotite and chlorite.

Irregularly sutured contacts against quartz grains

are common,

for quartz is generally more abundant in slides

containing calcite.
Albite has partially or completely replaced original
piagioclase; it is tyicaliy developed as feathery aggregates, often within recognizable outlines of the original
cr.sta1,

and is geiierally less abundant in slides contain-

ing large amounts of epidote.

Radiate patterns between
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ol8sts

lrx

C-27

suggest zoolitos now rnetanorphosed to al-

bite,

TransitIon into the albite-epidote-aruphibolite facies
is

rnrked by the presence of diopside in two sections

(C-309 and C3LtO),

partially foxied diopside

Irregular,

tablets are associated with ca].cite-actinolite intergrowths.

RelatIons are not clear as to which mineral is

being replaced, but consideration of

etaorphic staV1ity

suggests that diopside is later.

Garnet was found at

a

single locality; in thin section

the garnet foris strongly zoned, partial crystals with weak

birefringonce, usually as narrow rims around cores of
quartz and calcite.

Crystal form is usually absent, but

two or more fLoes are depicted by sharp angles in the nar-

row rims.

Stringy extensions irregularly protrude into

the included minerals from the rims.

Inclusions of chlo-

rite are present in larger garnet crystals, but It is not

clear whether the chlorite Is a replacement or not.

As

composition of the garnet was not determined, grade of

metamorphism indicated

is not known.

ireas of intense epidotizatlon marked by strong
green coloration contain irregular zones oi dark rock,
of which appears to have been

a

sandstone.

bies and boulders, turned dark green

some

hounded cob-

by selective epidoti-

zation are contained within some dark zones,

thor areas
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of dark roc
the

appear to be

merely

1es altered breecla8

of

orway member.
The dark

"sandstore" is

finer-gralned than other parts

of the Norway member, but ali samples contain the assem-

blage biotite-muscovite-albite-quartz (chiorite-epidote).
Chlorite and epidote are very minor, never more than

i

to 5

.uscovite occurs with albito &ìd

percent of the rock.

quartz in aggregates, usually bounded by outlines of original p1aioc1ase grains.
Two

colore of

Liotite is the dominant mineral.

hiotite are present in the

sa'ae

thin section,

and brown biotite is characteristic of the "sandstone."

Fino blades form rounded clusters, but more typically,

bio-

tite flakes are scattered through the rock.

of the dark rocks seem to have resulted from dif-

io5t

forent parentage

present either
breccia or

tectonic

than

sedimentary

activity.

However,

to

They may re-

rocks incorporiited in the iorway

foreign material

ficient in the zone
mixing.

the ordinary breccia.

"iiixed" with the breccias by

deformation

does

riot

support the theory of tectonic

Thererore, tho dark rock is believed to be maten-

als of diifforerit bulk composition than most of the

breccia,

seem suf-

orway

but originally incorporated in these breccies.

Origin
The epidotized zone is clearly related to the fault
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zone,

gener1 lack

but the

of shearing, and preservation

of macroscopic texture of the original rock indicate that
tne zone did

r±ot

form es the direct resdt of intense de-

format ion.

Greenschist assemblages represent hydrous phases of
the chemical co:ponents found in rocks of basaltic ?arerltaro,

oderate teperatures and

and are formed at

high pressures

Theoretical stability re-

167-172).

p.

(lL.,

moderately

lations can be shown by the following diagrii (6, p. 171):

(4,

?,'

T

Fyfe and Turner (6, p. 170) sugest
by which opidote minerals might form;

The third,

zoisite

+

"anorthite
chlorite

.j

+

water

+

several reactions

all involve water.

olivine or pyroxene=

quartz," is applicable in the epido-

tized zone because the 'iinerals on the left side

oI the

equation should have been present in the original lavas.
Fyfo and Tui'ner
It appears

(t:'.,

fro

p.

171)

state:

present know1cde that the dense
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hydrous minerals of low grade metamorphism
(e.g., epidote and prehnite) will form rapidly
at low temperatures in the laboratory only il'
pressures are well above 3000 bars.,,.this does
not mean that ater pressures of this magnitude
ere necessary.
Low partial pressures of water
and hih load pressure may suffice; for in the
case of the epidotes, the ioler volume of the
hydrous solids
s less than that of the anhydrous phase by a considerable amount."

formation of

Therefore, to explain the
it

is necessary

to postulate

temperatures above

2000G and

a

the epidotized zone

hydrous environment with

pressures of 2000

bars, a

possible minimal limit of the greerischist facies

suggested as the result
Coornbs

of

(6,

p.173)

a study in Iew Zealand by

(5).

In consideration of

the above physical

relations, the

formation of the epidotized zone is considered to have re-

alteration of basaltic rocks of

sulted

from

member

without

metasomatic

additions

s'ìres

orway
Locali-

except water.

zetion along the fault is therefore logical,
nues for the

the

because ave-

cIrculation of water are provided.

are also expected along a fault zone.

High pros-

High

permeability of the breccias and pillow lavas allowed the
water to spread, but the width of the zone may be
due to unrecognized cross

faulting.

ri

part
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Skarn
Skarn areas are small, many too small to map; the most

extensive and well developed arecs are inclusiors near
southeast border of Clear Creek stock.

Other areas aro lo-

calized near the small gabbrolo stocks eact of Ueadrnan
Point.

Skarn is distinguished

marble by its color and

its

ifl

the field from contact

content of garnet and epidote.

Field Appearance
Skarns do not form proiriinent outcrops, but are
by distLnotive color

and coarse

crystallinity.

marked

Colors vary

with mineral content, but the nost comon color is gray

with a green or red cast.
In

sicarn

areas along the south and southeast side

of Clear Creek stock,

the borders are difficult to place

precisely, for the ortginal inclusion has boon brecciated

and

irregular blocks are enclosed

ritic rock.

any diorittc stringers contain flow lines

parallel to the blocks,
the

by narrow bands of dio-

Tgneous rock.

indicating

forceful intrusion of

Individual blocks beco:e smaller and

generally more rounded towards

t'rie

outer

hilts

of the

skarn areas.

Jome

saller

blocks near the

borders of these areas,

especially on the point overlooking the

sali saddle

Le-

tween Fish Lake and Clear Creek stock (Pi-l), are dark and
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very irregular in outline.

They are predominantly composed

of coarsely crystalline black hornblende in blocky crystals

about one-half inch long, and small interstItial, milkywhite plagioclase.
Garnet is partIcularly well developed in the southernmost skarn area (Pi-i)

and on Garnet butte.

occurs as

It

local nearly puro masses and as intergrowths with calcite
and epidote.

In the

southern locality, lenticular masses

several feet 1n diameter contain coarsely crystalline garnet with only very minor calcite and opidote.

garnet crystals in these masses evera;e
diameter.

to

Individual
3/Li.

Inch in

The rock breaks along the crïstal faces, and

tends to crumble Into individual grains when struck with a

hammer.

Garnet-calcite Intergrowths are best developed at

Garnet Lutte.

Here dark red garnet,

corrrionly in complex

euhedral crystals, is embedded

in

coarsely crystalline calcite.

Individual crystls of gar-

a matrix of white,

inches in diameter were measured at this locality.

net l

Garnet-epidote Intergrowths, with neither mineral showing
euhedral form, are common throughout all of the skarn
areas.

Crystal size varies widely.

both quartz and cal-

cite are common associates of such intergrowths.

Epidote is widely distributed in the

rarely euhedral in form.
and size

near the

It is best

skarn,

but Is

developed in both form

edge of the skarn In the saddle
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separating Fish Lake and Clear Creek stocks, where bright
green prisms up to three-fourths inch long are formed in
calci te.
skarn locality at the edge of the east salient

In the

of Clear Creek stock, garnet occurs as red-brown clusters

and zones of fine grains in relatively pure marble.

Green

areas of epidote and white rhomba of calette are present in
the clusters and zones.
5 to 6 feet wide.

One band of nearly pure garnet is

A narrow zone in this outcrop shows

strong iron and copper stains on weathered surfaces.
In the circular locality in the SE1SE
3.,

R, L6 E.

tken

7,

T.

6

the relations are different than in most of

the other areas.

bas

sec.

place;

o

brecciation of

t'ne

original inclusion

three distinct but gradational zones of

minerals are present.

Plack acicular prisms of hornblende

up to 3 inches long, with minor interstitial white plagio-

clase, make up the outer 10-20 feet.

The middle zone is

composed of white plagioclase, and spotted with scattered
crystals of black garnet one-fourth to one-half inch in

diameter and euhedral epidote up to one-half inch in diameter.
zone,

Clear anhedral quartz is also present.
about 50 feet in diameter,

The inner

contiris very thick ac-

cumulations of crystalline garnet "cemented" by quartz and
feldspar.

L silicified garnetiferous vein with dark iron

stain cuts the center of the outcrop area.
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urtz
outcrops.

veins and strthors aro cornon in the skarn
Iron stein, from pyrite or rarely chelcopyrite,

has usucily colored the quartz varying shades of dark brown
or red.

Claim stakes have been errected on nearly all such

outcrops.

le t ro g' ap hy

A mineralogical

study of the skarns was not attempted;

but three representative samples were studied to show their

general composition.

Two assemblages:

(U diopside-enste-

tite-garnet-(epidote-hornbiende-c1inozosite)

(2)

diopside-

garnet-epidote-(calcite-quartz) are present in the thin
sections studied.
In

the first, diopside constitutes about

cent of the rock;

anhedral garnet, opidote,

zoisite are the other principal minerals.

to 90 per-

and dino-

Faintly p1e

ochroic enstatite is present but minor, probably less than
2 percent.

koth diopside and enstatite fori large tightly

Interlocked plates which are heavily altered and clouded

with iron ore.

Dark green hornblende occurs as irregular

patchy inclusions In dopside.
are actinolite,
In

iron ore,

Uther oitertion minerals

and chlorite.

the second assemblage, garnet or opidote consti-

tutes the bulk of the rock.

tabulr anhedral crystals.

Diopside forms cïusers of
Garnet is in large red-brown,

xenoblastic

masses

and subhedral to euhedral grains,

ally formed around or in conjunction with opidote.

usu-

Dusty

accumulations of opaque Inclusions darken some of the garnet and most of the epidote.
tinolite and

chlorite.

Alteration products are ac-

Pale green, fibrous

tLnolIte have grown from diopside.

tufts of ac-

Chlorite has formed

along the margins of garnet.

Accessories In the skarns Include sphene, pyrite,

magnetite and apatito.

phene is usually euhedral, in

characteristic diamond-shaped crystals.
regular graIns up to 0.1

In C-!8.

Pyrite is in well

fored cubic crystals, partially altered
Reid, who made
(21,

p.

14.31)

a

Apatite forms ir-

to limonite.

more detailed study of these skarns

determined the composition of the garnet from

these skarns as "35 percent grossularite and 65

andradite- according to
refraction."

percent

its specific gravity and index of

He also reported prehnite,

vesuvianite and

pleonaste in addition to the minerals described above
(21,

p.

3)4.-35).
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GEOM OR PilO LOGY

The

mapped

naiy

high rountaInous

a

be considered as two physiographic

dissected pieteau east of blue Creek (Figure 61),

zones:
&ind

aro

zone west of

due

Creek (Figure 62).

The Columbia River bas1t exerts topographic control only
in

the

plateau

ridges.

zone,

where it cips relatively broad, flat

Prominent geomorphic features are the combined ro-

suit of Tertiary faulting and Pleistocene

glaciation.

Up-

lift along a series of intersecting block faults provided

elevations from which alpine glaciers moved

much of the present topography.

to

carve out

Geomorphic forms are

dis-

cussed below as glacial and nonglacial forms.

Glacial Forms
Glacial action created most of the land foras found in
the area; various forms are described according to classificatiori.

Glacial Vai1es

rost stream
Lied by glacial

valleys in the ara were formed or modiactton. Clear Creek, Cliff River, Norway

Creek, East Fine Crook,

and the 'ilddle Fork of Pine Creek

all flow in excellent examples of glacially eroded valleys.

Figures 63 and

6L

show two such vallejs with oversteepened
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Figure 61.

VIew to east showing typical flat-topped
ridges of dissected plateau capped by
Columbia River basait flows,

FIgure 62.

View of the high mountainous area to the
west showInp the contrast with dissected
plateau in eastern part of the area.
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Figure 63.

Red Mountain Jiasin, a well developed
glacial valley.

iigure 6t.

Clear Creek canyon, typical i-shapod
valley gouged through gabbroic rock of
Fish Lake complex.

138
sides

arid

flattened floors,

both fo1lo

straight course to an intersection

with

onerally

a

a

larger valley.

In Red iountain basin the creek flows across

a

step profile

typical of glacial valleys.
Idi stream valleys in the area, except Trail Creek,
s1iow

evidence of glaciation,

iostly in the form of striated

roches moutonnées, although the typical "U" shape of glacisl valleys IS less well developed.

Hanging Valleys

The entry of Norway Creek into Norway Basin

is

collent, though siall, example of a hanging valley.
creek flows southeast from Clipper Gap over

a

an ex-

The

serios of

troads and risers to plunge some 300 feet to the floor of
the basin in a series of small cascades.
L1ue,

enter the

hear,

Imnaha

Soldier, Deadman

±ivor

and kock Creeks all

from hanging valleys.

Postglacial

erosion has somewhat obscured relations of these canyons to
t}e lar

er

Lake

ins

J?as

Imnaha Canyon.

Fish Lake, Clear Creek Reservoir, Francis Lake and

elhorn Reservoir occupy basins gouged out by glacial ice
(Figure

6).

Ortgin of the basins is indicated by the

prsonce of roches moutonnes, strise, and small ioraines
In positions showing that the ice moved over the basin.

Figure

6.

View of Fish Lake showing
lake basin of the area.

a

typical

p-I

co
'o
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The dip slope of the Trinity Creek formation 8long the
south side of Fish Lake ma

Construction

hs

have ftcilitated plucking.

removed evidence for the origin of

the basin containing Sugarloaf Re3ervoir;

produced by constructing a

darn

if.sst

£ake was

across the small stroa'i.

Throughout the eastern plateau zone, mountain meadows

occur freuent1y.

Mud Lake represents sLch

staes of completion.

the inst

(maximum depth of 13 to
a

2L.

a

"rnedow" in

This very shallow lake,

inches in the spring), occupies

slight depression surrounded by nearly flat banks of

silty mud.

Lecause the lake is situated on the crest of a

low divide,

sediment has not accumulated as rapidly as in

other locations.
Cirques
Jo

well

defined cirques

are in the thesis

ever, the head of Red Mountain

The shape has
the headwalls.

been

basin is

a

area.

How-

odified cirque.

altered by postglacial crumbling

from

Talus chokes much of the upper portion of

the valley.

Lrtes
Aretes are common in the western part
Ridges on both sides of Red
examples.
66 and 67.

of

ountain ì$asin are

the

area.

excellent

T;jpical ar'tes in this area are shown in Figures

19].

Figure 36.

ei1 formed arête at the head of Red
Nountain Iasin, on southeast slope of
Red Mountain. dote cirques on The
Granites in background.

Figure

Close-up of portion of arete east of
Red Mountain.

67.
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Roches ì'outones and Glacial

triae

Roches rnoutonnóos are common in the :-ore resistant
rocks throughout the area, but the best exaip1es are in the
'1îreenstones" and the basic stocks.

Rock Creek,

In the vicinity of

as may be seen from r'igure

3,

roches moutonnes

aro the most frequently occurring outcrop form.

Good exam-

pies are formed in gabbroic rock near the Fish Lake Guard

Station.
Glacial striae, up to
conspicuous on roches

:

inch deep and

ioutonne3.

feet long,

are

Between Sugarloaf

iountain and Fish Lake, striae are gonorally oriented
southeast.

kdthin the valleys striations are roughly par-

allel to the canor

walls.

¿trise are as comiton on higher

elevations in the eastern part of the area as in valleys.
This condition suggests probably existence of

a

local pied-

'ont glacier which moved away from the high mountains and

was not restricted to valleys.

oramos
Lateral "orairies parallel East Pine Creek for nearly
e

mile, but typical tongue shape is conspicuous only on the

east side.

This east ridge, separating the two forks of

East Pine Creek, is shown in

Figure 68.

a

panoramic sequence in

Other small moraines are present along

iorway

Crook, but are so small as to have' little expression at

iigure 68.

Long tongue-shaped 1tera1 moraine
along East kine Creek.

-J

J

19L.

Figure 69.

View of the upper reaches of Cliff River
showing large alluvian fn. Outlines
drnwn in.

l9

eighty-foot contour Intervals.

iorig].acial Forma

ionglacial geomorphic fors cre
the area,

not

well developed

in

but in the upper part of Red Mountain iasîn, the

idd1e Fork of Pine Creek flows, through a gorge some 20 to
cut licito sedi-

30 feet deep, but only 50 to 100 feet wide,

mentary rock.

This gorge has been cut by the stream as

partial adjustment toward base level.

melt-waters were probably

the main

a

TorrentIal spring

erosion agent.

Trail Creek canyon shows no evidence of glaciation.
Lack of glacial striae, roches

opposed to

"[J"

moutonros,

end "V

shape of glacial canyons lead

shape as

to the con-

clusion that streci erosion, not glacial ice, was the

formative agent for this canyon.
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STR UCT UIIAL GEOLOGY

At

least two cycles of orogeric deformation are re-

corded in the thesis aree, one during the Tertiary,
during the late iesozoic.

completed

lonr,

and one

Mesozoic mountain-building was

before outpouring of

iocone lavas.

Older

deformation may also have occurred, but if so its ofects
aro obscured by later structures.

Mesozoic Deformation
The major folds of the area were produced during the
esozoic.

Folding increases in intensity from east to

west, concurrent with a swing in strike from northeast to
north.

Attitudes are generally steeper toward the west,

and the west limb of the asymmetrical anticline exposed

along Cliff River is slightly overturned.
has been contorted,
.

This anticline

and strikes near the summit of Red

ountain suggest that the axis follows an irregular

curve,

"Ei"

swtnging from northeast to southeast end then beck

to northeast.

$teop dips are recorded in sedimentary portions of the

Russel member, but structural information is so sketchy in
the northeast portion of the area that the extent of fold-

ing La not known.

Faulting undoubtedly occurred durth

this orogeny,

but
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ìO ftults were recognized whIch can be assigned definitely

period.

to th1

However, the ìine Creea fault, which has

offset in the northern part of the erea by

been

faulting, may have orïcinated in the

verse fault crosses the thesis
nd has

MouritElin,

feet.

a

1esozoic.

1ter
This re-

aree just e&st of Red

mininum vertical d.splcernent of

¿andstories Of the Lower

posed under breccias of the

2OO

odimentary Series are ex-

orway

nembor at an elevation

of 6000 feet in the gorge of the i1idd1e Fork of Pine

Creek, yet at 8800 foot on the upthrown side of the fault,
the Lower Sedimentary serles occupies its true
ic position above the iorway member.

stratiraph-

The trace of the

fault is not well exposed, and is visible only on the crest
of

the saddle east of Red Mountain where gabbrole rock has

been dragged into placo.

This 'foreign rock" Is highly

sheared end partially meta?ìorphosed, but still recognizable
as being

coarser-grained and distinctly different than

rocks of either the florway member or bower sedimentary
Series.

indicates

Shearing developed
a

dip of

56O°

E.

ner

the fault in both

w11s

for the fault plane.

The age of this fault is not known; it rny be either
:esozoic or Tertiary, but this fault Is older than

a

northwest-trending fault which has offset lt in the northern part of the area.

The short fault In the Tr!nity Creek formation Is
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defined by a silicified gouge zone about

L.

can be traced for only a few hundred feet.

placement are unknown,

feet thick which

Age and dis-

but the fault is probably pre-

Tertiary for feldspar fragments in the gouge zone show
partial albitization.

Post-íiiocene Deformation

roa sthce the 3utpour-

Deformation within the thesis

Ing of the Columbia River basalt has consisted primarily of

This faulting was probably contemporane-

normal faulting.

ous with the great uplift along faults which produced the

present da1lowa

ountains.

ormal faults of this a.e trend north and northwest

Each of the faults was recognized only by

across the area.

te

relation of basalt flows to older rocks, or as at iast

Lakes,

by offset of a distinctive horizon.

or other traces were recognized.

fault gouge

because Tertiary rocks

are displaced by some of these faults, parallel faults are

considered to be of equivalent age.

Compressional stress has produced broad shallow folds
In the basalt flows.
the thesis area,

ever,

because of the dissected nature of

these folds are not readily traced.

gentle folds

How-

n Columbia lUver basalt are visible

outside of the area on the north wall of the Imnaha canyon.

ECOO

IC GEOLOGY

No mineral deposits of proven economic value exist

within the thesis area, nor were any deposits of potential
value discovered during the field investigation.

nation of short working season, rugged terratn,

cesslbility
the area.

A combi-

and

inac-

weigh heavily against any mining venture wtthin
As even a negative report can be of value,

the

following materials aro discussed: Gold, uranium, and
limestone.

Gold
Gold mining has long been of primary interest in the

reg.on because of the rich mirles at Cornucopia, and all of

the area has been prospected, probably many times.
«ierable 1Tgopher holes" give
of early prospectors.

Only

Innu-

mute evidence of the diligence
L.

"mines" are shown on the map,

and only three of those show indication of production.

They were not

considered sufficiently significant to search

out the history from baker

County

records. Each mine is

discussed by location.
Carnahan Mine
The Carnahan mine is the only prospect named in pre-

vious literature; lt la mentioned in

ith and Allen's
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report (26, p.

The "mine" is now merely

8).

a

shallow

hole scooped out on the saddle between Llue and i'orway
There is nothing to indicate that it was ever more

Creeks.
than

prospect hole.

a

soc.

T.

7,

A winze,

.,

R.

now open to

been sunk along

which strikes

6

a

E.

to L0 feet,

depth of 3

dips 650

2S0

The vein can be

traced on the surface 100 to 150 feet through
of limestone enclosed in gabbroic rock.
pyrite,

has

vuggy quartz vein 18 to 30 inches wide

a
.

¿i-6

hematite, and

a

small pod

The quartz carries

alachite (?) stain.

Waste dumps

indicate that the original mine was larger than the open
winze.

3J*NE* sec. 18, T.

6

R.

L..6

E

Two large pits have Leen sunk, probably on the same
vein,

about two hundred yards apart.

ble on the surface,
N.

150 E.

but the direction between pits is

uartz in the dump contains small amounts of

pyrite, scattered garnet, and reddish,
(?)

stain.

The vein is not visi-

encrusting limonite

No other suiphides were noted.

Some tunneling

had been done from the base of the northern pit, but the

extent could not be determined.
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uest 2.: blue
In

!00k

the urì8urvejed

i1ue Creek

an

at;

htilside a1on,

,

feet In width.

a

irec

about

e1ev;ton of

one-h1f mile west
an

feet,

71400

adt

silicifled zone varying from
The zone striKes

3°

.

t.,

1

of

orters the
to

5-

dips 10°

and can be traced for 200 to 300 feet on the surface;
edit was not explored,

t;ut

is opon for

at least 50 feet.

.uartz from the shear zone carries heavy

a

pyrite minerali-

eathorLng of the pyrite

zation, but no other sulphides.
has produced

the

rust;/-atainod zone

evera1 inches wider than

the ninera1ized zone.

orway Mine

Oregon Metal Mines handbook (17, p.32) places the

Norway Min

in sec. 9,

ent topographie maps,
sec.

1.

Therefore,

.

6 s.,

R,

)

E.,

but on the pres-

the mine dump fells just inside
the mine is not shown on the 8cc07-

panying map.
A large dump, some old track, and a small mill remain
on the site.

feet

1on.:

All workings are caved.

A tunnel over 1000

is reported to have followed a wide shear zone,

which carried "gold

01'

fair grade"

(17, p.

32).
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Uranium
Lxtenslve claims for radioactive minerals have
staked along

the west side of Elue

Creek, but no develop-

ment or production has been carried out.

uranium

o

uineralization was noted in the area,

of detecting

radioactivity

was used

been

tú

evidence of
but no means

test the area.

Limes tone

Limestone deposits

exposed in the

thesIs area are

small and inacoess:i.blo to be considered as economic
prospects.

too
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HISTORICAL GEOLOGY
The span of pro-Permien time is unrecorded in the

During the

area.
&

Permien

most of the region was covered by

shallow coa$tal sea, occupying

eugeosynclinal trough.

a

Vulcenism was active; volcanic material comprises the hulk
of the Permien rocks in the region,

were also being eroded

to

but sedimentary rocks

contribute framents to the lower

TrInity Creek formation.
subsidence of the

trouh

was rapid, but fElled to pace

the volcanic outpour; the seaway filled end terrestrial de-

posits began to form.

mulated
thick,

Talus and landslide deposits accu-

between periodic

expulsions of lava to form the

jumbled sequence of the Russel member.

Shallow marne enbeyments and lagoons rematne, marked

by

irregular

limestone pods, and during the Priassic,

probably in early Upper Triessic time, the sea again spread
over the entire area,

?ulsatlons of the see are recorded

by lithosomal intertonguing of marine end terrestrial

members of the Imnaha formation.

Extensive vulcanism

con-

tinued beyond the tLie of terrestrial deposition, resulting
in the thick breccia and pillow lava of the

orway member.

Part of Upper .L'riassic time is unrecorded in the
iree.

thesis

During this emergence minor orogeny may have taken

place to produce the angular unconformity between the

2OL,.

Lorway member

nd the Lower Sedimentary Serles.

When the sea

¿aln

swept over the area In Upper

Trlisslc timo, vulce.nlsrn was no longer so activo.

The

water wes deeper, receiving mostly fino sediment.

L9rge

boulders in mudflow conglomerate suggest that the source
of the sediment was not far renoved.

Marine deposition

apparently continued through Upper Triassic time to form
the

artin l3rldge end Hurwal formations, though these

formations are not present in the thesis area.
Orogeny, with plutonic intrusion,

deformation,

and

regional metamorphism took place In northeastern c)regon
during the late iesozoIc, and this was probably the

when most of the Intrusive units were emplaced.

cu1min&ton of orogeny, the crea was exposed

tie

ifter the

to erosion,

and a mature topography developed.

During the

great fissures,

iocene,

basaltic lavas flowed up through

and out over the erosional surface.

Thick accumultlons of lava finally covered the ancestral
al1owa Iiountains.
The present mountains

oe

their grandeur to glacial

erosion of areas uplifted by post-Mioceno faulting.

Most

faults snown on the map here foined during this time.
iowever, the association of the epidote zone with the £-ine

Creek fault may indicate that post-Mioceno movement merely

followed the trace of an older fault.
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Pleistocene glaciora moved down 5trontt valleys
the hirh

aree, gouging out immense quentittes of rock

they moved.

Long riigos

were dumped wber

the ice

En recent tine most

arid

fro

ad

es

isolated gravel deposits

ieltd.
of the norainal depostts have

been removed In the thesis aree,
fills

frorri

leaving only dec

scattored glacial veneer.

valley

Lend forms scoured

solid rock have been little altered by erosion since

the flestoceno.
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